
ABSTRACT 

 

EASON, JENNA MARIE.  Factors Affecting Trend Cycles in Automotive Upholstery 
Design, 1960-2020.  (Under the direction of Professor Nancy Powell). 
 

The purpose of this exploration is to determine trend cycles in US automotive 

upholstery over the past 60 years and understand the factors that contributed to these 

trend cycles.   This was done by analyzing the available swatches of US automotive 

fabrics found in the DeLeo and Detroit Body Products automotive trim books from 1960-

2006.  The fabrics are analyzed for motif, scale and color in order to identify trend cycles.  

Following the analysis stage, industry interviews were conducted in order to verify 

historical trends and reveal trends from 2007-2012.  Based on the literature reviewed and 

industry interviews, factors that contributed to these trends were then identified and a 

model was created revealing the relationship between key decision makers and design 

trends.  Finally, forecasts for future design trends in automotive upholstery (2013-2020) 

were made based on this model and industry feedback. 

With the material covered in this research, the automotive industry will have an 

instrument to use as a catalyst for future developments.  By understanding factors, trends 

and the dynamic relationship of key decision makers, new fabrics can be created that 

challenge the set confines for  design and redefine the future limits. Appreciating the 

factors that influenced past trends in automotive interior textiles will increase the success 

rate for future automotive fabric development.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The automotive industry has played a vital role in the United States’ development since the 

early twentieth century and has become a driving force of American manufacturing and 

globalization.  Over the past five decades, the total number of cars and light trucks in the US 

has risen from 61.7 million by 1960 to 237.4 million by 2007 with annual sales figures 

peaking in 2000 at over 17.8 million units (Wards, 2009b).  (The annual US vehicle sales are 

included in APPENDIX 1.1.)  Throughout the years, cars have come to represent American 

culture, style, technology and affluence. Contributing to the success of vehicle brands has 

been the development of an industry whose sole purpose has been to supply interior fabrics 

that meet the performance and aesthetic properties necessary for the automotive industry.  

While extensive research has been conducted focusing on exterior automotive styling, this 

study aims to understand the trend cycles that occurred in automotive interiors, specifically 

upholstery design, since 1960 as well as the factors that contributed to these trends.   

Today, the US automotive industry reflects the global economic crisis and US automotive 

sales have experienced a drastic decrease, especially in the most recent years (dropping from 

over 17 million to 13.5 million in just 4 years), as seen in APPENDIX 1.1. The American 

automotive manufacturers along with the Tier 1, 2 and 3 suppliers, who were once 

considered the international powerhouses of modern industry and innovation, are 

experiencing job losses, bankruptcy, and the very real threat of permanent closure in what is 

now being termed a global crisis.  While many factors have played a role in this turn of 

events, few were predictable or controllable.  In attempts to maintain, US-sold vehicles have 

become standardized and have lost the style and appeal they once mastered.  Much of the 

literature reviewed states that American automobiles that were once a novelty, are now a 

simple commodity.  As long as there are automobiles, textiles will be employed in their 

interiors. Perhaps understanding past automotive upholstery design trends and re-designing 

cars from the inside out is the step the American automobile industry needs to pursue in order 

to regain its iconic status.   
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Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this exploration is to determine trend cycles in automotive upholstery design 

(Scale, Motif and Color) since 1960 and to understand the factors that influenced these 

trends.  From this information, a model will be developed that relates design trends to the 

primary decision makers.  By understanding what factors contributed to design elements in 

historical automotive fabrics, future designers can learn from previous trends, and build a 

better understanding of what factors will have the most affect on automotive upholstery 

design in the future.  Based on these historical trends and factors, predictions will be made 

concerning future design trends in automotive upholstery.  With the material covered in this 

research, based on the following research objectives, the automotive industry will have an 

instrument to use as a catalyst for future developments. 

Research Objectives 

RO1: What trends are present in the motif scale of automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO2: What trends are present in the motifs used in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO3: What trends are present in color for automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

RO4: What factors contributed to these trend cycles in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

RO5: Who are the decision makers and how does this contribute to trend cycles in 

 automotive upholstery? 

RO6: Based on these factors and trend cycles, what predictions can be made for future 

 automotive upholstery?  

Significance of Study 

The ultimate goal is to track historical and recent trends in automotive interior upholstery so 

that they can be used as a reference tool for the automotive industry.  By creating a model 

that aligns design trends with factors and the decision-makers, new fabrics can be created to 

challenge the confines of design set before them and redefine the future limits. 

Understanding what factors have influenced past trends in automotive interior textiles will 

increase the success rate for future automotive fabric development. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

The following section is a review of published literature that is relative to providing background 

and insight into the research conducted in this study.  The areas of investigation are divided into 

four sections.  The goal of the first section is to provide a background for understanding the 

automotive textile industry as well as to identify gaps in the body of knowledge by reviewing 

sources that focus on the automotive textile industry.  The second section aims to understand 

trend cycles and trend forecasting in order to review develop a model for conducting this study in 

a logical manner.  The third section is an overview of the automotive trim samples’ sources.  The 

final section explains opportunities for discovering new information and contributing to the body 

of knowledge. 

Automotive Textile Industry  

The first step in conducting research is to review all pre-existing literature for the subject in order 

to identify gaps.  For the purpose of this study, this includes literature about the history of the 

automotive and textile industries and the engineering and design of these fabrics.    This section 

provides a comprehensive overview of the automotive textile industry past and present.  The 

resources for this study that focus on the automotive industry include: The Automobile Industry 

Since 1945, by Lawrence J. White (1971), and The end of Detroit: how the Big Three lost their 

grip on the American car market by Micheline Maynard (2003).    Resources that focus on 

textiles include: Engineering Textiles: Integrating the Design and Manufacture of Textile 

Products, by YE El Mogahzy (2009), New Textiles: Trends and Traditions and Textiles Today: A 

Global Survey of Trends and Traditions, both by Chloee Colchester (1991, 2007).  Multiple 

studies on color by Margaret Walsh and Edith Anderson Feisner were also included in this study.  

Other resources that focus specifically on automotive textiles and include: Textiles in Automotive 

Engineering, by Fung and Hardcastle (2001), Automotive Textiles, by Adrian Wilson (2007), 

Textile Advances in the Automotive Industry, a collaboration edited by Shishoo (2008), the 2007-

2008 OESA Industry Review, prepared by the Original Equipment Suppliers Association (2008) 

and three publications by Nancy B. Powell, Associate Professor at the North Carolina State 
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University College of Textiles: Design Driven: The Development of New Materials in 

Automotive Textiles (2004), Transportation Interior Textiles: Function and Fashion  (2005),  and  

Design Management for Performance and Style in Automotive Interior Textiles (2006).  This 

research is an expansion of these last three studies, which focus primarily on automotive 

upholstery design.   

 Automotive Industry History and Development 

In order to understand the automotive textile industry, it is important to first examine the 

history and development of the American automotive industry. 

The Bureau of Transportation Statistics reports that in 1960, 74.5 million registered vehicles 

were traveling on 1.23 million miles of pavement and by 2007 this more than tripled to 255 

million traveling across 2.5 million miles paved roads (Bureau, 2009). With an industry of 

these proportions, it is only natural that “the automobile industry is the largest user of 

technical textiles, with about 20 kg” of textiles in every vehicle (Fung and Hardcastle, 2003, 

p. 1). 

According to Lent (1970), “Few material things have been more important than the 

automobile in shaping our lives, our industrial growth, and our national economy” (p.7) and 

Cagen and Vogel (2002) comment that ”no other market develops products in an atmosphere 

where competition is as fierce, the product is as complex, and the challenge of constant 

refinement and innovation is as great” (p. 254). 

Both the automotive and textile industries have been pioneers in mass production. According 

to Colchester (1991), “weaving was the first industry to be fully mechanized” (p. 6). The 

impact of Henry Ford’s introduction of the assembly line is undeniable worldwide.  He 

revolutionized the industry through the standardization of one model (Ford Model T) at 

increasing volumes, which resulted in lower production costs, making personal transportation 

affordable and transforming people’s lives.  However, the product line was limited as Ford 

set the parameters in 1922: “Any customer can have any car painted any color he wants so 

long as it’s black” (Ford p.72).   
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As the US roads saw a continual increase in black Model Ts, “GM’s early competitive move 

was  to  offer  the  consumer  more  choices  of  products,  colors,  and installment payments” 

(Management 27).   As product lines became more diverse, so did the interiors.  According to 

Maynard (2003), “the arrival of the year’s new vehicles every autumn generated long lines of 

automobile enthusiasts eager to see the latest models”  (p. 8).  

In the quake of World War II in December 1941, automotive production was halted and 

equipment and labor at automotive firms focused on meeting the military’s needs. Their 

dedicated effort took a toll on the post-war production vehicles and “according to Don 

Calder, General Motors’ car models introduced immediately after the end of World War II in 

1946, 1947 and 1948 were essentially modifications of the last cars designed for 1942” 

(Powell, 2005, p. 5).   

After the war people were eager to get back to their jobs that helped industrialize America.  

In 1946, there were nine active producers of passenger automobiles with at least twice that 

many hovering in the wings, eager to enter the car manufacturing business (White 1971). 

The next jolt to the automotive industry was the Korean War, which resulted in, price and 

production controls.  According to White (1971), “despite a war economy, consumers still 

managed to buy cars (p. 13).”  But production and sales totals were still too low and the war 

retarded planned expansion and led to raw material shortages (White 1971).  This was turned 

around by the new administration in DC in 1953, which lifted the production controls and 

ended the Korean War.  White stated (1971), “Car output expanded rapidly and post-Korean 

war recession brought a return to fierce selling efforts and a buyer’s market” (p. 13).  Only 

the strong could survive, leaving a total of six automakers in 1954 (White 1971).  

According to White (1971), “1955 was a Boom year for the auto industry” as styles were 

changing, incomes were expanding and credit terms were loosening (p. 15).  Unfortunately, 

the changes at the bigger firms meant more trouble for the few remaining Independents, 

including, Studebaker, Nash and Kaiser.  Yet the biggest hit to the US industry, was that 
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sudden and fierce introduction of small imports, which quickly reached over 10% of the US 

market in 1959 (White 1971). The gap in size and cost from the domestics was momentous.   

Executives at the Big Three (General Motors, Ford and Chrysler) were not shaken by the 

smaller, cheaper imports and responded, “you take out value much faster than you can take 

out cost” and that “anyone who wants cheap transportation can always buy a used car.” 

(White, 1971, p.16).  According to White, by the end of 1959, US independents finally 

brought their own compact cars (starting with the Nash Rambler) and the Big Three were 

forced to join.  US compacts sold well and temporarily held-off the imports (White 1971). 

White (1971) also commented that although the compacts were originally thought of as 

economy cars, the car buyers were requesting extra-cost trim and other luxury items (p.16).  

White (1971) recounted the work of a Yale University physicist who calculated Chevrolet’s 

“46 models, 32 engines, 20 transmissions, 21 colors (plus 9 two-tone combinations), and 

more than 400 accessories and concluded that the number of different cars that a Chevrolet 

customer conceivably could order in 1966 was greater than the number of atoms in the 

universe” (p. 189).   “Through the early and mid-1960s, the compacts and other middle-level 

counterparts gradually grew in physical size and luxury, leaving another widening gap for 

imports.” (White, 1971, p.16)  Many domestics couldn’t compete, and in 1968, only 4 

producers remained: General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, and American Motors Corporation 

(White 1971).   

While US production vehicles continued to be big, ornate and costly throughout the 1970s, 

small Japanese imports began to appear in exponential quantity (Maynard 2003).  It was clear 

that imports were here to stay when Honda opened its first American plant in 1982 (Maynard 

2003).  Maynard (2003) reports that throughout these years, while there was “still nostalgia 

and excitement for US vehicles” American consumers were still buying foreign  (p. 9).  

Honda and Toyota became symbols of reliability and quality, replacing Chevrolets and 

Fords, while Lexus and BMW replaced the US luxury segment represented by Cadillac and 

Lincoln (Maynard 2003).  
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The 1990’s US economy, weakened by the Gulf War, was losing large percentages of 

automotive industry market share to the encroachingly successful imports (Maynard 2003).  

Imports didn’t stop with their small model specialty and in the 1990s, the  American minivan 

market was pushed aside by the Honda Odyssey and even the US truck market (to which 

American’s had always been brand loyal) was challenged by the Toyota Tundra, which 

received Consumer Reports’ honors (Maynard 2003).  In response, American automakers 

introduced the SUV (sports utility vehicle), which, according to Maynard (2003), “was 

immune to foreign competition” (p. 17).  Less than ten years later, Toyota, Lexus, and Honda 

successfully entered this market (Maynard 2003). 

The literature reflects that competition and price pressures ‘got the best of’ US automakers. 

Once among the biggest, most profitable, and most glamorous of industries, the American 

automobile companies were no longer the industry’s leaders and guiding light. Foreign 

competitors had emerged, and pulled ahead in the eyes of their customers and the minds of 

the public, if not formally in industry statistics.  They did so by simply selling one vehicle at 

a time (Maynard 2003).  According to Powell (2006), a strategy based on volume will not 

support a continuing competitive advantage.  OEMs are, in fact, encouraged to follow the 

European lead to design and build to specific customer order” (Management, 2006, p.27). 

The Asian Pacific, Eastern Europe and South American regions have all been achieving 

growth since 2005, while Western Europe and North America have both been falling  

(Original Equipment Suppliers 2008).  According to Fung & Hardcastle (2003), “despite 

production overcapacity, and near market saturation in the developed world of Western 

Europe, the USA, and Japan, car production is set to increase for the foreseeable future 

especially in the developing countries of the world” (p.1). 

Automotive Textile Industry History and Development 

Now that the history and development of the automotive industry has been examined, the 

development of the automotive textile industry can be more easily understood.  The written 
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history of automotive textiles is not nearly as descriptive or complete as that of the 

automotive industry, and it is this gap that this research contributes.   

Automotive textiles (or transportation textiles) can encompass a variety of products from 

upholstery, carpeting and headliner, to filters, tire cords, and airbags (Powell, 2004).  

Magahzy (2009) notes that transportation textiles can be classified as “function-focus fibrous 

products”, “industrial textiles” or “technical textiles”, although he believes that that latter two 

do not reflect the development and design efforts put into these products that stems from 

focusing on their specific functions (Mogahzy 2009). 

This research focuses on automotive upholstery (or bodycloth).  These interior textile 

products have the most contact with the vehicle user and are outlined in FIGURE 2.1, 

labeled: Upholstery. 

 

 
FIGURE 2.1: Automotive Interior (Shishoo, 2008, p.4) 

In 2005, Powell researched the early evolution of automotive upholstery textiles in her paper, 

Transportation Interior Textiles: Function and Fashion.  “The earliest vehicles had no 

interiors and only a wooden board seat which may have been covered with a scrap of leather, 
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fabric remnant or horse blanket” (Powell, 2005, p.2).  According to Powell (2005), as the 

country continued to industrialize both automotive and textiles, “vehicles used a range of 

fabrics such as flat woven wool and cotton broadcloth and mohair woven pile fabrics as 

reflected in the archives of suppliers such as Timmie Depoortere” (p.2).   

Crucial to the evolution of automotive textiles, DuPont introduced Nylon in 1930 into 

industrial products during WWII (Mogahzy 2009).  According to Mogahzy (2009), “with the 

quick industrialization of many innovative products to maximize the performance and safety 

of the armed forces, textiles would experience a major change in the 1940’s.  The synthetic 

fiber revolution had begun (p. 4). 

According to Mogahzy (2009), “the industry developed different forms of yarn from 

continuous spun yarns, flat to texturized, twisted to twistless, and plain to compound or fancy 

yarns.  Numerous fabric types were developed within the three major categories of fabric, 

namely woven, knit and nonwoven.  Many specialty fabrics were also developed including 

crepe woven, dobby, pique, Jacquard, pile woven, double woven, braided and multiaxial 

woven structures.” In addition, when textiles needed additional performance enhancements 

or modification of some form, “the industry has always been ready to offer numerous types 

of chemical and mechanical finishing treatments or special coating and lamination” (p. 4-5). 

The 1950s, according to Powell, continued to experiment with new yarn technologies and 

was dominated by “flat woven fabrics with novelty yarns such as Lurex® and other bright 

yarn accents” (Powell, 2005, p. 5). 

Adding to the success of the technical textile revolution in the US, the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was established in aftermath of WWII (1947).  The Agreement 

protected the domestic industry by import duties, quotas and farming subsidies (Colchester 

2007).  In addition, the Multifiber Arrangement, imposed in 1974, protected Western textile 

and clothing industries from market disruption, dumping or tactical undercutting from low-

wage developing countries with quotas and tariffs (Colchester 2007).  This arrangement 
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allowed American automotive textile companies to grow and specialize without fear of 

competition from fabrics that could be purchased more cheaply from foreign countries. 

According to Colchester (1991), in the 1960s and 1970s, textile manufacture was perhaps 

more affected than any other industry in the West by the idea of mass production that was so 

typified by the photographs of the endless chains of cars lined up on the Fiat (Ford, for the 

US) production lines in the late 1950.  The specialized skills and character of the smaller 

family-run businesses were lost, as they went under or were amalgamated into large, 

unwieldy, featureless conglomerates, and textile products became standardized and dull. 

(Colchester 1991). 

With the growth in supplier size, their technological capabilities also grew.  Suppliers were 

expected to be able to offer all types of construction and secondary processes.  Powell’s 2005 

article outlines some of the most notable techniques of the 1970s.  “Circular knits, and 32 

gauge knits made a competitive surge into the bodycloth field taking market share from the 

woven  velours.  In  1973,  the  first  napped  knit 2 bar 56-gauge fabric named “Repose” was 

adopted. In the late 1970’s, Milliken’s 44-gauge double needle bar piece dyed polyester 

velvet such as “Dante” would soon become the dominant style in the market. It would take 

other competitors nearly a decade to catch up to the market saturation of products like 

Milliken’s “Prima” and its variations. (Dykes, 2004). Interiors resembled the tailored sofa of 

an upscale customer’s living room. Fabrics would be button tufted, shirred and gather in an 

elegant, luxurious abundance reflecting the fashions of the era” (Powell, 2005, p. 7).  

Powell (2005) also discussed the introduction of synthetic leathers or coated fabrics, such as 

vinyl, into the market.  “As the emphasis on durability of products became more important as 

more vehicles were purchased, used and resold, more and more coated fabrics were selected.  

If considering the geometry of the beach seat of the 1950s, it was possible to coat the backs 

of fabrics to improve performance such as seam strength, wear, and contribute to flame 

retardancy.  However, backcoatings made the product stiffer and less trimmable on a curved 

surface. Moreover, consumers experienced the heat and cold of the seat in vehicles with 
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increasing amounts of glass and no or insufficient heating or air conditioning systems” (p. 6).  

One solution to make vinyl seats more breathable and comfortable was to slit the vinyl into 

yarns for knitting and weaving (Powell, 2005). 

By the late 1970s, according to Colchester (1991), the most industrialized areas (US, Europe, 

and Japan) began sensing the danger of being undercut by rapidly developing countries (such 

as South Korea).   The solution for the US, Europe and Japan was to focus on technical 

products that would be difficult for developing markets to imitate. (Colchester, 1991)  For 

example, in the 1970s, the Toray Company introduced Ultrasuede™.  Ultrasuede™ used 

microfiber technology to produce a manmade suede product.  Introduced first to the 

European automotive market as ALCANTARA™, this product was quick to dominate across 

many vehicle platforms in Europe, but “was not prevalent in the North American market 

because of more stringent performance requirements and other competitive business issues” 

(Powell, 2005, p.6).  First to achieve the feel and hand of natural sueded leather in the US 

was Milliken’s Preferred Suede™ (Powell 2005).  Today, Ultrasuede has overcome these 

obstacles and exists in the US for production vehicles and the aftermarket.  In addition to 

creating more technically advanced fabrics, increasing performance standards also helped 

ward off international competition. 

This drive for increasing performance characteristics can also be attributed to what 

Colchester (2007) referred to as the “NASA effect”, where “significant innovations 

developed for the military or aerospace industries are then re-adapted for civilian use” (p. 

19).  One recent automotive upholstery example was the introduction of  “smart seat fabric 

technology”, which uses phase-change material, originally developed for NASA, to “absorb 

and store excess body heat to create a cooling effect, and release it as needed to provide 

additional warmth.  Both Ford and GM demonstrated this technology at SEMA in 2004 

(Power Electronics Technology, 2004). 

Despite all these innovations, OEMs continually asked automotive upholstery suppliers to 

create fabrics that are aesthetically “new and different”.  In the 1980s, many chose a fancy 
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yarn effect borrowed from home furnishings and apparel known as space dye.  The space dye 

effect was the result of intermittent spaces of color on one yarn, which brought a random 

multicolor effect to flat and pile fabrics.  With the advantages of this technology (such as 

simplified SKUs), came disadvantages.  Most notably, “inherent patterning in the package 

dyeing process, which created a repetitive banding or flaming across the pattern,” resulted in 

yarn waste (Powell, 2005, p.9). 

Another prominent aesthetic technology of the 1980s was bodycloth printing, first introduced 

by the Japanese auto suppliers.  According to Powell (2005), “companies like Hakusan, 

Suminoe and Seiren advanced the application of printing on various types of basecloths. In 

the late 1980’s printed automotive fabrics were reported to be about 30% in the Japanese 

market and companies with Japanese partners such as Milliken and Guilford began to 

develop the technology for the American market.  The dyestuff suppliers were challenged to 

develop dyes and chemicals that would meet the light-fastness standards of the North 

American original equipment manufacturers” (Powell, 2005, p.10). 

According to Powell and Manley (2004), “in 1998 Woven velours used by the US 

automotive seat manufacturers represented about 23% of all automotive seating fabrics or 

approximately 21.5 million yards (Powell & Manley, 2004). This level of woven velour use, 

however, had been greatly affected by cost pressures and a change in the aesthetic trends” 

(Powell and Rodgers, 2006, p. 4).  According to Powell (2005),  “the challenge was now for 

flat woven’s to achieve a desirable hand.  Finishing techniques such as brushing or napping 

or needling would need to soften the hand but not deteriorate the integrity of the design of the 

structure” (p. 11). 

Polyester has remained the dominant fiber in the industry due to its capability of meeting 

wear, fade and degradation, volume demand and the cost pressures (Powell, 2005).  

According to Powell and Rodgers (2006), “the further development of manmade fibers 

provided the possibility of engineered performance to meet the demands of the automotive 

market…for better durability, UV resistance and cleanability...As these technological 
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advances improved the function of the materials, changes in the design of seats and the 

passenger compartment would also expand the types of fabric formation used in automotive 

textiles” (p. 3).   

Automotive upholstery fiber and fabric construction choices are perhaps most linked to 
increasing performance standards as well as the changing structure of the seating system. 
FIGURE 2.2 demonstrates a traditional interior for a vehicle from the 1960s and 1970s.  The 
back is a full bench seat (mentioned previously), where the structure, foam and fabric stretch 
from one side of the vehicle across its width to the other side.  The front seat in FIGURE 2.2 
is not a complete bench seat because it has been separated by a center console (usually an 
arm rest or glove box).  The structure of these seats is still relatively simple with little 
curvature.  This image is from the 1964 Detroit Body Products automotive trim book.  The 
letters A-D are referenced when ordering upholstery to identify the seat and seat back of 
either the front or back row  (Detroit Body Products, 1964, p. 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.2: Interior Diagram of Traditional Seating System (Detroit Body Products, 1964, p. 3) 

According to Powell (2005), “as the shape of seats became more organic with flowing curves 
in response to the ergonomic studies for seated comfort and driving posture, the fabric 
requirements for stretch increased. Knitted structures would supply the appropriate stretch for 
trimming these contoured seats. With the additional development of foams with appropriate 
density for laminating to fabrics and scrim, the ability to build a comfortable, light weight, 
safe functional seat became an effective component in the interior design” (p. 7).  FIGURE 
2.3 shows a traditional seat structure that is more common today.  Both front seats are 
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ordinarily the same structure and are separated by a center console.  This sort of seat 
structure is known as a bucket seat, specifically contoured for one person.  Bucket seats have 
been around since WWII, but in limited quantity, particularly for sporty cars and imports.  
Today the market is dominated by bucket seats, with limited use of bench seats (in some vans 
and trucks for example). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most basic seating systems consist of a structural frame member (usually steel or aluminum), 

cushions, springs and upholstery (Mogahzy 2009).  The primary fabric sections of a seat are 

the insert (A) and bolster (B).  According to Powell (2004) “within the trim materials, a 

combination of different types of fabric constructions may be used in vehicle interiors.  

Bolsters are lower cost plain fabrics usually used on the side and back panels of the seats and 

in door panels.  When used in combination with more expensive materials (as the insert, for 

example), a more interesting seat may be created and the total cost of the seat covering may 

be lowered” (Powell, 2004, p.12).  Due to these cost issues, it can be concluded that there is 

often a high ratio of plain to patterned fabric on a single seat. 

  

A 

B 

FIGURE 2.3 Traditional Bucket Seat, 2004 

(De Leo Textiles, 2004, Cover) 
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 Current Materials and Technology 

Key design and engineering elements must be considered when developing automotive 

fabrics.  According to Powell (2004), “performance is the foundation for every component 

for the transportation industry.  Materials characteristics which affect trimability of the seat 

and the overall acceptance of the product are the key elements and include: Yarn, 

Trimability, Pattern, Color, Luster, Hand, Cost, Differentiation” (p.10). 

Since fabric developments are highly dependent on the nature of the fiber or yarn component, 

understanding the key requirements that must be fulfilled in order to achieve a successful 

fiber-to-fabric engineering program is essential (Powell, 2004).  FIGURE 2.4 outlines this 

process from a textile engineering perspective. 

 
FIGURE 2.4: Fiber to Fabric Process  (Mogahzy, 2009, p. 16) 

While polyester remains the dominant fiber choice in the automotive industry, increasing 

environmental awareness and recyclability standards have encouraged research into greener 

options for automotive interiors. Natural fibers such as flax, Kenaf and wool are being 
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researched in combination with other man made fibers such as polypropylene (Powell 2004).  

Also according to Powell (2004), because the traditional bodycloth laminate is “composed of 

polyester fabric, polyurethane foam, and nylon scrim, it is difficult to dispose of or recycle.  

Attempts have been made in Europe, particularly in Germany, to replace foam with non-

woven felt or spacer fabrics, but an appropriate substitute has not been adopted worldwide” 

(p. 7). 

In regards to fabric structure, Powell and Rodgers note, “with the total for knitted products 

volume in the USA at approximately 35% and in Asia at 60 %, (Anand, 2003) knits continue 

to grow stronger in the global market”(Powell and Rodgers, 2006, p. 4). However, some 

industry experts, according to Fung and Hardcastle, have been predicting a move to the 

European preference for flat woven fabrics, which will depend on the acceptance of the hand 

and cleanability of the fabric by North American consumers and the amount of stretch 

provided. The stretch requirements for better trimability combined with mounting cost 

pressures encourage the application of circular flat knits provided that they meet other 

performance characteristics. The automotive industry considers knits capable of the most 

desirable characteristics: low cost, low weight, and high performance (Fung & Hardcastle 

2001).  

TABLE 2.1 reflects the major technologies utilized in automotive bodycloth in the three key 

global markets in 2003. 

TABLE 2.1: Relative Volume of Different Seating Fabrics, 2003 (Anand, 2003) 
Fabric Type   Europe  USA  Asia 

Flat Woven   47%  14%  12% 

Woven Velour     1%  30%  24% 

Tricot (incl. pile sinker)  15%  11%  44% 

Double Needle Bar Raschel      5%  23%   9% 

Circular Knitted   21%   1%   7% 

Leather    11%  21%   4% 

           

Total    100%  100%  100% 
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It is also valuable to view types of fabric based on vehicle segment (A-H), as in TABLE 2.2.  

A through H represent the car segments, according to interior volume, with A having the 

smallest volume. 

TABLE 2.2:Interior Automotive Fabrics by Manufacturing Method(Wilson, 2007, p.16)  

 Woven Circular 

Knitted 

Raschel Tricot Leather Alcantra® Non-

woven 

Needle-

felt 

A 45.9 21.1 4.9 0 11.3 0 11.5 2.2 

B 48.0 23.1 2.2 10.2 4.7 1.1 7.9 3.0 

C 49.2 23.9 0.5 14.8 7.7 0 2.0 1.6 

D 49.4 14.6 0.4 12.4 19.4 3.3 0 0.5 

E 57.5 7.9 0 7.1 27.5 0 0 0.2 

F 55.8 0 0 9.9 33.4 0.9 0 0 

G 20.9 2.9 0 3.9 61.0 9.2 0 0 

H 56.7 23.4 9.0 0 0 0 11.0 0 

Vans 43.4 13.4 2.0 19.6 10.2 4.6 5.3 1.5 

MPVs 56.6 26.3 1.3 6.1 2.4 0 5.0 1.7 

SUVs 31.4 0 0 5.7 58.2 2.5 2.2 0 

As reflected in the charts above, automotive designers have explored all types of textile 

technologies.  Various technologies have different capabilities and limitations.  Both warp 

and weft knit technologies are used to create various types of structures in automotive 

fabrics.  Tricot, double needle bar, and circular knits from both flat and circular machines are 

employed for flat and pile fabrics (Fung and Hardcastle, 2001).  The advantages of knits have 

already been discussed, but it is also important to understand the capabilities and limitations 

of woven fabrics for automotive upholstery. 

According to Powell (2008), “designing for flat and pile woven fabrics begins with yarn and 

color development for warp planning which will be the foundation for the subsequent pattern 
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and filling yarn trials.  Standard loom set ups and constructions, whether dobby or jacquard, 

are developed to meet the cost, color, and performance standards of the customer” (Shishoo, 

2008, p.127). While varying fabric construction techniques have different performance 

capabilities, this study will focus on the design capabilities of these technologies and 

structures and will be revisited in the Factors section of the Results chapter. 

Material choice also affects color options.  It is important to discuss in this section the 

science and vocabulary of color.  Color can be described by a variety of scientific and 

visually descriptive terms.  One way for color to be described is by using the Munsell Color 

System.  Known as the Atlas of the Munsell Color System, this system was developed using 

numbers and letters to classify colors, which resulted in “a distorted sphere with colors 

accurately located according to their three variables: Hue, Value and Chroma (saturation).  

The equator is the basic circle of pure colors.  The perpendicular axis is the black-to-white 

scale.  All grayed colors (tones) fall in the interior of the solid.” (Hope and Walsh, 1990, 

p.292).  FIGURE 2.5 is a three dimensional diagram of the Munsell “Tree”.  This illustration 

shows saturation at the middle value of 5 for all colors (Feisner, 2006). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2.5: Slice of Munsell Color System (Feisner, 2006, p.10) 

According to critics, “there are large differences between hues of high chroma but a 

vanishingly small difference as the chroma approaches zero.  Consequently, there are too few 
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chips illustrating high-chroma colors, which, according to Walch, are industrially more 

important than those of low chroma (Hope and Walch, 1990). 

Another popular color system that was strongly influenced by the Munsell system and is used 

most often by the textile industry is known as CIELAB (created by the International 

Commission on Illumination).  Also known as L*, a*, b* color space, this system is defines 

color by lightness (L), and “a” and “b” for the color-opponent dimensions (Hope and Walch, 

1990).  This system precisely measures color based on luminance, hue and saturation 

(Feisner, 2006). While “L” represents lightness, “a” represents redness (positive) versus 

greenness (negative) and “b” represents yellowness (positive) versus blueness (negative).  

According to Feisner (2006), “the advantage of the CIE system is that is provides industry 

with the means of accurately and consistently matching colors of barely perceptible 

differences.  Such an objective standard eliminates differences in human interpretation, as 

well as problems cause by the fading of painted or colored swatches” (p. 19).  An example of 

the CIE color diagram can be seen in FIGURE 2.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.6: CIE Color Diagram (Feisner, 2006, p.19) 
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A final way in which the color spectrum is often described is by subjective vocabulary, most 

often used by designers.  One such example is the division of the hue spectrum into two 

categories of warm and cool.  According to Hope and Walch (1995), warm colors include 

purples, reds, and yellows, while cool colors include greens and blues.  “Neutrals include 

white, black, grays and browns and all tints, shades, and tones can also be classified as either 

warm (reddish or yellowish) or cool (bluish or greenish).  However, the definition is not 

rigid” (p. xiv).  According to Hope and Walch, warm colors are generally more appealing 

and have been more popular in interiors (Hope and Walch, 1995). 

In addition to understanding the terminology and classification systems for color, it is also 

important to understand the various methods of applying and matching color for automotive 

fabrics.  According to Powell (2006), “piece dyed fabrics have dominated the market with the 

convenience of quick color development form small sample dyeings, and the economies of 

large volume production” (Shishoo, 2006, p.128).  When more patterning was desired, piece 

dyeable fabrics could be woven or knitted with a combination of yarns that accept dyes 

differently.  “Small scale repeating motifs, usually geometric or stripes controlled by the 

fabric constructions can be formed as dobby or jacquard structures.  It may be better for color 

matching to other interior materials and more cost efficient to take the bolster or plain fabric 

and emboss, print, or etch the pattern through mechanical or chemical methods” (p. 128).   

Other dye methods used for automotive upholstery have included yarn dye and solution dye.  

According to Powell (2006), “in the early 1990s, the market saw a drastic move to yarn dyed 

products.  This opened up a palette of expressive patterns and colors for the color and trim 

designers.  Yarn dyed products brought matching, performance, and development time issues 

to the suppliers” (Shishoo, 2006, p.128).  “Solution dyed polyester products have been 

considered, but realistically are most viable in large volume colors, such as black” (p.130). 

“Color development is carefully controlled by the OEM and color standards, small plastic 

rectangular chips with a smooth and a textured surface, are provided to suppliers.  Fabric 

master standards with a limited range of variation are set to which the sample submissions 
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and final production carefully adhere.  All materials will be matched under specific lighting 

and reviewed in an area specified by the OEM” (Shishoo, 2006, p.129).     

For help with the every-advancing materials and technologies available to the automotive 

upholstery world, most OEMs and automotive upholstery suppliers are relying more heavily 

on Computer Aided Design than ever before. According to Powell (2004), “Computer Aided 

Design has been an effective tool in creating a range of designs and color ways more 

efficiently on paper before the first fiber is dyed.  CAD simulations may represent some 

types of fabrics better than others, such as flat wovens or prints” (p.10). 

Standards and Specifications 

The automotive industry has some of the most stringent regulations of any global industry, 

which is reflected in the fabric requirements as well.   According to White (1971), “The 

federal government led the way on the safety issue, with Public Law 88-515 in 1964 

requiring the General Services Administration (GSA) to set safety standards for government 

purchased cars for the 1967 model year.  Once standards had been set, the companies 

announced their intention to put most of the safety devices in all 1966 models” (p.18).  This 

led to the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, “establishing a new federal 

agency to set safety performance standards for all new cars sold as of 1968” (, p. 18). 

While government regulations contributed to the addition of automotive textile safety 

products such as seat belts and airbags, automotive upholstery standards, as mentioned 

previously, were increased by OEMs for safety, durability, and sustainability. TABLE 2.3 

lists major necessary properties for automotive upholstery as of 2003. 
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TABLE 2.3: Automotive Upholstery Properties (Fung and Hardcastle, 2003) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

According to Powell (2004), “Meeting performance requirements is understood to be the first 

priority of an OEM.  Every sample and every production shipment must maintain this 

standard if the relationship (with the consumer) is to thrive.  Performance standards are set by 

individual OEMs but are based on some 30 individual tests certified by British (BS), 

American (ASTM) and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and German (DIN) 

methods” (p. 7). 

According to a 2006 publication prepared by Powell and Rodgers, “the New Technical 

Specification has been initiated to align the various OEM requirements. ISO/TS 16949:2002 

is an ISO Technical Specification for organizations involved in the design, development, and 

production and when relevant, installation and service of automotive-related products. The 

International Automotive Task Force, which consists of an international group of vehicle 

manufacturers, plus national trade associations, wrote this standard in conjunction with the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO).  The goal was to develop a universally 

accepted set of Quality management standards for the automotive industry.  This 

specification aligns existing American (QS9000), German (VDA6.1), French (EAQF), 

Japanese (ISO 9001/2) and Italian (AVSQ) automotive quality systems standards within the 

global automotive industry.  It does not replace existing quality system requirements, but has 

been accepted as an equivalent, along with customer specific requirements. It has become a 

mandatory set of requirements for most major OEMs” (Powell and Rodgers 2006). Chrysler, 

Abrasion Resistance Snagging 

Tear and Tensile Strength Comfort- Breathability 

Stretch Flammability 

Seam Strength Colorfastness and Crocking 

Stretch and Set Lightfastness and UV Degradation 

Stretch and Recovery Antistatic 

Dimensional Stability Soiling and Cleanability 

Drape Environmental and Ageing 

Tensile Strength/Breaking & Elongation  
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Ford, and GM accepted TS 16949 as a replacement for QS and have adhered to the most 

updated version of this standard for 2009. (Whittington and Associates, 2009).  According to 

Powell (2004), “North American suppliers must also be certified according to the industry 

quality standard: QS: 9000/14001 and TS 16949”  (p. 7). 

APPENDIX 2.1 includes a performance “Certification Data Sheet”, which lists the required 

tests (a-q), test method, results, requirements and disposition for typical automotive 

bodycloth fabric. 

Color standards and durability contribute to the quality and perceived value of an automotive 

fabric.  According to Powell (2005), “Color development was carefully controlled by the 

O.E.M. and fabric suppliers would bring fabric “lab dips” for shade approval to the Macbeth 

light box on a regular basis.  Master standards with limited range of variation were set and 

carefully adhered to” (p. 9).   

APPENDIX 2.2 includes Unifi’s “Shade Match Request” form for yarn dyeing, which 

specifies the end use, construction, yarn type, automaker, item being matched, lightfastness 

requirements, primary light source, flare, and fiber type (Unifi Inc. 2009). 

Another focus of many automotive standards and specifications is on environmental issues.  

While the US does not yet have any requirements regarding the recycling of end-of-life 

vehicles, it is hopeful that they will follow suit with European regulations, which are already 

proving high success.  The rate of reuse and recovery in Europe in 2006 was 85% by average 

weight per vehicle per year, while the goal for 2015 is 95% (Shishoo 2008).    

 Economy and Sales  
The earlier section on Automotive Industry History and Development noted the automotive 

industry’s response and contribution to the US economy since the industry’s beginnings.  

This section will focus on the factors that contribute to vehicle and automotive textile costs 

and the financial atmosphere in the most recent years. 
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All industries are driven by profit, particularly ones that scale as large as the automotive 

textile industry.  According to Mogahzy (2009), profit in the traditional textile industry has 

been primarily driven by the quantities it produces and the rate of production.  He also notes 

that the two main variable factors facing the textile industry are: (1) costs of the raw 

materials and (2) labor costs (Mogahzy 2009). 

Raw material contributes significantly to the overall manufacturing costs and are quite 

competitive worldwide.  “Traditionally, the high cost of raw material was handled through 

creative approaches to fiber blending and appropriate methods of waste reduction” 

(Mogahzy, 2009, p.6). 

The other significant cost factor described by Moghazy (2009) is labor, which has become 

increasingly noticeable with the globalization of the industry.  For a comparison example: 

general managers in US mills are paid average salaries that are 30 or more times that of a 

person holding the same job in India or China.  “This cost differential sparked a major 

turning point in the textile and fiber industry in the early 1990s in which a rapid migration of 

the industry from the USA and EU to Asia, South America and Africa was witnessed after a 

short period of attempting to outsource some of the textile operations” (p.6).  This turning 

point has “resulted in a significant concentration of production of traditional fibrous products 

(apparel, furnishing and household items) in countries such as China, India, Pakistan, and in 

a number of South American and African countries, with China having the lion share of 

traditional textiles exports” (p.6).  At this point, automotive upholstery textiles were not yet 

affected because of their highly technical nature, but they were also not immune.   

While the US automotive bodycloth suppliers were safe (for the time being), US automakers 

were not, as relatively cheap foreign-made vehicles flooded the market, attracting the 

attention of Detroit’s former customers. (Original Equipment Suppliers Association 2008)  

The global economy experienced five years of growth (the longest period since the 1970s), 

mostly a contribution of the emerging parts of the world that were proving increasingly 

competitive within the US market.  In fact, “this growth caused many imbalances, which 
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have tipped the economy into a global recession” (Original Equipment Suppliers Association 

2008 p.115),  According to OESA, “the US has been a veritable dumping ground for goods 

that emerging economies produce but will not, or cannot, consume” (p.115). 

To get a better understanding of the US economy through the years, FIGURE 2.7 charts sales 

and GDP growth from 1981-2007.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2.7: Linking Economic and Automotive Sales Growth (OESA, 2008, p.14) 

APPENDIX 1.1 can again be referred to for total US Vehicle Sales from 1931-2008.  “By 

2007, the US economy shifted into low gear as a variety of economic problems surfaced” 

(Original Equipment Suppliers Association, 2008, p.14).  Few felt the impact at this time and 

there was little change in consumer buying habits; that was until gasoline prices reached 

record levels.  Consumers had to dip into savings to fill their gas tanks, they began buying 

fuel-efficient compact vehicles, and they began to adjust their buying and saving patterns, 

recognizing that steadily increasing gasoline prices is a reality” (Original Equipment 

Suppliers Association, 2008, p.17). 
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FIGURE 2.8 shows trends in segment share (by vehicle size) since 1994.  Increasing gasoline 

prices is perhaps just one of many factors that have led to the recent decline of large vehicles 

and the rise of compacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.8: Trends in Segment Share, (OESA, 2008, p.17) 

This rise in compact vehicles can also be contributed to the increasing presence of foreign 

automakers, now know as “New Domestics”, who were offering smaller, more economical, 

and more fuel-efficient vehicles than their US competitors (Original Equipment Suppliers 

Association, 2008, p.17).  “For the first time in 2007, non-US based automakers sold more 

vehicles in North America than home market players, Chrysler, Ford Motor Company and 

General Motors” (p.24).  Historically, Domestics have responded by raising incentives.  In 

most recent times, Domestics are responding by cutting prices.  “Fortunately, for the 

domestic automakers, lower prices have tended to push consumers up the product scale to 

more expensive vehicles with higher margins” (p. 18).  Domestics have also made efforts of 

quality improvement for another, more long-term response (p.18). 

“Finally, in response to the challenges confronting the US automotive market, domestic 

automakers have been undergoing massive restructuring to become more competitive.”   
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Company restructuring includes:   

 Close less efficient plants and reduce excess capacity 
 Reduce benefits 
 Reduce wage rates directly 

Most cost cutting gains have been transferred to consumers in the form of lower prices, 
offering little help to profitability (Original Equipment Suppliers Association, 2008, p.19).  
“The cost of restructuring both their technology and their production cost has severely 
stretched the financial resources of the domestic automakers and in the process further 
weakened their position within the US automotive market.” (p. 20)  In order to meet the cost-
cutting demands of OEMS, suppliers had to “de-content” or eliminate features to create a 
lean base product for entry-level affordable transportation.  This is similar to Ford’s ideals of 
mass production (Powell 2004). 

“Not willing to compromise quality, OEM’s expect higher and higher levels of performance 

standards and customer service in order to continuously improve the resulting products. 

‘Suppliers make up 70% of OEM costs, and T1 suppliers passed the cuts down the chain.’ 

(Zachary, 2003 p.34).  The pressures to reduce costs fall on the suppliers at the same time as 

the demand for new and better products.”  “In times of economic downturn, manufacturers 

challenge their suppliers to be innovative in finding ways to reduce costs without sacrificing 

quality” (Powell, 2004, p.6). 

 Supply Chain and Key Players 
This next section of the literature review focuses on understanding the supply chain and key 

players in the automotive textiles industry.  According to Powell (2006), “design and 

development are most successful when there is a collaborative partnership between the cross 

functional teams across the supply chain.  The complementary or detractive nature of these 

interactions shapes the process and the product in its priority and successful completion” 

(p.25). 

Several resources (Fung & Hardcastle 2001, Powell 2006, Rodgers 2009) reviewed provided 

models for the automotive bodycloth supply chain.  FIGURE 2.9 combines the information 
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gathered from these resources into a singular chart that represents the flow of the supply 

chain and some of the key players for the US industry.  

The automotive supply chain is organized by tiers of suppliers, from raw materials, through 

the chain, to the OEM, who receives a fully assembled seat designed for a specific vehicle on 

the production line.  It is also important to note that upholstery materials can be sold directly 

to the “aftermarket”, which includes trim shops and companies such as Detroit Body 

Products and De Leo.  The supply chain has not always been this complex, but is the product 

of the increasing complexity of the design of seat and interior compartments (Powell 2005). 

According to Powell, “OEM’s expect their global suppliers to supply any and all 

technologies specified at any assembly location whether in South America, Asia or Europe.  

An entire range of fabrics in construction, weights, widths, and colors must be available with 

the flexibility for rapid changes from one style to another if supply or performance issues 

should arise“ (Powell 2004).  Powell also notes the importance for OEMs to establish good 

relationships and strong partnerships with the suppliers (Powell 2004). 

FIGURE 2.9: Key Players in the Automotive Upholstery Supply Chain- North America 

(Powell 2006, Fung & Hardcastle 2001, Rodgers 2009) 
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Powell and Rodgers developed a model of the automotive bodycloth selection process, seen 

in FIGURE 2.10.  

 
FIGURE 2.10: Automotive Bodycloth Selection Flow Chart (Powell & Rodgers 2006) 

The process is initiated with OEM Reverse Presentations, which according to Powell (2004), 

“are given by their color and trim team to selected suppliers usually including certified seat, 

leather and fabric suppliers. This is the official “kick off” of the new or freshening of an 

existing vehicle development.  Communication of the brand image or new direction for the 

vehicle is enhanced with storyboards, inspirational images, market data, consumer socio-

demographic profiles, color direction, and sometimes fabric swatches from other markets.  A 

specific technology or construction may be specified at this time such as knitted pile or flat 

woven.  The engineering and price parameters are established as critical parts of the total 

design brief.  The seat design and manufacturer may or may not be disclosed at this point” 

(p.8). 
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As shown by the complexity of the supply chain and bodycloth selection flow chart, a lot of 

people can “say no” along the way.  For example, “once the fabric sample is visually 

approved by design then the certification process of the proposed fabrics begins to confirm 

quality and refine costs.  Sample or “trim” yardage must be prepared and tested on the 

proposed seat designs.  Feasibility studies and quality reviews must be completed before 

scaling up to production volumes (estimated at 68 million yards with the peak in automotive 

sales in 2000).  Feedback may be given to the component suppler at any point with requests 

for changes in the product.  Flexibility and responsiveness at each stage maximizes the 

opportunities for a total systems cost reduction” (Powell, 2004, p.5). 

Other key players in the supply chain are the automotive dealers, who receive vehicles from 

the OEMs to sell to the public, and the automotive aftermarket.  According to White (1971), 

“Almost all new cars sold to the public are sold through independently owned, franchised 

dealerships.  Of all the retailing structures possible, the automobile manufacturers have 

settled on the franchised dealership, with direct wholesale shipments from the manufacturer 

to the dealer, as the preferred form.  This carries a significant advantage for the 

manufacturers” (p.136).  The impact this relationship has on fabric selection will be 

addressed in the Results chapter of this research. 

Powell explains the dynamics and importance of the aftermarket: “The motor vehicle 

aftermarket is a significant sector of the US economy employing approximately 4.6 million 

people. This industry encompasses all products and services purchased for light and heavy 

duty vehicles after the original sale including replacement parts, accessories,” and add-ons   

(Powell 2008).  In the aftermarket, it is the end consumer who pays, but they are often 

receiving more advanced, durable, and stylish products.   

In contrast to selecting a vehicle from a dealership lot, consumers have the option to order 

online, allowing more customization of their vehicle.  Some automakers are catching on, 

namely Toyota, whose Scion line debuted in 2005.  A quick visit to their interactive website 

will unveil a “Build Your Scion” feature, allowing the consumer to be in control of their 
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vehicle’s design inside and out (http://www.scion.com 2009).  While other automakers offer 

interactive sites such as this, few other vehicles offer as many offer as many options as Scion. 

 Consumer and Global Influences 

The previous sections explain how the nature and demands of the industry have affected 

automotive upholstery design decisions.  This section focuses on consumer and global 

influences that may have historically impacted design trends, or will in the future and is 

divided by the following sub-sections: Imports, the Consumer Connection, Fashion, 

Demographics, Mass Customization, and the Environment. 

Imports 

One undeniable factor is the ever-increasing entrance of foreign vehicles.  Starting with 

Volkswagen in 1955, for some reason or another, 50,000 people who had always driven 

American-built automobiles switched over to the little imported ‘beetle’, according to Lent 

(1970).  The Big Three, busily rolling new cars off their assembly lines by the millions, were 

not unduly alarmed.  ‘Its just a fad,’ ‘They’ll never sell enough of them to really hurt us’” (p. 

155). 

However, it was not long until “the sale of imported cars had swelled to an unbelievable 10 

percent of all automobiles sold in the US.  More than half a million of these foreign cars were 

Volkswagens.  Another 127,696 of them were Japanese cars.  It was obvious to everybody, 

by this time that simply ignoring the small imported cars wouldn’t make them go away.” 

“American automakers had tried to stem the flood of foreign “economy” cars about ten years 

before by introducing their own so-called compact cars.  But, as mentioned in the Automotive 

Industry section, with each succeeding model year, the “compacts” kept getting bigger and 

bigger, and soon became too costly to compete with the little VW and other “sub-compacts” 

from overseas” (Lent, 1970, p.155). 
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Imports not only put more pressure on US OEMs to meet the new demand for smaller and 

more economical vehicles, but they also forced the traditional 48 month production timelines 

to 29 months or shorter (Powell 2004).  

FIGURE 2.11 shows the increasing presence of foreign automakers by global vehicle 

production share. 

FIGURE 2.11: Global Vehicle Production Share by Region (OESA, 2008, p.123) 

The Consumer Connection 

Another factor to greatly impact automotive upholstery has been the role of the consumer and 

the connection to their vehicles.  “As the availability of affordable personal vehicles grew 

and the types of travel varied, so did the expectation on the interior.  Beyond simple 

commuting, the American society attempts to socialize, eat, drink, conduct business, and 
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entertain passengers in their cars” (Powell, 2005, p.2).  This is of special relevance to textile 

manufacturers as people began spending more time inside their personal vehicles.  

According to Powell (2005), one way of understanding the ever-changing needs and desires 

of the car buyer was through consumer focus groups.  “Focus groups were introduced as 

ways of test marketing new trends in fabrics and colors. These ‘clinics’ facilitated evaluation 

of new products such as fabric patterns and colors trimmed or upholstered on seats” (p.5). 

The difficulty with the automotive industry is the long lag between design and delivery, 

which introduces a large element of risk into automobile manufacturing. “Consumer tastes 

have to be predicted two to three years in advance”  (White, 1971, p.31). 

Understanding consumer taste is key to making a successful product, especially in an 

industry as high-risk as automotive.  As discussed previously in the Literature Review, cars 

in America have been more than just means of getting from place to place, but also a 

reflection of the car-buyers’ individual personalities.  Much of this relationship has to do 

with the emotional connection people have to color.  According to Hope and Walch (1995), 

“color has been vitally important to the way cultures express themselves” (p. iv).  It is 

important to note, however, that the connotation of colors varies significantly from culture to 

culture, with few universals.  This review of literature will focus on Western connotations of 

color.   

Most research in the emotion of color has been done by marketing departments.  According 

to Triplett (1996), a trend emerged where marketers felt that it was important to update colors 

regularly.  Automobile manufacturers change approximately 30 percent of their colors each 

year and use color consultants to advise them on the color palette three to four years before a 

color is introduced (Triplett, 1995).  However, research on color preferences for products 

suggests that consumers often conform with norms in their color choices for certain product 

categories, particularly high-risk purchases. Understanding the factors that enter into a 

consumer’s color decision may help prevent marketers from wasting time and energy chasing 

the latest trend (Grossman and Wisenblit, 1999). 
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Luscher and Scott (1969) suggested that an associative learning framework can be used to 

explain human physiological response to color. Researchers have suggested that color 

associations may have been formulated early in human history when man associated dark 

blue with night, and therefore, passivity and bright yellow with sunlight and arousal. To this 

day, cool colors, such as blue and green, are considered calming and warm colors, such as 

red and orange, are considered arousing (Kreitler and Kreitler 1972, Berlyne 1960, Birren 

1978, Costigan 1984, Davidoff 1991).  

A number of studies suggest that consumers may prefer certain colors over others for various 

product categories.  Automobiles are preferred in blue, gray, red, white and black, while 

beige is preferred for carpeting, upholstered furniture and paint (Mundell 1993).  Similarly, 

color has been described as one of the easiest ways to differentiate a new car model (Heath 

1997).  APPENDIX 2.3 includes a chart of fifteen years of exterior color popularity in North 

America, 1994-2008 (provided by PPG).  In 1994, 44% of North America vehicle exteriors 

(paints) were Silver/Gray, White, Black or Neutral.  For 2008, these non-chromatics reached 

64%.  Red has remained high, averaging around 15% over the past fifteen years (PPG 

Industries 2009). 

According to Triplett (1995), conformity in society leads individuals to choose certain colors 

based on their associations with gender. In the USA pink is considered a feminine color and 

is associated with baby girls, rather than boys. However, with the correct associations 

attached to it, even pink can become a color purchased by men. For instance, sales of fuchsia 

pick-up trucks increased in 1994, but the sales were not to women.  In this case a cultural 

norm was broken and men may have come to associate the color with excitement or speed 

(Grossman and Wisenblit, 1999).  OEMs use emotional connection with color to their 

advantage in order to create a specific brand identity for their vehicles, particularly in 

specialty vehicles.  For example, the Ferrari and Lamborghini brands target the same 

customer, but have used red and yellow, respectively, to differentiate their individual brands. 
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Maynard (2003), suggests that while emotional connection may get people interested in a 

vehicle, and a portion of the car-buying population actually will go out and buy one based on 

their reaction to its appearance, the grand majority of buyers are making their decisions based 

on practicalities.  When it comes to interiors, consumers demand for appearance to be 

maintained over the lifetime of its use or “contribute to the resale value of a previously 

owned vehicle” (Powell, 2004 p.6).  In addition, the Internet and global communications 

have made consumers more knowledgeable about vehicles, options, and financing before 

they ever enter a dealership. (Maynard 2003)  “Rather than listen solely to Detroit, 

consumers now listen to each other.  In an age of data, one of the most important criteria in 

buying a car is word of mouth” (Maynard, 2003, p.30). 

Demographics 

Along the same lines as consumer influence, influences by specific demographics also play a 

key role in automotive design decisions.  The demographics of the target customer are key to 

developing a successful product.  The literature reviewed spoke specifically about gender and 

age.  

According to Maynard (2003), women have a say in 80% of all automotive purchases. “Of 

course women love good design, but they put many other considerations ahead of styling, 

including durability, reliability, safety and comfort” (p.274). 

OESA (2008) reports that for several years, the average vehicle buyer’s age has been 46. 

“Scion, the only brand on the market that has exclusively targeted young buyers, has 

succeeded as its average customer age of 38 is the lowest in the industry and three years 

below that of the next brand on the list, Mazda. In addition to Scion and Mazda, Volkswagen, 

Mitsubishi and Nissan also do well with young customers.  Buyers of domestic products tend 

to be older”  (Original Equipment Suppliers Association, 2008, p.88).  TABLE 2.4 lists 

average buyer age for specific vehicles. 
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TABLE 2.4: Vehicle Customer Age (OESA, 2008, p.88) 

 
 
Fashion 

An additional consumer and global factor, which majorly influences automotive upholstery 

design is Fashion.  In 1997, the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York mounted an 

exhibition reflecting the fabrics from cars in the 1950’s as having a direct link with the 

fashion trends of the times.  Powell reviews this exhibition in detail in her 2005 publication 

and reveals the fabric selection as feminine and very fashionable (Powell 2005). 
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In the following years, “with the advent of multi colored products, the influence of home 

furnishings suppliers with machine capability, the fashion of the times, female consumer’s 

preferences and the use of computer aided design systems to simulate possibilities, larger 

scale patterns of kaleidoscope colors were developed and offered in the market” (Powell, 

2005, p.8). 

In the 1980s and 1990s, “designs in automotive had been more akin to menswear than home 

furnishings patterns in both scale and color. Even though the car seat and interior may be 

considered as personal an environment as the home, the smaller enclosed space and the 

personal taste of male management kept interior fabrics plain, simple stripes or checks, and 

small scale geometrics in North America” (Powell, 2005, p.7).  “The Japanese models have 

brought in larger scale more dynamic patterning, but still using low contrast subtle 

colorations” (Powell, 2004, p.11). 

Today, “North American consumers prefer more conservative fabric designs than Europeans’ 

in preferences for large scale or figurative patterns” (Powell, 2004, p.11).  Many believe that 

“Foreign companies have a better sense of what Americans want than Detroit” and that “all 

anyone has to do is to visit Tokyo and see how fast pace fashion tastes change.  Interests in 

automobiles are just as fickle”  (Maynard, 2003, p.24). 

According to Maynard (2003), this theory is clear in Jim Press’s (former COO of Toyota) 

analogy of Camry: “Its like a classic suit versus an Italian suit.  You might buy the Italian 

suit and it might look great when you buy it, but you take it out three years later, and it looks 

old-fashioned…As the lifestyles and needs of the customers move, the Camry will move with 

them…It may not always be the volume vehicle that its been, but it will be there…Our 

strength is that we make a ton of vanilla” (p.141). 

While most automakers claim to change with the times, many younger consumers don’t 

agree.  “There isn’t any American car that evokes any kind of passionate response from me at 

all.  So many of them have been so bean-counterized that they just make you yawn” -28-

year-old graphic design and car guru Mark Sandlin (Maynard, 2003, p.268). 
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Mass Customization 
One way to evoke passion from consumers is to allow them to feel in control of their vehicle 

design decisions.  This can be done through mass customization, an increasing demand of 

American consumers.  According to Powell (2006), “a single product will not suit all  
customers or even a large group of customers anymore.  The products must be differentiated 

to appeal to the specific customer desires.   The consumer has become very discriminating 

through access to information….Personalizing the vehicle can improve the consumer’s 

perception of and satisfaction with the car” (p.28). 

However, it is also a major challenge for manufacturing.  “Manufacturers may have to 

change paradigms and accept smaller runs as the norm.  Product development processes will 

need to be streamlined in order to respond to consumer choices.  Ultimately, the interface 

with the consumer will need to be more direct and aligned with the physical or virtual 

dealership”  (Powell, 2004, p.16). 

Environment 
A final consumer and global influence, that is stronger today than ever, especially in the 

industrial world, is environmental sustainability.  “Growing consciousness of the world’s 

limits, of dwindling fossil fuels and raw materials have made us question the world view of 

the first phase of industrial manufacture that saw materials as cheap and endlessly renewable 

and fashion as a primary stimulant to demand.  There is now a growing awareness that we 

need to change the way that we have been living our lives” (Colchester, 2007, p.22). 

As mentioned in the Standards and Specifications section of this review, the automotive and 

textiles industries are trying to do their part, some companies more quickly than others. 

“Recently, in response to consumers’ interest in environmentally responsible products, 

Toyota has announced 2015 as its goal for 95% of the materials in North American-made 

vehicles to be recycled” (following suit with Europe) (Johnson 2005). 
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Understanding Trend Cycles and Forecasting 

Now that the supply chain has been discussed, it is necessary to gain understanding of the 

new product development process, product life cycle models, fashion trend cycles and 

previous models for forecasting trends. 

New Product Development 

Several researchers have focused on new product development and believe that its basic 

structure is applicable to a variety of applications.  This review examines the research of 

Urban and Hauser as presented in, “Design and Marketing of New Products” (Urban and 

Hauser, 1993).  

Maintaining a consistent awareness of the new product development process is essential for 

managers as well as designers in order to generate successful ideas that have the potential of 

becoming successful products. According to Urban and Hauser, good proactive new product 

development processes must reduce risks and encourage creativity (Urban and Hauser, 

1993). They developed a five-step process of Opportunity Identification, Design, Testing, 

Introduction, and Life Cycle Management (also known as the Strategic Plan), which can be 

seen in FIGURE 2.12.  This system provides the background for developing and managing a 

product, such as automotive upholstery fabric.  This process is useful to manage risk, which 

can lead to savings in expected time and cost, and identify a highly profitable new product 

(Urban and Hauser, 1993). 
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2.12: New Product Development Process (Urban and Hauser, 1993 p.38) 

Unfortunately, new product development is rarely as straightforward as the model presented 

above.  As noted in the Supply Chain section of this study, automotive fabrics must go 

through many channels, and approval stages at many different levels, before they are 

employed in the vehicle.  This means that a lot of people have decision-making power.  

Urban and Hauser have also created a model for this complicated series of interaction, shown  

in FIGURE 2.13 (Urban and Hauser, 1993). 
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FIGURE 2.13: Cross-Functional Integration (Urban and Hauser, 1993, p.33) 

Even if all goes according to plan in the development of a new product, it may still not be 

accepted by the consumer.  Understanding the consumer adoption process will help a 

company know what to expect and plan accordingly.  Consumers have been categorized 

according to their willingness to adapt a product.  Understanding the diffusion curve for 

product adapters will help a company predict the success of their product.  FIGURE 2.14 

shows the diffusion curve, which is a visualization of the spread of innovation through the 

social system (Brannon 2005). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2.14: Product Adaption Diffusion Curve (Brannon, 2005, p.43) 
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Product Life Cycle Models 

Researchers across a number of different industries have attempted to understand product life 

cycles to create successful products.  According to Mogahzy (2009), “product lifecycle 

analysis has become an essential task of product development in today’s global market” 

(p.50).   FIGURE 2.15 examines three types of product life cycles with very different rates of 

growth, saturation and decline.  Brannon’s life cycles visualize short-lived fads versus 

classics that stay in style for longer periods by graphing their popularity and duration  

(Brannon, 2005).  

 

 
FIGURE 2.15: Fashion Adoption Trends (Brannon, 2005, p.6) 

 Fashion Trend Cycles 

Looking at trend cycles is nothing new, but academic examples are limited. This review 

began with a research article published by the Textile Institute titled An Application of 

Fashion Cycle Methodology to Change in Residential Floor Coverings, 1950-2000 (Ulrich 

2008).  The floor coverings article provides the backbone for this study and methods of data 

collection and analysis.  This article also unveils valuable resources that have identified trend 

cycles over a given time frame and encourages further examination of cycles in fashion and 

textiles. 
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In “Fashion Forecasting”, Brannon (2005) examined the most well-known fashion trend 

cycle studies.  These are prepared in TABLE 2.5.  

TABLE 2.5: Research of Fashion Cycles (Brannon, 2005, p.114) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Most of the researchers above observed cyclical movements, although the length of each 

cycle varied.  Yet the findings of others (Lowe & Lowe and Weeden) were not concurrent.  

Weeden’s results, for example, indicated that “the fashion process was speeding up and no 

style dominated a period” (Brannon, 2005, p.114), 
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Laver attempted to explain the nature of fashion cycles with FIGURE 2.16.  He proposed a 

“gap in appreciation”, the period during which old fashion looks are rehabilitated or 

consumers become comfortable with an innovative look (Brannon 2005).  

    

 
FIGURE 2.16: Laver’s Gap in Appreciation (Brannon, 2005, p.108). 

The literature review also revealed a model of a color trend cycle.  According to Brannon 

(2005), “researchers have confirmed a periodic swing from high chroma colors to 

“multicoloredness” to subdued colors, to earth tones, to achromatic colors (black, white, 

gray), and back to high chroma colors with purple signaling a new color cycle as an 

intermediary between achromatic and chromatic phases” (p.170).  This cycle can be seen in 

FIGURE 2.17 below.  

FIGURE 2.17: Color Trend Cycle (Adapted)  (Brannon, 2005, p.170) 
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 Trend Forecasting 

Now that the literature review has provided significant information on the automotive and 

textile industries and has provided a background for new product development, product life 

cycles, and fashion trend cycles, it is necessary to analyze a model for trend forecasting.   

The model used for this research is specific to fashion, but can be adapted for automotive 

bodycloth or any other design product that exhibits trends.  According to Brannon (2005), 

“fashion forecasting requires a balanced view that seeks out the newest styles breaking on the 

cultural edge (fashion scan) and the reality of changing demographics, identifies the fad and 

the long wave of change” (p.9).  

FIGURE 2.18: Fashion Forecasting Model (Brannon, 2005, p.9) 

In addition to the factors provided by this forecasting model, researchers in automotive 

upholstery must also consider new material and technology developments when focusing on 

fashion (or design) trend forecasts. 
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Identifying Gaps in the Body of Knowledge 

While the literature presented in the previous sections has been helpful in understanding the 

history of the automotive and automotive upholstery industries, it is clear that very little of 

this information relates directly to aesthetic design of the fabric.  This study aims to contribute 

to the body of knowledge by focusing specifically on automotive upholstery design trends in 

the US from 1960 to 2020.  The categories for analysis for this study are limited to Scale, 

Motif and Color. 

Another important goal for this research is to help preserve the heritage of historical 

automotive upholstery design.  The documentation of automotive fabrics is limited and can be 

traced through very few sources including the De Leo and Detroit Body trim books used for 

the study (which will be described in the following section), a TIMMIE archive at the NC 

State University Gregg Museum, archived collections in the Detroit Public Library and the 

Ford Benson Research Center and within supplier and OEM archives.  Through investigation 

of the previous literature, no previous research has been conducted documenting 

characteristics such as fabric design through investigation of any of these sources.  It is also 

important to note that, due to the degenerative nature of textiles, fabrics that have not been 

carefully maintained are decomposing, or glues used to bind them into books are no longer 

adhesive.  It is uncertain how much longer these resources will be maintained or preserved.  

This research will enable future designers to understand historical automotive upholstery 

trends even if the fabrics are unavailable.    

The methodology of this research was developed based on the previous studies mentioned 

above and academically accepted models of the new product development process, product 

life cycle models, fashion trend cycles and trend forecasting.  It was necessary to understand 

previous studies on trend cycles and forecasting in order to successful predict future design 

trends and create a model that relates these trends to their contributing factors and decision-

makers. 
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Sources of Automotive Trim Samples 

This research relies on having an accurate and consistent source of historical and current 

automotive trim fabrics for review.  This source was available through two resources:  the 

Detroit Book and Original Automotive Fabrics (De Leo).  These two resources include the 

most complete sets of fabric, vinyl and leather swatches available for production vehicles and 

are catalogued by year, make, and model.  This includes the body cloth, carpeting, headliner, 

and trim components.  For this research, only the body cloth fabrics (those not labeled 

“carpeting” or “headliner”) are analyzed. The Methodology section of this report explains in 

detail the process for sample selection and data collection. 

Detroit Body Products and De Leo are competitors that serve similar purposes.  Both 

companies inventory fabrics, leathers and vinyls from automotive trim suppliers in order to 

provide primarily wholesalers of automotive trim products to the aftermarket (De Leo 1999).  

They are able to do so by having arrangements with mills such as Guilford, which have 

allowed them to “offer a tremendous range of fabrics at very attractive prices (De Leo 1999).  

Their extensively catalogued trim source books make it simple for a customer to find the 

original fabric for a specific vehicle and model year.  This is particularly important at 

automotive trim shops where a customer may bring damaged upholstery (perhaps by a 

cigarette burn or wear and tear with time) for repair or replacement.  Because of these 

sources, and the inventory maintained, the customer can match the damaged upholstery with 

the original, and therefore only have to replace the damaged pieces rather than the whole 

interior.  Another common use for these sources is for vintage vehicle restoration.  Often 

original vintage vehicle upholstery has been replaced or damaged with time.  The customer 

can again use Detroit Body or De Leo to order the original fabric for that particular vehicle. 

Yet another use of the Detroit Body and De Leo trim books is as a valuable tool for 

competitive benchmarking at textile mills and OEMs.   

It is important to note that while these trim books are satisfactory and reliable sources for this 

study, the swatches included in the books represent only a small percentage of the thousands 

of fabrics developed by multiple suppliers all seeking business from OEMs.  The fabric 
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samples that were not selected may be archived or held on the shelf for later vehicles.  Also, 

once a fabric has been selected, the OEM decision makers may request changes to meet their 

budgetary or performance requirements.  Therefore, it is important to note that the Detroit 

Book and Original Automotive Fabrics, while accurately representing upholstery fabrics in 

production vehicles in the US, are filtered versions of all automotive upholstery fabrics 

developed by trim suppliers. 

The Detroit Book 

The Detroit Book is distributed by Detroit Body Products, Inc (Detroit Body Products, Inc. 

1955-2006).  Detroit Body Products, Inc. has been supplying fabrics to the automotive 

market since 1934 (Detroit Body). Detroit Book is self-proclaimed as “the most complete and 

comprehensive original trim catalog in the industry” and is known as the “industry standard” 

for original automotive interior trim (Detroit).  The volumes that were available for this study 

span from 1955 until 2006 (excluding 1967, 1969-1971, 1974-1981, 1987-1988, 1991-1992, 

1994, and 2005-2008).   

 Original Automotive Fabrics 

Original Automotive Fabrics is distributed by De Leo Textiles.  “The Edward B. De Leo 

Company is a privately owned corporation that has steadily grown to become one of the 

largest distributors of automotive fabrics and multi-use textiles in the world” (De Leo 1999). 

The volumes that were available span from 1964-2008 (excluding 1985, 1993-1996, 2000, 

and 2002-2004). 

Three sample pages from the Detroit Body Products Detroit Book and De Leo Original 

Automotive Fabrics and trim books have been included in the APPENDIX 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this research is to determine trend cycles in automotive upholstery and 

identify the factors that contributed to these cycles in order to forecast future trends.  The 

methodology used to address this objective is presented in five sections based on Punch’s 

1998 “Inductive Logic of Research in a Qualitative Study” model seen in FIGURE 3.1.  

FIGURE 3.2 is an adaptation of Punch’s (1998) model specific to the design of this research.  

The first section explains the study design and describes the methods used for sample 

selection, instrument development and data collection.  The second, third and fourth sections 

review the process for conducting industry interviews and compiling this information to 

understand factors, the supply chain and the role and impact of key decision-makers.  The 

final sections examine how to develop a model that outlines the influence key decision-

makers have on design trends and the method used to predict future trends.  

 

 

Forecasting Future Trends 

Understanding the Role and Impact of 
Decision Makers 

Literature Review 
Industry Interviews 

Researcher Asks Open-Ended Questions 
of Participants or Records Fieldnotes 

Researcher Gathers Information  
(e.g., interviews, observations 

Generalizations, or Theories to Past 
Experiences and Literature 

Researcher Looks for Broad Patterns, 
Generalizations or Theories from 

Themes or Categories 

Researcher Analyzes Data to Form 
Themes or Categories 

Validation of Historic Trends 
Observation of Current Trends 

Sample Selection, Instrument 
Development, Data Collection 

FIGURE 3.1: The Inductive Logic of 
Research in a Qualitative Study  
[Punch, 1998 p.132] 

FIGURE 3.2: Adaption of Punch’s 1998 
Qualitative Research Model 
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Research Objectives 

It is important at this point to revisit the research objectives: 

RO1: What trends are present in the motif scale of automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO2: What trends are present in the motifs used in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO3: What trends are present in color for automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

RO4: What factors contributed to these trend cycles in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

RO5: Who are the decision makers and how does this contribute to trend cycles in 

 automotive upholstery? 

RO6: Based on these factors and trend cycles, what predictions can be made for future 

 automotive upholstery?  

Study Design  

A design for this study had to be created prior to beginning research in order to efficiently 

gather information (the first step in Punch’s Model) [Punch 1998].  The study design is based 

on the information gained from the Literature Review.  This included investigating the 

automotive and automotive textile industries, trend cycles, and automotive textile 

engineering and design trends.   

 Sample Selection 

The first stage of sample selection was to determine the source of analysis.  The analyzed 

samples are from the Detroit Book, by Detroit Body Products, and Original Automotive 

Fabrics, by De Leo [Detroit Body Products, Inc].  

Next, the categories of analysis needed to be determined.  To do this, it was necessary to 

consider all methods of evaluation.  As revealed by the Literature Review, automotive fabric 

can be evaluated for a number of different characteristics.  These include, but are not limited 

to: Materials, Construction Process, Performance and Safety, Design, and Design 

Technology.  These are outlined in the TABLE 3.1 
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Table 3.1: Categories of Analysis  [Fung and Hardcastle 2001, Powell 2006, Wilson 2007] 

Materials Construction Process Performance & Safety Design Design Technology 

Polyester Jacquard Weaving Lightfastness Scale Woven Structure 

Nylon Dobby Weaving Colorfastness Motif Knit Structure 

Cotton Woven Velour Abrasion Resistance Color Printing 

Wool Warp Knit Water Resistance Accent Color Embossing 

Rayon Spacer Knit Flame Resistance Hand Etching 

 Weft Knit UV Resistance Texture Embroidery 

 Nonwoven Tear Strength Dimensionality  

  Tensile Strength Luster  

  Stretch   

  Pilling   

  Crocking   

Once all possible analysis categories have been identified, it was necessary to determine 

which categories would be the most valuable and which could be evaluated fully and 

accurately for all years of the study, since 1960.  This involved a process of elimination.  The 

first category ruled out was Performance and Safety.  These characteristics would be difficult 

to identify based on the small trim swatches alone, without removing or destroying the 

samples.  It is also understood, based on the literature review, that once a performance or 

safety standard has been set, all succeeding fabrics must meet these specifications until a new 

standard is created.  Performance and safety standards, set by organizations such as the 

Society of Automobile Engineers and the American Society for Testing and Materials, are 

constantly improving and are therefore, not considered trends.  The next categories to be 

eliminated were Construction Process and Design Technology.  Although an experienced 

reviewer of most fabrics could suggest the process and/or technology, the only ways of 

assuring accuracy would be through careful examination and deconstruction of the samples, 

or through access to supplier databases and original designers.  Either method would not 

have been possible within the study’s time constraints or availability of resources.  Along 

these same restrictions, analysis of Materials was also ruled out.  Materials are impossible to 

determine accurately without deconstructive and time-consuming examination of fibers and, 
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as seen in the Literature Review, polyester has dominated for the most recent thirty years 

with very few exceptions due to availability, cost and performance [Powell 2005].  Based on 

the Literature Review, it can also be determined that once a certain fiber has been removed 

from the automotive arena, it will not return due to performance or safety issues. 

Through the above process of elimination, Design and Color remained the attributes with the 

most impact on the fabric selector.  Design can be observed accurately and in a timely 

manner without destruction of the samples, but it is also the category that is truly subjective 

to trend cycles and can be understood by the consumer market, similar to the fashion 

industry.  For this study, the categories of Scale, Motif, and Color were selected for analysis.  

Hand, Texture, Dimensionality and Luster are also considered significant design 

characteristics and are suggested in the Future Research section of this paper.   

For Scale and Motif, all fabrics from the trim books that are not labeled “headliner”, 

“carpet”, “vinyl”, or “leather” were included.  Although the other samples are not labeled, 

professional insight concluded that the remaining samples were employed in various 

components of the seat upholstery.  Each year the amount of samples increased exponentially 

and evaluation of all samples would have been outside the scope of this research.  In order to 

increase efficiency, samples were reviewed in two stages for Scale and Motif.  From 1960-

1979, all fabrics (excluding those listed above) were evaluated.  From 1980-2006, all samples 

(excluding those listed above) for only the Top 5 Selling Vehicles in the US, as determined by 

Ward’s Automotive and Edmund’s Automotive [Ward’s Automotive Group 2009b], 

Edmund’s Automotive 2009], were evaluated.  Within the parameters of this study, it had 

been concluded that the trends of fabrics from the best selling vehicles would reflect the 

overall trends each year.  This is based on the assumption that the volume of the best selling 

fabrics is related to the volume of the best selling vehicles.  This will be discussed further in 

the Limitations section of this research.  In order to create analogous results, the data 

reflected on these trend charts were converted into percentages of the total fabrics evaluated 

each year.   
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For Color analysis, all samples labeled “vinyl” and “leather” were observed.  Vinyls and 

leathers were chosen rather than the fabrics because they were most often monotone and they 

gave a more accurate portrait of the overall interior color.  Color analysis was a significantly  

faster process than Scale and Motif, so all fabrics for all years (1960-2006) were evaluated.  

This data was also presented as percentages of the total fabrics evaluated each year.  Because 

the monotone nature of vinyl and leather does not reflect fabrics that included multiple colors 

or accents, this category was addressed separately in the interview stage of this research.   

Trends in Scale, Motif and Color for 2007-2012 were observed based on feedback from 

industry professionals (which will be discussed in more detail in this chapter).  Trim books 

for these years were not available for this study, but fabrics up to the 2012 model year are 

already being developed, therefore OEMs and suppliers are familiar with bodycloth design 

until this year.   

The final data collected represents the total number of fabrics each year.  This was collected 

by counting all upholstery fabric samples in each trim book each year. 

Instrument Development 

Once the sample was defined the next step towards gathering information was Instrument 

Development, which includes refining the categories for analysis into sub-categories and 

creating scales for each category.  For Scale, the following sub-categories were created: 

None, Small, Medium, Large, and Multi-Colored (perhaps more accurately referred to as 

Texture). For Motif, the following sub-categories were created: Solid, Solid Basket, Solid 

Twill, Solid Knit, 2-Color Basket, 2-Color Twill, Mesh, Plaid, Geometric, Lines, Stripes and 

Ridges (Horizontal and Vertical), Honeycomb, Texture, Dots and Organic.  For Color, the 

sub-categories include: Hue, Chroma and Value.  These sub-categories were created from the 

perspective of a color and materials expert with consideration of the design elements that the 

average consumer may observe, even if they cannot define.  For example, a consumer may 

classify their interior as red or purple, or dark or light but not understand that they are using 

hue and value terminology.   
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The next stage of Instrument Development was to create analysis scales for each sub-

category.  Scale was defined by measure of centimeters squared.  Solid (or no pattern) is 

infinite, Small represents all motifs less than 1.5 cm in length and width , Medium represents 

all motifs between 1.5 and 5 cm in length and width, Large represents all motifs greater than  

5 cm in length and width, and Multi-Colored represents all samples that are not solid but also 

do not have a defined motif.  Metric scale was used in appeal to the global atmosphere of the 

automotive and textile industries.   

Once the sub-categories were defined, a key was created showcasing 2-3 examples of each 

category.  This key was necessary to reference during the analysis and interview stages of the 

research in order to assure consistency of classification.  At the bottom of the Scale key, two 

gray squares serve as a metric ruler of scale.  The Scale key is shown in FIGURE 3.3 on the 

following page: 
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Figure 3.3: Scale Key- not to scale 
It was also necessary to create analysis scales for each sub-category of Motif.  In order to 

classify Motif, the consumer’s visual perception was considered.  Keeping this in mind, each 

Motif sub-category was then grouped into one of five parent categories.  These are Solid 

(Solid, Solid Basket, Solid Twill, Solid Knit), Structure (2-Color Basket, 2-Color Twill, 
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Mesh, Plaid), Geometric (Geometric, Lines, Stripes and Ridges), Texture (Texture, 

Honeycomb, Dots), and Organic.  Once the sub-categories were defined, a Motif key was 

created, similar to the Scale key, to assure consistency of classification.  The Motif key is 

shown FIGUREs 3.4 and 3.5 below:  

 
 

Figure 3.4: Motif Key (1 of 2) - not to scale 
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Figure 3.5: Motif Key (2 of 2) - not to scale 
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Like Scale and Motif, an analysis scale needed to be created to classify Color.  The 

Literature Review introduced L*a*b* and Munsell color systems.  For this research, a flat 

Munsell classification system was selected, which could categorize color by Hue, Value and 

Chroma.  An original Munsell scale provided by David Brigg’s “The Dimension of Color” 

was adapted for the purposes of this research [Briggs 2007].  Brigg’s original chart is 

included in FIGURE 3.6 below:  

 
Figure 3.6: Brigg’s Munsell Scale [Briggs 2007] 
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The adapted version used for this study is included in Figure 3.7 below:  
    

 
Figure 3.7: Adapted Munsell Scale 

The adapted Munsell is divided into 125 blocks (separated by the white spaces in the figure 

above).  These blocks provided a range of 1 to 9 cells of color.  Each cell was given a 

reference code based on the original Munsell number and letter classifications.  Clockwise 

starting with the top left of the Munsell are categories of Hue.  The farthest left is a range of 

white, “W”, which is included in the gray scale.  The gray scale follows at the top left and is 

classified as “N”.  Grey scale includes 4 blocks of varying degrees of Value, represented as 

“N0” (black), “N2” (low-value), “N5” (mid-value), and “N8” (high-value).  Continuing 

across the top towards the right are the categories of  “5YR” (yellow-red), “5Y” (yellow), 

“5YG” (yellow-green), “5G” (green), “5BG” (blue-green), and then down and back to the 

left are “5B” (blue), “5PB” (purple-blue), “5P” (purple), “5RP” (red-purple), “5R” (red), and 

another gray scale “N”.   The Hues are coded according to the original Munsell 

classifications.  Value within each Hue corresponds to that of the gray scales on the left (2, 5, 

and 8).  Chroma within each Hue was also coded from left to right with “2” being the most 

grayed and “15” having the highest saturation of color (with 5 and 10 in between).   

It is important to note that the colors in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 will vary from viewing monitors, 

print-outs and projected presentations.  For this study, all colors were classified by viewing 

the key (FIGURE 3.7) on the same computer monitor to insure consistency. 
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Three sample classifications are identified in Figure 3.8 below: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Munsell Classification Examples 

 

is classified as “N2”,  is classified as “5YR55”, and  is classified as 

“5PB82”.  As demonstrated by the example above, the first number and letter correspond to 

the Hue, the second number corresponds to the Value, and the third number corresponds to 

the Chroma. 

The final stage of Instrument Development was to validate these categories and sub-

categories of analysis by presenting to automotive design professionals.  This stage was 

necessary in order to assure that the terminology is easily understood by the professional 

community on a national scale.   

Data Collection 

Once the Instrument Development stage was complete, it was then possible to begin 

collecting data.  Throughout data collection, it was necessary to answer Objectives 1-3:  

RO1: What trends are present in the motif scale of automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO2: What trends are present in the motifs used in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  

RO3: What trends are present in color for automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

A 

B 

C 

A B C 
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First, Scale and Motif were observed, simultaneously.  This was done starting with 2006 and 

regressing to 1960.  From 1980-2006, all samples (excluding “headliner”, “carpet”, “vinyl” 

and “leather”) for only the Top 5 Selling Vehicles in the US, as determined by Ward’s  

Automotive and Edmunds Automotive, were observed.  These vehicles are listed in 

Appendix 3.1 [Ward’s Automotive Group 2009, Edmund’s Automotive 2009].  From 1960-

1979, all samples for all vehicles (excluding those listed above) were observed. The choice to 

analyze only the Top 5 for 1980-2006 was reached because the number of samples had 

increased exponentially within these years.  It was concluded that if the Top 5 did not 

accurately capture trends, this would be discovered during the validation stage with industry 

professionals.  The shortcomings of this decision are included in the Limitations section of 

this research. It is also important to note that a single design in various colorways only 

represents one design.  This issue is also addressed in Limitations.  

Data was collected by counting how many times each Scale or Motif category occurred each 

year. The data collection tables for Scale and Motif are included in APPENDIX 4.2 and 4.5, 

respectively.  At the end of each year, these numbers were totaled.  In order to create 

analogous results, the data collected were converted into percentages of the total fabrics 

evaluated each year.  The Scale and Motif percentage tables are included in APPENDIX 4.3 

and 4.6, respectively.  This information is represented in the graphs titled “Scale” and 

“Motif”, which are reviewed in the Results chapter of this research.  

Next, Color was analyzed.  Since fabrics often involve complex combinations of color, Color 

was analyzed according to the vinyls and leathers included in the production trim books.  For 

this study, it was concluded that the vinyls and leathers, which are usually solid color, 

accurately represent the overall color of a car’s interior.  This decision is justified by 

reviewing current car brochures and websites.  For example, the image below (FIGURE 3.9) 

is a screenshot of the interior color options page for the Toyota Camry10 [Toyota Motor 

Sales 2009].  For the Hybrid model, four interior options are offered: “Ash Fabric”, “Bisque 

Fabric”, “Ash Leather”, “Bisque Leather” [Toyota Motor Sales 2009].  As seen in this 

example, the leathers/vinyls provide an accurate representation of the fabric colors. 
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FIGURE 3.9: Toyota Camry10 Web Brochure [Toyota Motor Sales 2009] 

For further validation, this decision was also approved by professional leather and fabric 

designers prior to analysis.  Since the Color analysis was a significantly faster process than 

Scale and Motif analysis, all samples for all years (1960-2006) were evaluated.  Similar to 

Scale and Motif, this was done by counting how many times each color appeared within one 

of the ranges classified on the adapted Munsell scale each year.  The data collection table for 

Color is included in APPENDIX 4.8.  This data was then analyzed for Hue, Value and 

Chroma and was counted at the end of each year.  This data was also presented as 

percentages of the total fabrics evaluated each year.  The percentage tables for Hue, Value 

and Chroma are included in APPENDIX 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11, respectively.  These percentages 

are represented in graphs titled “Hue”, “Value” and “Chroma” included in the Results chapter 

of this research. 

In addition to the above categories of Color, participants were asked to speak about trends in 

Secondary and Accent Colors.  This information could not be collected from the vinyl and 
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leather samples, since these are usually monotone.  Feedback on Secondary and Accent 

Colors is described in the Results chapter of this research.  

The final data collected was the total number of fabrics included in the trim books each year.  
This included every sample (excluding “headliner”, “carpeting”, “vinyl”, and “leather”) for 
all vehicles all years.  The data for “Total Number of Fabrics” is included in APPENDIX 4.1 
and the graphs representing this data are included in the Results chapter of this research. 

Once all data had been collected, it was possible to convert the Scale, Motif, and Color data 
into trend lines.  This was done in Microsoft Excel using the polynomial trend line function.  
These trends also appear in Results section of this research. 

Industry Interviews and Trend Validation 
The second step in Punch’s model is to ask questions in order to understand the collected 
data [Punch 1998].  In order to validate the historic trends identified by this study, 1960-
2006, as well as understand current and future trends not captured by this data, interviews 
were conducted with industry professionals at OEMs and supplier facilities.  A questionnaire 
was created to guide the interviews. This questionnaire is included in APPENDIX 3.2.  Prior 
to conducting interviews, the Protection of Human Subjects Exemption Request form needed 
to be completed and submitted to the Institutional Review Board (APPENDIX 3.3). The IRB 
Protection of Human Subjects Exemption Request includes the Questionnaire (APPENDIX 
3.2), as well as the Participant Contact Letter, Informed Consent Form and Thank You 
Letter.  These are included in APPENDICES 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, respectfully.  Once approved, 
potential interviewees were contacted and plans were arranged for face-to-face and phone 
interviews.  Interviews began with background information about the interviewees’ 
individual and company experience.  A total of 30 face-to-face and phone interviews were 
conducted with 45 individual participants in design, engineering and purchasing roles 
throughout various levels of the supply chain with industry experience ranging from three to 
sixty-one years. 
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 Validation of Historic Trends 
For the next sections of the interviews, the trend charts for each category (Scale, Motif, and 
Color: Hue, Value, Chroma) were shown to the participants.  In order to validate the results, 
they were asked if they agreed and to elaborate if they “found anything surprising”.  If the 
trends were different than the participant’s expectations, they were prompted to describe 
these differences. 

 Observation of Trends, 2006-2012 

The participants were then asked about their observations in these categories from 2006-2012 

and to describe the trend lines for these years.  These are the years that are not included in the 

study (since the attainable trim books only reached 2006) but currently in production vehicles 

or the final stages of development. 

Interview responses for all trend validations sections, 1960-2012, were compiled in 

spreadsheets for ease of interpretation.  These Scale, Motif, and Color trend charts are 

included in APPENDIX 4.4, 4.7, and 4.12, respectively.  New trend graphs were then created 

based on interview feedback from 1960-2012.  These are included in the Results chapter of 

this research. 

Contributing Factors and Understanding the Supply Chain 

The third step in Punch’s model is to analyze the data in order to form themes [Punch 1998]. 

For this study, once trend cycles were recognized and understood, it was possible to form 

themes by understanding what factors may have contributed to their development.   Refer to 

Research Objective 4: 

RO4: What factors contributed to these trend cycles in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

Initial information about factors that contributed to automotive upholstery was researched in 

the automotive texts examined in the Literature Review chapter of this research.  

Supplementary information was provided by the industry interviews.  Following the Trends 

section of the questionnaire, participants were asked a series of open-ended questions aimed 
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at identifying the factors that contributed to 1960-2006 trends and what factors they expect to 

play an influential role on automotive upholstery design in the near and distant future.  They 

were also asked to describe the automotive upholstery supply chain structure and dynamics 

over the years.  Charts outlining the interview responses for Factors and the Supply Chain are 

included in APPENDIX 4.17 and will be discussed further in the Results chapter. 

Understanding the Role and Impact of Decision Makers 

The fourth step in Punch’s model is to look for broad patterns, generalizations, or theories 

from the analyzed information [Punch 1998].  Once trends had been determined, contributing 

factors had been identified, and the supply chain structure had been defined, it was necessary 

to understand who holds the decision-making power and what effect their role has on 

automotive upholstery design.  Refer to Research Objective 5: 

RO 5: Who are the decision makers and how does this contribute to trend cycles in 

automotive upholstery? 

It is important to understand the roles and impact of the decision makers in order to more 

accurately predict which factors will have the most influence on future trends.  This 

relationship is discussed in detail in the Results chapter of this study. 

 Factor-Trend Model Development 

In order to develop a model of the relationship between who holds the decision-making 

power and their effect on automotive upholstery design trends the Fiber to Fabric Process 

figure from the Literature Review was re-examined and is seen again in FIGURE 3.10. 
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For this study, it is particularly important to note the stages of Design Concepts, Design 

Analysis, Design Conceptualization and Material Selection.  The branches from each of these 

steps show cyclical relationships between brainstorming, conceptualizing and modeling, as 

well as selecting materials based on “cost-performance-value relationships”.  The model 

created for this study takes these cyclical relationships into consideration (particularly cost, 

performance and value) in order to understand the effect on design trends from various 

decision-makers. 

 The model is a pie chart separated into three slices: Design, Engineering and Purchasing.  

Connected to each slice are descriptions of observed trends at the time that each role holds 

the decision-making power.  FIGURE 3.11 is a blank example of this model. 

FIGURE 3.10: Fiber to Fabric Process [Mogahzy, 2009, p.16] 
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FIGURE 3.11: Factor-Trend Model (Blank) 

This completed model can be seen in the Results chapter of this study. 

Forecasting Future Trends and Factors 

The final step of Punch’s model is to make generalizations, or theories based on all 

information collected from the Literature Review, data analysis and industry feedback. Once 

historical and present trends and factors had been analyzed and Research Objectives   1-5 

were addressed, it was possible to develop predictions for future trends in automotive 

upholstery design.  Refer to Research Objective 6: 

RO 6: Based on these factors and trend cycles, what predictions can be made for future 

 automotive upholstery? 

In order to answer this objective, the trend charts in each category of analysis (Scale, Motif, 

and Color- Hue, Value, Chroma) were extended from 1960-2006 to 1960-2020 to represent 

forecasted trends. Interview participants were asked to provide a predicted description of the 

trend lines for fabrics beyond 2012. They were encouraged to speak freely about what trends 

they expect to see emerge in automotive upholstery in the near and distant future.   
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Interview responses for beyond 2012, were compiled in spreadsheets for ease of 

interpretation.  These forecasted trends and factors for Scale, Motif, and Color are included 

in APPENDIX 4.19, and 4.20, respectively.  Trend graphs were then created based on 

interview feedback for beyond 2012 and are included in the Results chapter of this research. 

Trend forecasts were created by interpreting the predictions for future trends and factors from 

interview participants and considering what was learned during the Literature Review about 

the automotive upholstery history and industry, trend cycles and trend forecasting.  These 

forecasts can be seen in the Results chapter of this research.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

This chapter attempts to answer the six research objectives introduced at the beginning of the 
study: 

RO1: What trends are present in the motif scale of automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  
RO2: What trends are present in the motifs used in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012?  
RO3: What trends are present in color for automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 
RO4: What factors contributed to these trend cycles in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 
RO5: Who are the decision makers and how does this contribute to trend cycles in 
 automotive upholstery? 
RO6: Based on these factors and trend cycles, what predictions can be made for future 
 automotive upholstery? 

The first section of this chapter focuses on Trends and answers Objectives 1-3, the second 
section focuses on Factors and answers Objective 4, the third section focuses on Decision-
Making Power in order to answer Objective 5, and the final section focuses on Forecasted 
Trends in attempt to answer Objective 6.   

Automotive Upholstery Design Trends, 1960-2012 
Trend data in automotive bodycloth design were collected from the automotive trim books 
and industry interviews as described in the Methodology chapter of this research.  This 
section visualizes and describes these trends for Total Number of Fabrics, Scale, Motif, and 
Color: Hue, Value, and Chroma. 
 

Total Number of Fabrics 
Total number of fabrics was the last data collected in the fabric analysis stage of this 
research, however, it is the first data that will be examined in this chapter, as it will be 
helpful in understanding the other categories.  This data was collected by counting the total 
number of fabrics included in the trim books each year (excluding those labeled “headliner”, 
“carpeting”, “vinyl”, and “leather”) for all vehicles all years.  The data table is included in 
APPENDIX 4.1.  FIGURE 4.1 represents the actual number of fabrics counted each year and 
FIGURE 4.2 represents the trend line for this data.  
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FIGURE 4.2: Total Number of Fabrics Trend 

FIGURE 4.1: Total Number of Fabrics 
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The data for Total Number of Fabrics reveals that from 1960 through the mid-1980s, the 
number of fabric swatches in the Detroit Body and De Leo automotive trim books was 
relatively stable at around 400 swatches.  In the mid-1980s, the number of fabric samples 
increased drastically, to as high as 895 samples in 1994.  The number of samples has been 
dropping since 1994 and was 549 in the last year recorded, 2006.  The trend line predicts that 
the total number of fabrics will continue to decrease.  It is important to keep in mind, as 
noted in the Literature Review, that the total number of swatches included in the automotive 
trim books only represents a small faction of the total fabrics developed by suppliers each 
year.  Factors that contributed to these trends will be discussed in the Factors section of this 
chapter.  

Trends in Scale 
Data for Scale was collected from the automotive trim books beginning with 2006 and 
regressing to 1960. From 1980-2006, all swatches (excluding “headliner”, “carpet”, “vinyl” 
and “leather”) for only the Top 5 Selling Vehicles in the US, as determined by Ward’s 
Automotive (2009) and Edmund’s Automotive (2009), were observed.  From 1960-1979, all 
swatches for all vehicles (excluding those listed above) were observed.  Data was collected 
by counting how many times each Scale category occurred each year.  Category keys are 
given in Instrument Development section of the Methodology chapter. The data collection 
table for Scale is included in APPENDIX 4.2.  At the end of each year, these numbers were 
totaled and converted into percentages of the total fabrics evaluated each year (in order to 
create analogous results).  The Scale Percentage table is included in APPENDIX 4.3.   
FIGURE 4.3 represents the actual percentages of each category of Scale counted each year 
and FIGURE 4.4 represents the trend lines for this data. 

For trend validation, interviews were conducted with automotive textile industry 
professionals, which asked participants if they agree with the results of the trends.  If not, 
they were asked to elaborate by describing their expectations of the trend data.  They were 
then asked about their observations and expectations from 2006-2012 and to describe the 
trend lines for these years based on their experience.  APPENDIX 4.4 represents interview 
feedback of trends in Scale.  FIGURE 4.5 represents adjustments to the Scale trend lines 
from 1960-2006 and expands these lines to 2012 based on interview feedback.  
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FIGURE 4.3: Scale Data 

FIGURE 4.4: Scale Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 



 

 
 

FIGURE 4.5: Adjusted Scale Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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In the 1960s, most automotive upholstery fabrics were Medium scale (between 1.5-5cm 

square).  According to the original trends, Medium started as high as 60% and dropped to 

less than 5% by the mid-1980s.  Medium rose slightly in late 1990s and early 2000s before 

dropping off completely in 2006.  According to the adjusted trends based on industry 

interviews, most fabrics were Medium scale, but a smaller percentage (only 40% compared 

to 60%).  Medium’s trend through the mid-2000s was confirmed, but interview data revealed 

that Medium would not disappear in 2006, but instead, begin to trend upward again. 

Large scale fabrics (greater than 5cm square) present the most interesting trend.  In the 

1960s, Large began around 20% and experienced a slight dip before increasing through the 

mid-1970s.  Large scale motifs peaked in these years at around 40% then declined until the 

late 1980s and early 1990s, when no swatches were found in this category.  Since then, Large 

scale has slowly been rising.  Industry feedback suggests that Large scale will continue to 

rise and at a steeper rate in the upcoming years (2009-2012).  The calculated trend and 

interview trend for Large scale motif are concurrent. 

The calculated trend and interview trend for Multi-colored scale (those that are textural, 

space-dyed, etc., with no definitive motif, as explained in Methodology) are also concurrent, 

remaining low to none until the 1980s and peaking in the late 1990s.  Multi-colored scale has 

since been decreasing although industry feedback detects its presence in the upcoming years. 

Small scale’s (less than 1.5cm square) calculated data was also confirmed by industry 

interviews with only slight variations.  Feedback suggested that Small scale motifs had more 

prevalence in the 1960 at around 25% (as compared to 18%) and then experienced a slight 

dip before peaking at over 40% in the 1980s.  This is slightly earlier and less drastic than the 

trend suggested by the calculated data.  Interview feedback also suggested that the dip in the 

2000s existed, but was not as drastic as suggested by the calculated data.  Small scale motifs 

continue to increase into 2012. 

Industry feedback suggests that None (plain with no detectable scale, or solid) was as high as 

30% in 1960s, while calculated data had suggested None motif scale at about 5%.  The 
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industry feedback then suggests a dip in the late 1960s that set None on a similar trend as 

suggested by the calculated data.  None peaked in the 1990s at almost 50% and has slowly 

been decreasing, but still remains a significant part of the market at around 40% into 2012. 

Factors that contributed to these trends will be discussed in the Factors section of this 

chapter.  

 Trends in Motif Classification 

Data for type of Motif was collected from the automotive trim books the same way as Scale 

data, beginning with 2006 and regressing to 1960. From 1980-2006, all samples (excluding 

“headliner”, “carpet”, “vinyl” and “leather”) for only the Top 5 Selling Vehicles in the US, as 

determined by Ward’s Automotive (2009) and Edmund’s Automotive (2009), were observed.  

From 1960-1979, all samples for all vehicles (excluding those listed above) were observed.  

Data was collected by counting how many times each Motif category occurred each year.  

Category keys are given in Instrument Development section of the Methodology chapter. The 

data collection table for Motif is included in APPENDIX 4.5.  At the end of each year, these 

numbers were totaled and converted into percentages of the total fabrics evaluated each year 

(in order to create analogous results). The Motif Percentage table is included in APPENDIX 

4.6.  FIGURE 4.6 represents the actual percentages of each category of Motif counted each 

year and FIGURE 4.7 represents the trend lines for this data. 

In addition, the categories for Motif were simplified into five parent categories.  These are 

Solid (Solid/Pile, Solid Basket, Solid Twill, Solid Knit), Structure (2-Color Basket, 2-Color 

Twill, Mesh, Plaid), Geometric (Geometric and Lines/Stripes/Ridges: Horizontal and 

Vertical), Texture (Texture, Honeycomb, Dots), and Organic. FIGURE 4.8 represents the 

actual percentages of each parent category of Motif, counted each year and FIGURE 4.9 

represents the trend lines for this data. 

During the validation stage of this research (via industry interviews), participants were 

shown trends for both the individual categories of Motif as well as the parent categories.  

They were asked to speak specifically about the trend lines of the Motif parent categories and 
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if they agree with the results of the trends.  If not, they were asked to elaborate by describing 

their expectations of the trend data.  They were then asked about their observations and 

expectations from 2006-2012 and to describe the trend lines for these years based on their 

experience.  APPENDIX 4.7 is a table that represents interview feedback of trends in Motif.  

FIGURE 4.10 represents adjustments to the Motif trend lines from 1960-2006 and expands 

these lines to 2012 based on interview feedback.   

FIGURE 4.6: Motif Data 
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FIGURE 4.7: Motif Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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FIGURE 4.8: Motif Data 

FIGURE 4.9: Motif Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 



 
 

FIGURE 4.10: Adjusted Motif Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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In the 1960s, Geometrics were the dominant motif at above 60% of all automotive upholstery 

fabrics.  This included motifs in the Geometric, Vertical and Horizontal categories, which 

were all relatively high percentages of the market.  Geometrics have slowly been declining 

since this time until the early 2000s.  In the 1980s, this category was maintained because of 

the high percentage of Vertical striped fabrics (around 25%).  Geometric is predicted to 

increase in the upcoming years to as high as 35% in 2012, led by the Geometric sub-

category. 

Organic motif has the most interesting trend, almost non-existent in 1960, then peaking at 

over 30% by the late 1960s.  Organic declined until the mid-1980s when no examples were 

found from the swatches observed in the automotive trim books.  According to industry 

interviews, Organic has risen since this brief dip and will increase more steeply in the 

upcoming years to as high as 20%. 

The categories of Texture (Texture, Honeycomb and Dots) and Structure (Plaid, 2-Color 

Basket, 2-Color Twill and Mesh) have never reached above 20%, but have also never 

completely disappeared.  Structure peaked in the late 1980s, led by the sub-categories of 

Plaid and 2-Color Basket.  Since then it has been decreasing, but has been dominated by the 

sub-category of 2-Color Twill.  Texture’s trend reflects the opposite of Structure, dipping to 

its lowest in the early 1980s and then increasing slightly into the 2000s at around 12%.  

Industry feedback suggests that both Texture and Structure will continue to exist in 

conservative quantity into 2012. 

Solid (no motif, or None), echoes the trend line of Scale’s None category.  Solid existed in 

small percentages (less than 10%) through the 1960s and then rose to its peak at nearly 50% 

in the early 1990s.  Solid fabrics remain the market leader at around 35% into 2012, but are 

trending downward as Geometric motifs continue to increase.  At all times, Solid has been 

dominated by the Pile sub-category. 

Factors that contributed to these trends will be discussed in the Factors section of this 

chapter.  
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 Trends in Color: Hue, Value and Chroma 

Data for Color was collected differently from Scale and Motif.  Color was analyzed 

according to the vinyls and leathers from the automotive trim books.   As stated in 

Methodology, vinyls and leathers were chosen rather than fabrics because they were most 

often monotone and gave a more accurate portrait of the overall interior color.   All vinyl and 

leather samples, for all years were evaluated. Data was collected by counting how many 

times each Hue, Value or Chroma category occurred each year.  A Munsell chart was used to 

create analysis categories and is shown in the Instrument Development section of the 

Methodology chapter. The data collection table for Color is included in APPENDIX 4.8.  

This data was then analyzed for Hue, Value and Chroma and at the end of each year these 

numbers were totaled and converted into percentage of total fabrics analyzed.  The 

Percentage tables for Hue, Value and Chroma are presented in APPENDIX 4.9, 4.10 and 

4.11, respectively.   

FIGURE 4.11 represents the percentages of each category of Hue counted each year and 

FIGURE 4.12 represents the trend lines for this data.  The color of each graphed line 

represents its Hue category.  Two data lines that are particularly important to note are yellow 

(which represents many samples considered “beige”) and orange (which represents many 

samples in the tan, brown, and beige categories).   

FIGURE 4.13 represents the percentages of each category of Value counted each year and 

FIGURE 4.14 represents the trend lines for this data.  The value of each graphed line 

represents its Value category.  The darkest black line represents true black.  As the lines 

become lighter in value, they represent data that is lighter in value.  This includes grayscale 

and color values.  The lightest dashed line represents white. 

FIGURE 4.15 represents the percentages of each category of Chroma counted each year and 

FIGURE 4.16 represents the trend lines for this data.  The lightest line on the chart represents 

no chroma (grayscale).  The darkest line represents the highest level of chroma.   
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During the industry interview stage of this research, participants were shown trends for all 

categories of Color: Hue, Value and Chroma.  They were asked if they agreed with the trend 

results of each category. If not, they were asked to elaborate by describing their expectations 

of the trend data. They were then asked about their observations from 2006-2012 and to 

describe the trend lines for these years based on their experience.  APPENDIX 4.12 is a table 

that represents interview feedback of trends in Color.  FIGURES 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 

represent adjustments to the Hue, Value, and Chroma trend lines from 1960-2006 and expand 

these lines to 2012 based on interview feedback, respectively.   
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FIGURE 4.11:  Hue 

FIGURE 4.12:  Hue Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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FIGURE 4.13: Value 

FIGURE 4.14: Value Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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FIGURE 4.15: Chroma 

FIGURE 4.16: Chroma Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 



     

FIGURE 4.17: Adjusted Hue Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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FIGURE 4.18: Adjusted Value Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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FIGURE 4.19: Adjusted Chroma Trends 

*Trend lines dipping below 0% reflect 
the nature of polynomial trends. 
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In the 1960s, the Blue-Purple hue dominated at 20%, while many of the other Hue categories 

had equal market shares around 10% each.  Color was king and appeared in a variety of 

Values, although Chroma existed in the two least saturated categories (not including 

Grayscale) through the mid-1970s.    

According to FIGURE 4.17, through the 1970s, Blue-Purple, Green, and Yellow-Green 

remained popular Hue choices, although Grayscale (swatches where any hint of color was 

completely undetectable by human observation) quickly began to take the lead at almost 30% 

by 1980.  Color has continued to disappear as Grayscale has continued to increase to as high 

as 40% of all automotive upholstery fabrics.  Blue-Purple began to decrease in the mid-1980s 

and now has little to no presence.  The only colors that have maintained are Yellow-Red and 

Yellow.  As mentioned previously, most fabrics in these categories are considered “beige”, 

“ivory” or “tan”.  Industry feedback did not agree that these categories were dropping in the 

2000s, but instead suggested that Yellow-Red (tans and browns) maintained at about 15% 

and Yellow (beiges and ivories) has been increasing and will even over-take gray in 2010.  

Participants did point out that these were very “grayed” versions of beige, ivory and tan, as 

mentioned in the Literature Review. 

Red and Blue have had the most interesting histories.  Red peaked twice, in the mid-1960s at 

almost 20% and again in the late 1980s at over 20%, for a longer period.  Red has been 

decreasing since its last peak and remains in very limited quantities in the 2000s.  Blue 

(which is an “aqua”, “turquoise” or “teal” hue) also peaked in the mid-1960s, disappeared in 

the mid-1970s and has maintained at around 5% since the late 1980s.  Industry feedback, 

however, suggests that it will decrease again in the upcoming years. 

According to FIGURE 4.18, since the 1970s, Value has been dominated by Mid-Value and 

the Darkest Value (excluding Black).  The Darkest Value peaked at almost 60% in the late 

1980s and then switched with Mid-Value, which peaked at about 55% in the mid-2000s.  

Industry feedback suggests that these will switch roles again in 2010 and that Black, the 

Lightest Value and even White are all beginning to rise. 
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The leaders in Chroma, according to FIGURE 4.19, have been the two categories of the Least 

Saturation and Grayscale.  In the 1960s, when color was king, Chroma in the two Least 

Saturated categories were around 40%, while the next level of saturation was less than 10% 

and the Highest level was less than 5%.  In the mid-1970s, Chroma was slightly more 

saturated and then switched roles with the Least Saturated category of Chroma (that is not 

Grayscale) in the mid 1990s.  Since then, Grayscale and the Least Saturation have dominated 

the market at around 40% each.  As mentioned previously, industry feedback suggests that 

“very grayed colors” will begin to increase in 2010 as Grayscale begins to fall. 

Factors that contributed to these trends will be discussed in the Factors section of this 

chapter. 

 Trends in Secondary and Accent Color 

As described in the Methodology chapter of this research, in addition to the above categories 

of Color, participants were asked to speak about trends in Secondary and Accent Colors.  

This information could not be collected from the vinyl and leather samples, since these are 

usually solid in color.   APPENDIX 4.13 is a table that represents interview feedback of 

trends in Secondary and Accent Color.  

In the past, accents started very chromatic and included aqua, purple, greens, reds, blues and 

yellows: “pop” colors.  Reds, blues and yellows have always existed in sporty and specialty 

vehicles.  Often plain bolsters (often vinyl) were used and accented with colorful inserts.  

Into the 1980s and early 1990s, fabric colors were very monotone, and described as having a 

“dip” look.  In the later half of the 1990s and the early 2000s, fabrics were more “tonal” than 

accented.  Eventually, extreme color moved only to the exterior paint colors with exotic 

coatings and finishes such as metallic.   

Today Secondary and Accent Colors are appearing in different ways.  Many interiors are 

“tonal” grays, neutrals and “earth tones” with “organic flow”.  Other interiors include accents 

in “happy, cheerful” colors with high contrast that coordinate with the exterior.  Accents are 

appearing in the fabric structure, as well as the stitching and instrument panel and are more 
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integrated with technologies, such as the lighting system.  As one participant commented, 

accent colors “take the interior to a personal level…and are the belts, scarves and neckties of 

a vehicle.  Placement is key.” 

Factors that contributed to these trends, as well as all other design and color trends mentioned 

in this section, will be discussed in the Factors section of this chapter. 

Factors Affecting Trends in Automotive Upholstery Design 

After trends in Scale, Motif, and Color have been determined and verified, it is possible to 

focus on Research Objective 4:  

RO4: What factors contributed to these trend cycles in automotive upholstery, 1960-2012? 

The Literature Review presented an overview of factors in the existing body of knowledge 
that contributed to the development of automotive upholstery fabrics and verified that little 
research had been done concerning automotive upholstery design trends.  This section will 
focus specifically on the factors that contributed to the trends observed in Scale, Motif and 
Color, based interview feedback from automotive textile industry professionals.  Similar to 
the structure of the Literature Review, factors have been divided into the following five 
categories:  

Materials and Technology 

Standards and Specifications  

Economy and Sales  

Supply Chain and Product Development Process 

Consumer and Global Influences   

 Effects of Advancements in Materials and Technology 
As revealed by the Literature Review, automotive bodycloth has been limited by the 
materials and technology available at the time.  However, innovations in new materials and 
technologies have also opened many doors.  This section will focus on how the materials and 
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technology availability contributed to the trends observed in Scale, Motif and Color, 
according to the industry interviews.   

Scale and Motif trends in the 1960s were affected by the availability of fabric construction 
technologies.  As seen by the trend charts, medium and small scale geometrics had the 
majority of the market share.  This is because the dominant fabric manufacturing technique 
used this time was dobby weaving because of its relatively inexpensive cost, high production 
capabilities, and wide availability.  Dobby woven upholstery fabric designs at this time were 
primarily created by the weave structure, which resulted in the high percentage of small scale 
geometric motifs seen in the early 1960s.  Solid upholstery was also a high percentage of 
scale at this time, mostly because of vinyls’ prominent share of the market, although some 
woven pile (solid scale and motif) also existed in luxury vehicles.     

In the late 1960s through the early 1970s, upholstery fabrics were large geometric and 
organic.  This drastic increase in scale was due in large part to the evolution of Jacquard 
weaving, but also by one of the other most notable factors to affect Scale and Motif trends: 
the evolution of the shape of the automotive seat.  As noted in the Literature Review, in the 
1960s and 1970s, bench seats were predominant.  Bench seats ran the full width of the cabin 
and provided a larger area that was easy to upholster and required large amounts of foam and 
fabric.  According to one interview, vehicles in these years had as much as 40 yards of fabric 
in the interior.  Seats at this time were all cut and sewn and often the entire seat was designed 
out of one piece of fabric.  As reflected in the trends, scales, motifs and colors at this time 
resembled sofas for the home: large, organic and colorful.   

As cars got smaller and more sporty, individual 

separated bucket seats began to appear and were 

predominant by the late 1980s.  Bucket seats are 

contoured to hold a single passenger and are often 

separated by a center console.  This made the 

FIGURE 4.20: Registered Stripes on 1963 Buick Le Sabre 
[Detroit Body Products, 1963 p. 23] 
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upholstery process much more complex and affected trends in Scale and Motif.  For example, 

registering a vertical stripe requires that the stripes on the bottom cushion and the top cushion 

are cut, sewn, and aligned properly.  FIGURE 4.20 shows an example of registering vertical 

stripes in a 1963 Buick Le Sabre, which was much easier due to the simplicity of the 

vehicle’s bench seats. 

These changes in the vehicle seat shape contributed to the trends seen in Scale and Motif.  

Large, organic patterns declined quickly (and even disappeared by 1990), replaced primarily 

by solid fabrics, but also small geometric and structured motifs.  Solid and small motifs did 

not need to be registered.   

As the interior continued to evolve, with more features that required the seats to be 

configured differently, knit technology was also evolving.  Knitted fabrics were superior for 

fitting the contours of bucket seats.  By the late 1980s through the early 1990s, double-needle 

bar knits, which create plush, velvets (solid pile), dominated the market (although small 

motifs remained, distributed between texture, structure and geometric categories).  By the 

mid-1990s, cost pressures intensified (which will be discussed in a later section).  Knits 

began to imitate the plush texture of luxurious woven velvets with a much cheaper process 

and were able to move into mid-level vehicles.  The cheaper moquettes (woven velvets) split 

the market with flat wovens, which resulted in upholstery fabrics that were about 40% solid 

pile and 40% small motifs in the geometric, texture, and structure categories.  It was also at 

this time the microfibers/microsuedes began to emerge (as mentioned in the Literature 

Review) and were introduced as the new luxury choice in fabric.  Cost effective microsuedes, 

however, have not yet proven themselves durable enough to be prominent in the US market.  

Today, technology for fabric construction is limitless. As new technologies continue to be 

introduced, they will assuredly affect future trends, while considering the other factors to be 

discussed in the upcoming parts of this section. According to industry feedback, fabrics being 

produced in today’s vehicles will begin to see the return of large organics (larger than ever 

before), in part because of their ability to hide trimming issues, bow-bias, and sew lines.  The 
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industry is also seeing an increase in layers and secondary design processes (such as printing, 

embossing and etching) as ways to create interest on basic knits, flat wovens, and piles. 

The evolution of fibers and yarns used in automotive upholstery has always played a role in 

fabric design, primarily color and texture.  As mentioned previously, vinyls held a significant 

share in the market, and were available in an almost endless variety of colors.  By the mid-

1960s, polyester evolved and quickly became the choice fiber for automotive fabrics.  It 

wasn’t until the 1970s that an efficient process for dyeing polyester had been developed.  

While fabrics in the 1960s were primarily created by the woven structure (as discussed 

above), interiors in the 1970s began to take on what the industry refers to as a “dip” look.  

Fabrics were piece dyed so that the interior was completely the same color on all soft 

surfaces.  According to industry feedback, this was meant to create a feeling of spaciousness 

through a harmonious interior.  However, this contributed to many issues with metamerism, 

and color choice began to disappear.    

By the mid 1980s, skein dye (which was capable of producing space dye effects) and yarn 

dye of polyester became more prominent.  According to industry feedback, space dye was a 

look brought from the home furnishings industry.  Although expensive, it was more cost 

effective for creating multi-colored fabrics with a limited number of yarn SKUs to inventory.  

Their effect can be seen on the Scale and Motif trends as multi-colored and solid scales 

increased, along with the texture and solid motif category. Upholstery fabrics were available 

in more colors than ever before: blues, burgundies, and hunter greens, as well as endless 

shades of grays, beiges and tans, which varied with every trim level.  According to interview 

participants however, by the 1990s, space dye was “overdone” and, as the trends show, grays 

and beiges began to dominate the market. Solution dye was another popular choice, but 

limited in color and required larger merge lots.  European companies, such as Volkswagen, 

were more likely to require solution dyed yarns. 

Through the late 1990s into the 2000s, automotive interiors focused on technology beyond 

automotive upholstery (airbags, for example).  Suppliers began looking for new ways to add 
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interest to fabrics without adding cost and complexity.  Secondary processes on basic fabrics 

continued to increase, including water-jet printing, laser etching and embossing, all of which 

contributed to trends in geometric, texture and structure motifs of all scales and colors. In the 

early 2000s, OEMs were requesting more “hi-tech” fabrics, which, led to PVC-coated yarns, 

clear polypropylene yarns, and fiber optics (non-production).  Although not reflected in the 

trend charts, mesh and spacer fabric upholstery were also introduced in these years in small 

volume.   

According to industry interviews, the most common request from OEMs is now, and has 

always been, for something “new and fresh”.  “New and fresh”, however, might be a cycle 

from the past.  For example, space dye has been introduced again because it can portray a 

“recycled” or “eco” look.   Since the 1990s, fabrics that in reality were more “Eco friendly” 

have been researched and produced in small volume, but not for production vehicles due to 

either cost restraints or poor hand and durability.  Now, companies like Unifi, are creating 

fibers and yarns that are either from recycled content, are fully recyclable at the end of the 

product’s life, or employ more eco-friendly treatment and chemical choices, that are 

competitive with traditional materials in appearance, performance and hand, but still at a 

higher price point.  Another technology advancement that has been in development since the 

late 1990s and has had a significant impact on value (in more ways than one), has been the 

introduction of new fibers, finishes and materials that are water and stain repellent, such as 

Milliken’s Yes Essentials®, which allow for lighter interiors, as reflected in the most recent 

Value trends.  First introduced for “soccer mom” SUVs, which were sold in such high 

volume into the early 2000s, all OEMs and consumers now expect upholstery with these 

capabilities. 

APPENDIX 4.14 includes industry feedback regarding material and technology factors that 

influenced trends in automotive upholstery design. 
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 Effects of Increasing Standards and Specifications 

Quality, Performance and Safety Standards for automotive bodycloth have changed 

drastically since the 1960s and have also had an important impact on upholstery design 

trends.  When there were fewer standards, changes could be made more quickly, which 

meant more time could be spent in the design phase and fabrics could continue to develop to 

aesthetically meet the changing appearance of a vehicle.  According to industry interviews, 

by the 1990s, it took six months for production standards to be approved as specifications 

increased in number and demand.  Also, if any design changes were made that changed the 

character of the fabrics, all tests would need to be redone, which meant that major fabric 

construction decisions needed to be made very early during a vehicle’s development. 

One cause of this exponential increase in standards can be traced to what is referred to as the 

“NASA effect” of the 1970s.  According to industry interviews, as new developments from 

NASA government projects filtered into the automotive industry, costs of meeting 

government standards also increased at an exponential rate.  By the end of the 1970s, the 

automotive industry had the toughest and most stringent government standards, inside and 

out.  As safety standards increased and the focus of automotive textiles moved to seatbelts 

and airbags, aesthetic design began to suffer.  

By the 1980s, all upholstery fabrics had to be engineered for the “worst case scenario” in 

order to meet customer warranty expectations.  This also contributed to design limitations.  

Engineering requirements began to dictate scale, color and pattern.  Engineering’s control 

contributed directly to the trends examined in this study since the late 1980s.  While pile 

fabrics (solid scale and motif) were originally viewed as a luxury material due to their soft 

hand, they were also excellent at hiding dirt, grease, etc, which became increasingly 

important as consumers began spending more time (and eating more) in their vehicles. The 

ability to hide dirt also contributed to the dominance of gray and darker values seen at this 

time, as well as comingled yarns and heather fabrics.   In addition, lightfastness and 

colorfastness standards continued to rise.  This also contributed to the disappearance of color 

(especially reds), which could not meet the new specifications.  At any point in the adoption 
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of a new fabric or in field use, the OEM engineering lab could eliminate any fabric that did 

not meet required specifications.   

Ever increasing standards challenged suppliers to create more durable, colorfast and lightfast 

and crocking resistant fabrics.  Upholstery fabric in the 2000s, were lighter than the decade 

before (mid-value), due to improvements in cleanability and the introduction of fabrics such 

as Milliken’s Yes Essentials®.  In the most recent years, consumers and OEMs are pushing 

away from mid-value for lighter fabrics as soil repellency and “easy care” characteristics are 

increasing.  At the same time, darker values are also reappearing with improved 

colorfastness, lightfastness and crocking characteristics.    

APPENDIX 4.15 includes industry feedback regarding standard and specification factors that 

influenced trends in automotive upholstery design. 

 Effects of the Economy, Sales and Risk Avoidance 

The 1960s were full of colorful geometric and organic motifs of all scales.  This was a strong 

time for the US economy, and according to almost all interview participants, color and 

pattern have a direct relationship to the state of the economy.  This is due to the emotional 

relationship people have with color, as mentioned in the Literature Review.  Although most 

participants agreed there was a relationship, they were not, however, in agreement as to 

which direction this relationship traveled.  Most agreed that “happy” times (strong economy) 

led to “happy” colors: more hues, more chroma, more choice.  Others suggested that it is in 

depressed times (times of recession), consumers want more color and more vibrant patterns.   

To resolve this inconsistency, it is important to remember the time it takes to design, develop 

and produce an automobile (29- 48 months).  When considering this, both parties can be 

correct.  In times of recession, designers push for more vibrant colors and patterns, which do 

not appear until three to four years later.  Due to the nature of economic recessions in the US, 

by this time, “happy” vehicles have been introduced to a strong economy.  Approaching this 
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issue from the opposite end, participants suggested that fabrics were plain, small and 

monotone during times of economic downturns.   

All trends revealed by this study, and all participants interviewed, pointed toward one 

overriding conclusion: cost pressures are “king” and have a significant, overriding impact on 

fabric selection.    

The 1970s, considered “the hangover of the 1960s”, began in recession and were hit again 

from November 1973-March 1975, due to the Oil Embargo Crisis with OAPEC [Labonte and 

Makinen 2002].  During these times, automotive upholstery design began to suffer.   By the 

1970s, large scale peaked and began to decline, as did organic motifs.  This is because large 

scale organics were manufactured on jacquard weaving looms, and these fabrics had a higher 

price point (as much as $18/yard).  The variety of hues available also began its epic decline 

in the 1970s as grays continued to rise.  The key was in decreasing parts complexity in order 

to decrease inventory.  This meant fewer colors and fewer different types of materials.    

The early 1980s experienced the deepest recession period, known as a “double dip” recession 

from January- July 1980 and July 1981-November 1982 [Labonte and Makinen 2002].  By 

1984, OEMs were setting fabric price targets at $5-6/yard, while expecting fabrics that met 

their increasingly demanding performance standards.  Velour pile fabrics were favored by 

many OEMs at this time, but were expensive to produce since they required so much material 

(yarn, backcoating, etc.).  To compensate, suppliers switched from yarn dye to piece dye, 

using only 1 fabric SKU while allowing for a variety of colors.  Throughout the late 1980s 

and 1990s, the colors that remained were extremely muted (as reflected by the Chroma trend 

graph) because of the cost of achieving deeper colors that were capable of meeting 

lightfastness, colorfastness and crocking standards.  Small, geometric motifs remained 

popular as an affordable option for adding interest to the fabrics without adding cost.   

According to interviews, over-capacity of the industry contributed to decision-making power 

shift from creative design influence at the mills to economic decisions by purchasing.  The 

economy of the late 1980s was strong, but purchasing at OEMs continually set lower price 
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targets for upholstery fabric, which drove many key players out of the business.  The 

suppliers that remained had to think competitively and began offering incentives for 

purchases of larger quantities.  Because of this, OEMs began to use the same fabric across 

many vehicle lines.  These fabrics needed to be simple (small or solid) in order to be 

successful in a variety of vehicles.  It was also at this time that OEMs began to only offer 

three color choices: warm, cool, and dark (usually tan or beige, gray, and black); although, 

occasionally one brand-specific color would be offered at a very low volume, or only on a 

certain trim level.  The goal of purchasing at OEMs is to try to get the largest number of 

people to buy their company’s car.  In order to do this, many “vanilla” fabrics were offered.  

As one interview participant said, “nobody falls in love, but nobody rejects them either.”  As 

the automakers continued to grow, so did the risks, and grandiose statements in color and 

pattern were not a risk most OEMs were willing to take. This has been seen in the Literature 

Review through the Product Adaption Diffusion Curve (FIGURE 4.21). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4.21: Product Adaption Diffusion Curve [Brannon, 2007, p.43] 

Rather than taking risks by targeting the smaller percentage fashion leaders, most American 

OEMs focus on capturing the majority of the market (those that are neither fashion leaders or 

followers). 

As price pressures continued to increase, OEMs’ and suppliers’ had to focus on maintaining 

value while decreasing cost.  They tried to do so in a number of different ways.  For example, 

bolster fabrics, which are usually solid or very small and simple in structure, were usually 
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considerably cheaper than insert fabrics, and became a larger percentage of the seat (as 

mentioned in the Literature Review).  Their prominence is reflected in the Scale and Motif 

trends. The insert fabric, which is used in increasingly smaller percentages, would also find 

the most cost-efficient way to add interest.  Small dobbies, which are usually geometric or 

structured motifs, were able to achieve this.  Texture also became an important way to add 

interest without adding cost and was often achieved with secondary processes, such as 

etching and embossing.  Another way for OEMs and suppliers to maintain the integrity of the 

fabric while decreasing cost was to decrease inventory with a just-in-time supply strategy.  

Perhaps one of the biggest factors that affected automotive upholstery design trends in the 

mid-1990s, was when OEMs started price wars among suppliers.  For example, if an OEM 

purchased a specific fabric from a certain supplier one year, the next year they would ask all 

suppliers to attempt to make the same fabric as cheaply as possible.  In addition, online 

sourcing by global bidding developed and opened up the competition to low-cost suppliers.  

One interview participant claimed that today’s automotive fabrics are the cheapest upholstery 

fabrics in any industry today.  All the facts above seem to agree.   

While the economy was healthy in the early 2000s, the bright “happy” colors and patterns of 

the early years could not return due to cost pressures.  Instead, gray and beige solids and 

small geometrics continued to dominate the market.  Interview feedback suggested that, 

because of the current economic crisis, and especially the toils of the automotive industry, 

US automotive upholstery fabrics have seen little change in the most recent years.  

Incremental changes are less risky than drastic changes.  However, industry feedback also 

suggests that large geometrics and organics are on the rise, which will finally introduce this 

generation to something “new and different”.  In order to accomplish this, there is a push to 

standardize the bolster while changing the insert, which, as mentioned above, is a cost-

effective way to add interest to vehicle interiors. 

APPENDIX 4.16 includes industry feedback regarding the economy, sales and risk-taking 

factors that influenced trends in automotive upholstery design. 
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 Effects of the Supply Chain and Product Development Process 
The dynamics of the supply chain and product development process also contributed to 

automotive upholstery design trends.  In the early years discussed in this review, seven or 

more automotive fabric suppliers existed.  They competed with each other by presenting their 

fabrics at the OEMs, but their names were hidden so that OEMs were selecting the best 

fabric rather than being biased by favoritism.  Originally, Tier Ones (seat makers) did not 

exist.  Seats were built at OEMs and fabric suppliers dealt with the OEMs directly.   

It is also important to note that during this time the industry was much less global, and 

upholstery fabrics reflected localized design and taste.  The industry relied less on data and 

research, and designers had the authority to influence the final fabric selection decision.  

Interview participants suggested that the different business structure at this time meant that 

less people gave input for final decisions.  Managers, engineers, sales and marketing did not 

necessarily consider trend cycles when deciding on fabric success, as long as the customer is 

“satisfied”.  As one participant commented, "events happen so fast and the auto industry is so 

slow…motif and scale don't have time to react and reflect.” 

It is also important to understand the color development process, which has changed little 

over time.  Color is developed at the OEMs and mastered by polypropylene chips.  All 

materials within the vehicle must be able to match this “polychip” standard.  It is maintained 

by the OEM and supplier as a reference and contains a smooth finish and a textured finish 

used in matching all trim materials from vinyl to carpet to headliner and bodycloth. 

The structure of the industry began to change in the 1980s, when Tier Ones were introduced 

to work specifically with all seating components.  As Tier Ones progressed, they wanted to 

work directly with the fabric suppliers.  Fabric suppliers now had to not only please the 

OEM, but the Tier One as well.  Additionally, Tier Ones began to focus strongly on the 

seating technology (frames, electronics, heating, etc.).  Adding cost here drove fabric prices 

even lower.  It was also at this time that purchasing began to have more control and began 

limiting the OEMs to specific suppliers.  It was also at this time that the “bidding” process 
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began among suppliers (OEMs asking suppliers who could make the same fabric at the least 

expense).  Interview participants agreed that this bid process “disturbed creativity.” 

According to industry feedback, it was also at this time that suppliers were required to 

become more global.  As OEMs were producing more vehicles at global facilities, suppliers 

were expected to supply locally.  Automotive upholstery suppliers began opening sales, 

design and production facilities in Japan, Germany, France, China, and the list continues.  

Collaborative design and development between design studios from the US with Asia and 

Europe contributed to a better understanding of the foreign OEM.  Toyota, for example, 

focused on hand at this time, which contributed to the plush velour’s of the late 1980s. 

Another major factor that led to fewer colors and less expressive designs, is how many 

people began to be involved in the fabric selection process at OEMs.  The New Product 

Development Process, identified in the Literature Review, can be used to demonstrate how 

this affects design (FIGURE 4.22).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.22 New Product Development Process (Urban and Hauser, 1993, p.38) 
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A structured hierarchy existed (and continues to today), where several individuals have the 

power to veto a design at any point.  This filtering of designs led to “watered-down” colors 

and patterns compared to those in the 1960s and 1970s.  For example, one interview 

participant stated that “large was not safe and too bold”, hence the increase in solid and small 

scales.  The design teams continued to lose power when it came to making design decisions.  

The design teams work within parameters set by purchasing and engineering, with influence 

from marketing.  According to industry feedback, although designers at both OEMs and 

suppliers spent dedicated effort understanding design and fashion trends from a variety of 

industries, and understanding their vehicle’s consumer demographics, their capabilities of 

making innovative and relevant fabrics could be overshadowed by one personal opinion in 

upper-management, most likely related to cost or risk concerns.  For example, many 

designers have proposed organic motifs throughout the recent decades, but interview 

feedback suggests management rarely approves.    

Another important factor, previously mentioned, is the time it takes to produce a vehicle and 

a fabric.  Interviewees reported that OEMs and suppliers would look into fabric for a specific 

vehicle four years before the vehicle’s production.  According to industry interviews, three 

years would be spent in the sample phase, two years in color development, and it would take 

one year for everything to be tested and approved.  Because this is an intricate process, and 

because of the decision hierarchy fabrics must go through for approval, changes cannot be 

made quickly, and therefore cannot respond accurately to current industry trends.  This 

explains why trends in automotive fabrics follow trends in other industries such as fashion 

and home furnishings.  By the 2000s, some suppliers even began to skip the design 

department at OEMs and go straight to engineering, purchasing or marketing for approval.   

It is also important to acknowledge the impact that the entrance of imported vehicles 

(referred to as the New Domestics) has had on automotive upholstery design trends by 

understanding the internal structure at foreign companies.  Foreign automakers have usually 

begun their entrance into the US market by building satellite design studios in the States, 

many of which are in Southern California– one of the most fashion-forward regions in the 
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US.  This way they are able to understand the US market and consumers “up close and 

personal”.  After speaking with designers at satellite studios, however, many feel like these 

studios are more of a commodity and that they often find their office at odds with the OEM 

in the home country.  The hierarchical structure at many Asian companies has been described 

as so intense that the company president is likely to “point and choose” a fabric to his liking, 

without regard to US design input.    

In the late 1990s and into the 2000s, when OEMs were causing suppliers to have “bidding 

wars”, they also required that fabric mills supply multiple technologies on a global basis in 

order to remain on their “approved supplier” lists.  In the most recent years, innovative 

technologies at suppliers have become the key to more advanced design and successful 

placements.   

The global environment of today is both a positive and a negative, depending on how a 

particular automaker strategically responds.  On the negative, all companies are looking at 

the same data (with the help of the Internet) and target the same customer.  Also, many 

global companies are trying to introduce the same vehicle to various markets (Europe, North 

America, Asia and Australia, for example).  This causes automakers to “play it safe” and try 

to select fabrics that are not offensive in any market.   This notion is seen in the Fashion 

Adoption Trends from the Literature Review.  Automakers are not only targeting the same 

customer, but they are looking for upholstery styles that will last, or in other words, become 

classics. 

FIGURE 4.23: Fashion Adoption Trends [Brannon, 2007, p.6] 
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Designers, however, know that all markets are not the same and no single style will satisfy 

all.  According to industry interviews, design is beginning to change in the face of the global 

environment.  Designers insist that as the Big Three restructure and focus, interior design will 

begin to be brand specific, as it once was.  

APPENDIX 4.17 includes industry feedback regarding the supply chain and the product 

development process factors that influenced trends in automotive upholstery design. 

 Effects of Consumer and Global Influences 

Designers in almost any creative industry focus on making products consumers can 

emotionally connect with in order to influence their decision to buy.  As discussed in the 

previous sections, this possibility has faded for automotive upholstery due to increasingly 

strict performance standards, internal decision-making struggles, and, primarily, cost 

pressures.  Before these issues took their toll, cars were the epitome of American 

independence, self-expression and affluence.  Vehicles became a way for people to express 

themselves and were offered in a variety of colors and styles with interiors to match.  As 

reflected by the trends, automotive upholstery at this time was available in more colors and 

patterns than seen since.  According to industry feedback, the 1960s and early 1970s were 

perhaps the only times that Design held the power.  As a result, vehicles reached out to their 

targeted demographics and were more fashionable.  Automotive upholstery followed trends 

in apparel, home, music and art.  Fabrics were bigger and brighter, like the bold, primary 

colors of “Pop Art” (as reflected in the trends). 

 
As mentioned previously, the economy during the 1960s and early 1970s contributed 

substantially to trends in color and scale.  The Middle class “boomed” and was acquiring 

better goods.  Cars were a novelty and consumers were willing to spend more in order to 

“keep up with the Jones’”, as one designer described it.  This was a time that craftsmanship 

was appreciated, and consumers were more emotionally connected to their vehicles.   
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Another important trend to point out is the role that red has played throughout the years.  One 

interview participant said that “men loved red”, which helped link red with fast cars and with 

trucks (inside and out). 

 
By the mid-1970s, consumers began to become more educated about fabrics and design 

through magazine advertisements and television shows.  One interview participant 

commented that the customers started to relate to the fabrics.  It was also during this era that 

women became more involved in the vehicle-purchase process.  According to interview 

feedback, women, more than men, were focused on not only the aesthetics of the interior, but 

also on issues of durability and cleanability as more time was spent in the car with kids and 

vehicles like the station-wagon became more popular.  Another interview participant 

suggested that as people were becoming more educated about fabrics, they wanted what was 

on their living room couches in their cars.  What the industry offered was “peach fuzz” 

fabrics, the plush piles that are so soft that they were referred to as “casket liner fabric.”  

Hand became the key to consumer perceived quality.   

 
The main consumer and global influences in the 1980s were the increasing size of 

automobiles and the increasing presence of imports.  As vehicle size increased, the scale of 

upholstery fabrics decreased.  People also began to keep their cars longer, and expected 

fabrics to maintain for the vehicle’s lifetime.  The need for “tough and rugged” interiors 

drastically increased with the introduction of Sport Utility Vehicles and the “soccer mom” 

era.  For OEMs, longevity meant that the upholstery fabrics needed to be “non-

confrontational” and “understated” so that the consumer would not tire of the interior or feel 

that it was out of fashion.  This contributed to the increase in small geometrics and structured 

motifs as well as the high percentage of solid fabrics.  “Understated” reflected the fashion of 

the times, taking queue from men’s conservative suiting and ties, which also contributed to 

the increase in grays and neutral colors.  By the 1990s, 40% of automotive upholstery fabrics 

were gray, and seemingly unlimited variations of gray.  Gray and Beige began to reflect 

increased sophistication and “smart consumer purchasing decisions”.  The increasing market 
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share of imports also contributed to the super-conservative interiors that dominated the 

market.   

 
However, it is again important to point out the high percentage of red interiors in the midst of 

these conservative years.  Feedback from industry interviews suggests that red was a strong 

player in large cars and SUVs during this time.   

Trends in the 1990s continued on relatively the same path as the 1980s.  The automotive 

industry was still marketing to the Baby Boomers, who held the majority of the nation’s 

wealth, but as the population was maturing, so was design.  Cars continued to reflect fashion, 

which at the time was corporate, sleek, and gray.  OEMs suggested that “people want 

vanilla” and that if the interior were not understated, half of the potential consumers were 

going to reject or choose another vehicle (very few early adopters).  It is important to 

remember, however, that consumers can only buy what automakers are producing.  In 

addition, American consumers want instant gratification and buy at dealerships.  As a result, 

they buy what is available.  Dealers are hesitant to place any vehicles on the lot that any 

consumer may reject, and a one-off fashion color on the interior may be considered a risk to 

the dealer.  Consumers were also taking more careful consideration of the financial 

obligations of owning such a big-ticket item, such as a car, which requires financing and as 

long as seven years to pay off the full cost.  Cars became a necessity and a commodity.  The 

emotion of the 1960s faded into utilitarian need.  

The 2000s represent a decade of technology and electronics, but this was not necessarily 

reflected in automotive upholstery.  While interior designers were focusing on sound 

systems, GPS, and many other exciting user-friendly technologies, fabrics continued to be 

small, geometric, gray and simple.  De-contented woven velvets moved to economy line 

vehicles and leather dominated the luxury market.  Interview feedback also suggests that the 

now decreasing size of cars, cannot handle bright colors and large motifs.  Interest was added 

in the safest way possible, small and “clean” texture and pattern.   
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Since about 2005, however, OEMs have begun focusing on brand differentiation and 

reaching a variety of demographics, rather than all lines at all OEMs focusing on a single 

customer.  Generation Y is starting to have more influence, and as a result, more variety in 

scale, motif and color is expected to be seen in the most daring OEMs’ new models.  This 

was reflected in TABLE 2.4 in the Literature Review, Vehicle Customer Age.  Of the vehicles 

listed, the average customer age in 2007 was 46.  Toyota’s Scion brand, however, which 

specifically targeted a younger demographic, had an average customer age of 38, a critical 

difference.    

Black is also playing an increasingly important role, conveying sport and luxury, perhaps 

because it is the most expensive to dye and most difficult to meet performance standards.  

However, according to industry interviews, black is also the easiest color to recycle, which is 

important, as the focus on sustainability is becoming an influential consumer concern.   As 

sustainability becomes more important to the consumer, more organic motifs and colors, such 

as greens and browns, which represent eco-friendly materials in most consumers’ minds, are 

also beginning to emerge.  While just five years ago large patterns were considered too 

overpowering in small cars, designers now are focusing on small car fabrics with scales so 

large that, if there is a repeat, it cannot be detected.  Vehicles and vehicle interiors are 

moving towards making more unique statements to better support vehicle brand character.  

Color is being experimented with in vehicles such as SMART and Scion, which are slowly 

answering Generation Y’s requests for personalization.  

All industry feedback agreed on one thing: the US industry in the current years is making 

major changes that will affect the future of design.  Most agree that until these tough 

economic times have passed and the automotive companies regain composure, little change 

will be seen in interiors.  Upholstery fabrics will continue to be dominated by small gray and 

beige geometrics and plain/solids.  All industries, however, have their cycles of peaks and 

valleys, and perhaps the US automotive industry, after reaching such a low point, will 

recover with help from changes in upholstery design. 
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APPENDIX 4.18 includes industry feedback regarding consumer and global factors that 

influenced trends in automotive upholstery design. 

Decision-Making Power 

Once trends had been determined, contributing factors had been identified, and the supply 

chain structure had been defined, it was necessary to understand who holds the decision-

making power and what affect their role has on automotive upholstery design.  Refer to 

Research Objective 5: 

RO5: Who are the decision makers and how does this contribute to trend cycles in 

automotive upholstery? 

It is important to understand the roles and impact of the decision makers in order to more 

accurately predict which factors will have the most influence on future trends.   

 Factor-Trend Model  

The relationship between who holds the decision-making power and their effect on 

automotive upholstery design trends is outlined in the factor-trend model below (FIGURE 

4.24).  The model is a pie chart separated into three slices: Design, Engineering and 

Purchasing.  Connected to each slice are descriptions of observed trends at the time that each 

role holds the decision-making power. 
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FIGURE 4.24: Factor-Trend Model 

According to interviews with automotive textile industry professionals, Design, Engineering 

and Purchasing have a powerful relationship.  The best situation for OEMs, suppliers and the 

consumer, is when all branches work in harmony.  In most situations, designers have control 

over the automotive upholstery design factors discussed in this research: Scale, Motif and 

Color.  When the system is in harmony, designers’ visions are achieved while meeting 

engineering standards and specifications and staying under the purchasing price point.  

However, this harmony is difficult to achieve and as one branch grows stronger, certain 

fabric trends take place.   

When Design has the majority of the “power” automotive upholstery fabrics are visually and 

technologically more innovative and achieve more variety in Scale, Motif and Color.  A 

higher percentage of fabric motifs are large and medium scale organics and geometrics.  
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Colors are generally high and low value with mid-saturation.  Designs reflect increased 

inspiration from outside industries (home, fashion, electronics), are more creative and offer 

more options for customization.  For example, Design held the decision-making power in the 

1960s and 1970s.   

When Engineering has more control over automotive upholstery fabric decisions, fabrics 

will, first and foremost, conform to strict standards and specifications and will focus on 

safety and comfort.  Engineering is capable of achieving advanced design with new materials 

and technologies.  Feedback from industry professionals reveals that fabrics are more likely 

to be solid or have simple, small geometric and structural motifs.  A higher percentage of 

colors are gray, mid-value and de-saturated.  Engineering has played a significant role in 

automotive upholstery design decisions since the 1980s as government and industry 

standards for safety, comfort, and performance have continually increased, adding new 

pressures to Design along the way. 

Since the 1980s, it is clear from industry interviews that Purchasing has held the majority of 

the decision-making power.  This is reflected in the trends from the 1980s to present day.  

When Purchasing is the “majority” power-holder, automotive upholstery fabrics tend to be 

solid or small geometric and structural motifs in mid-value, de-saturated grays.  When 

Purchasing is in control, there is increased competition among suppliers to make fabrics for 

less cost, which contributes to less complex designs.   

Forecasted Trends and Factors 

This section focuses on Research Objective 6: 

RO6: What predictions can be made for future automotive upholstery scale, motif and color? 

Future trends and factors in scale, motif and color were predicted based on interview 

feedback from industry professionals and are discussed in this section.   
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 Forecasted Trends 

During the industry interview stage of this research, participants were asked to describe 

current trends in automotive upholstery Scale, Motif and Color and to describe what trends 

they expect to see in the future.  APPENDIX 4.19 is a table that represents interview 

feedback for future trends.  

Interview responses for future trends were much less consistent than feedback on historical 

and present trends, as can be expected.  Because of varying expectations, the outcome is that 

the future trends in Scale and Motif are much more balanced than previous years.  None, or 

Solid, is expected to have peaked in the 1990s and will continue to decline to about 30% by 

2020.  Small scale peaked in the late 2000s and is also predicted to decline to about 30% by 

2020.  Industry interviews predict that large will be the new dominant scale by 2020 

(reaching as high as 35%), for the first time since the early 1970s.   Medium scale is also 

predicted to increase to about 15% by 2020, while Multi-colored scale survives at a very low 

percentage of the market (about 5%). 

FIGURE 4.25 and 4.26 on the following pages, expands the trend lines for Scale and Motif, 

respectively, according to interview feedback, 1960- 2020. 



 

                    

FIGURE 4.25: Scale Trends 1960- 2020 
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FIGURE 4.26: Motif Trends 1960- 2020 
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Interview feedback suggests that trends in Color are expected to experience dynamic change 

in the future.   

FIGUREs 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 expand the trend lines for Hue, Value and Chroma according 

to interview feedback, 1960- 2020. 

FIGURE 4.27: Hue Trends, 1960-2020 
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FIGURE 4.28: Value Trends, 1960-2020 

FIGURE 4.29: Chroma Trends, 1960-2020 
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The trend lines on the preceding pages reflect many predicted changes in Hue, Value and 

Chroma for automotive upholstery fabrics until 2020.  Perhaps one of the most significant 

changes is the downward trend of Gray and Beige Hues.  According to industry interviews, 

color will begin to play a more significant role in automotive upholstery, but in new and 

innovative ways.   This is reflected in the Value and Chroma charts as well.  As the variety of 

Hues increase (although each is in a considerably small percentage), industry feedback 

suggests that these Hues will be very “grayed”, or not very chromatic, as represented in the 

Chroma trend lines.  However, Chroma trends also predict that as grayscale decreases and the 

least chromatic hues increase, more chromatic hues are also increasing, “bolder and brighter 

colors”, as quoted by several interview participants.  In other words, future trends in color 

will be bi-polar.  Trends in Value tend to be more cyclical than any other set of trends 

investigated in this study, which is predicted to continue into the future.  Industry feedback 

suggests that Black will continue to play an important role in automotive upholstery, as will 

very dark values.  In 2015, however, the two lightest values will begin to rise to as high as 

25% each as the darkest value peaks and begins to decline.  This increase in very light values 

coincides with increase in hue variety at low saturations.   

Predicted factors that will lead to these trend forecasts will be discussed in the following 

section. 

 Factors Predicted to Affect Future Trends 

Advancements in Materials and Technology are, perhaps, some of the most unpredictable 

factors.  New technologies are developing constantly, and predicting when and how the next 

will change the industry is impossible.  However, many interview participants did explain 

technologies that are currently developed or in the development process.  Many of these have 

been shown in concept cars for very high-end luxury vehicles, but have not yet become 

mainstream, primarily because of cost issues.  These include pleats (or biscuits), foam 

embossing (or heat glazing), and various other secondary processes.  One of the most 

important factors to all of the above technologies, however, is the seat design.  Many 
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automotive interiors continue to evolve with the goal of making lighter vehicles.  This is 

being done by removing foams, laminates, and much of the seat structure and replacing these  

materials with molded or suspended seats.  The entrance of these technologies to US 

production vehicles is affected by the ability of the new materials to meet performance 

standards and price points, and they must also be accepted by the US car buyer.  Changes to 

seat structure are predicted to affect design positively as seat features are expected to 

showcase design better as the interior is thought of as a whole rather than a series of parts. 

Materials and Technology are also predicted to have a big effect on automotive upholstery 

design as sustainable resources continue to evolve.  A large percent of current research in 

automotive upholstery fabric and yarns is focused on creating more environmentally friendly 

products.  As new yarns and fabrics evolve that are either biodegradable, made from recycled 

materials, or are fully recyclable at the end of their life, their ability to accept various dyeing 

techniques will impact color possibility.  Interview participants were split as to what effect 

this will have on interior colors and motifs.  While some industry professionals suggest that 

the sustainability movement will bring more perceivably natural colors (greens, browns, tans) 

and organic patterns, others suggest that this movement will lead to colors that in reality are 

more sustainable (such as natural fibers without dye or black fibers, which are easier to 

recycle as previously mentioned).  Even by 2020, however, all interview participants agreed 

that the cost for eco-products will still be too high to exist in large volume (although many 

suppliers are trying to change this). 

The next factor category, Standards and Specifications, will continue to have similar impact 

on trends as before.  According to industry interviews, cleanability and recyclability (as 

already discussed) will have increased contribution to future trends.  As standards continue to 

rise for cleanability of automotive upholstery fabrics, the materials will be required to 

improve to meet these demands.  The biggest influence these improvements have on fabric 

design is on color Value.  It is predicted that much lighter fabrics than ever seen before will 

begin to play an increasingly important role in automotive interiors, as will pure white.  

Many designers feel that as cars continue to get smaller, consumers will request lighter 
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fabrics to perceptually create more open space.  Light fabrics also convey luxury and quality 

to the consumer.  However, until these materials are fully evolved and widely recognized, 

consumers will continue to be hesitant against purchasing a vehicle with a light interior for 

fear of (soiling) dirt and stains. 

As with past and current trends, future trends will be critically impacted by the Economy, 

Sales and OEMs’ willingness to take Risks.  Industry interviews predict that for the next few 

years, little will change in automotive upholstery design until the US economy settles and 

becomes strong again.  Once the economy regains composure, fabrics are expected to be 

larger scale, both organic and geometric motifs and available in a variety of colors.  As an 

increasing percentage of fabrics becomes significantly lighter in value, due to cleanability 

improvements, another increasing percentage of fabrics will become more chromatic in the 

recovery from the current US recession.  Also related to cost decisions, the percent of solid 

fabrics are predicted to decrease as bolster fabrics become more standardized and are used in 

a variety of vehicles.  This will allow for more focus on creating interesting insert fabrics to 

become the focal point of the seat.   

Another factor that participants addressed was what is expected to happen within the Supply 

Chain, and the chain of command, in the future.  While this topic holds a high amount of 

uncertainty, its effect on future automotive upholstery fabrics will perhaps be the most 

influential.  As the US economy and automotive industry continue to recover, many changes 

will be made in the Supply Chain.  It is predicted that design, for the first time since the 

1970s, may regain some control.  If so, future automotive fabrics are expected to have more 

variety in all categories of design.  Large organic and geometric motifs will reappear in a 

variety of colors, values and saturations.  Each brand will begin to embrace its individual 

identity more strongly, as in the 1960s and 1970s.  This will result in brand-specific colors 

and motifs.  

In addition to customization to support brand identity, one of the biggest changes expected in 

automotive upholstery will be increased mass customization.  Companies are beginning to 
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focus more on their target consumer and are no longer targeting a single universal 

demographics.  According to industry feedback, influences of the youngest car-buying 

generation (Gen Y) are becoming increasingly powerful and their demands are very different 

from the Baby Boomers that automakers have been trying to please for fifty years.  

Generation Y has always lived in a world of computers, technology, and global 

communication via the Internet.  This generation is very design savvy and has a high demand 

for customization in order to express their individuality.  Vehicles, such as Toyota’s Scion 

brand (as mentioned previously), are now specifically targeting this generation, and are doing 

so through less expensive vehicles with more creative options.  Generation Y is expected to 

influence automotive interiors that are bigger, bolder and more colorful.   

Generation Y’s desire for color and exciting patterns has been seen before, with the young 

Baby Boomers in the 1960s and 1970s.  Creating vehicles that met these desires proved very 

successful.  Industry interviews revealed that much influence for future automotive fabrics 

will come from designs of the past, which to the majority of the youth generation, will be 

“new and innovative” and for the rest, will be nostalgic for their parents’ generation.   

Another major influence on automotive upholstery design is an ever-increasing global 

awareness.  The US automotive market has often followed trends of the European market, 

which currently includes automotive fabrics that are big, bright and colorful.  New colorways 

are being introduced through increased cultural awareness of Latin and South America.  

According to industry interviews, the US automotive market will become more colorful, in 

order to satisfy the desires of the increasing Hispanic population.  These factors, in 

combination with the entrance of China and India into the American automotive market, 

leave even the most experienced designers and trend forecasters unsure as to what is in store 

for the future of automotive interior design. 

APPENDIX 4.20 includes industry feedback regarding the above factors that influenced 

trends in automotive upholstery design. 
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 Summary of Forecasted Trends and Factors 

According to the trends identified by industry interviews, in the future of automotive 

upholstery, harmony will be restored between the three decision-making branches.  As in the 

1960s and 1970s, if trends do in fact include large scale organic and geometric motifs in a 

wider variety of colors, values and saturations, Design must have regained some of the 

decision-making power.  Due to the current depressed state of the US economy and the 

automotive industry, it is possible that if this change is going to occur, it could happen in the 

near future.  All interview participants, Designers, Engineers, Purchasing Specialists, agree 

that in order for the US automotive industry to maintain in such a globally competitive 

environment, changes must be made. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Results 

The overall project was successful in determining trends and understanding contributing 

factors in automotive upholstery fabric in the US market since 1960.  The methods used in 

determining trends in Scale, Motif and Color were proven accurate, as verified by industry 

feedback.  The Literature Review and Industry Interviews provided valuable insight into the 

factors that contributed to the revealed trend cycles.  It is predicted that the trend charts from 

this study, as well as the charts for forecasted trends, will be valuable tools for professional 

automotive interior and fabric designers, especially those new to the US market.  The 

decision-maker model will also be helpful in understanding the dynamic relationship of 

Design, Engineering and Purchasing and the value of collaboration within this relationship. 

By remaining focused on the Research Objectives throughout this study, trends in Scale, 

Motif and Color from 1960-2012 and the factors that contributed to these trends were 

discovered.  Based on these trends and factors and understanding the contribution of the 

decision-makers on these trends, it was possible to make predictions for the future of 

automotive upholstery design.  

Implications 

This study was intended to benefit automotive textile designers and OEMs.  Very little 

research has been published, or made publicly available regarding automotive upholstery.  As 

mentioned in the Literature Review, the documentation of automotive fabrics is limited and 

can be traced through very few sources.  Through investigation of the previous literature, no 

previous research has been conducted documenting characteristics such as fabric design 

through investigation of any of these sources.  It is also important to note that, due to the 

degenerative nature of textiles, fabrics that have not been carefully maintained are 

decomposing, or glues used to bind them into books are no longer adhesive.  It is uncertain 

how much longer these resources will be maintained or preserved.  This research will enable 
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future designers to understand historical automotive upholstery trends even if the fabrics are 

unavailable.    

This study summarizes pre-existing automotive and automotive textile industry research and 

adds to the body of knowledge by analyzing automotive upholstery fabric design 

characteristics, revealing trend cycles since 1960, and understanding the factors that 

contributed to observed trend cycles.  Furthermore, the factor-trend model outlining the 

relationship between upholstery design and key decision-makers is sure to be a valuable tool 

for predicting future automotive upholstery trends in order to design new fabrics more 

efficiently and successfully.   Understanding which factors have influenced past trends in 

automotive interior textiles will increase the success rate for future automotive fabric 

development, and in turn, increase the success rate of the vehicle and the industry. 

Limitations  

While there are many benefits to this research, it is also important to note limitations that 

have been encountered so that readers and future researchers will take these into 

consideration while reviewing this study. 

The first of the limitations encountered was deciding which vehicle fabrics to analyze.  Since 

all automotive upholstery fabrics included in the trim books from 1960-1979 were included 

in this study, trends should convey a very accurate sample of all automotive upholstery 

fabrics in US vehicles during these years.  From 1980-2006, however, only fabrics from the 

five top-selling vehicles each year were analyzed.  While interviews with industry 

professionals were helpful in order to verify that the top five were, in fact, an accurate 

representation of market trends, they also revealed that there were some minor 

inconsistencies in the data from their perception of trends.  For example, a large percentage 

of interviews revealed that from 2000-2006 Organic Motif was not decreasing as shown by 

the original trends, and were in fact increasing.  It is also important to note that a single 

design in various colorways only represents one design.  So if a particular fabric is a big 

seller and available in 20 different colorways (as some were in the late 1980s), this volume 
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may not be accurately represented since its Scale and Motif were only counted one time.  To 

overcome inconsistencies such as this, new graphs were created considering industry 

feedback in addition to trends revealed from analysis of fabrics from the top five vehicles.   

It is also important to understand that the analyzed samples represent only a small percentage 

of total fabrics produced and an even smaller percentage of designs developed by suppliers, 

and therefore, do not represent the entire spectrum of available fabrics.  Due to the above 

limitations, some of the most innovative and creative fabrics may have not been included in 

this study’s results.  This may reflect the conservative nature of a large volume production 

industry.  Many fabrics carried over from year to year and changes were often incremental 

steps away from the previous fabrics.  This lowered SKUs and risks.  Industry interviews 

contrasted this with the smaller production runs and increased variety in interior trim of the 

European automotive upholstery scene.  

The next set of limitations has developed because of the availability and size of the trim book 

swatches.  As noted in Literature Review, some of the automotive trim books are Detroit 

Body, and some are De Leo.  Neither of these collections is complete and 1985 is not 

available from either.  Also, neither book always included the same swatches, and one book 

or the other may not include all samples.   For the sake of time, only swatches from one book 

from each year were analyzed.  Also, some books had missing swatches, particularly in the 

1980s, when these books were being used most heavily by Collins and Aikman (who donated 

the books to our school library) as a reference tool for development.  Also, not all vehicles 

sold in the US are included in these books.  Since only the top-selling vehicles were analyzed 

from 1980-2006, this was not an issue, but is important to note.  Additionally, samples were 

relatively small in comparison to the final application on an automotive seat.  Because of this 

limitation, Scale or type of Motif may not have been interpreted correctly.  All these 

limitations should have a minor impact since industry interview feedback was considered in 

the analysis.  
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Another major limitation was interpreting the fabric swatches accurately and consistently.  It 

was necessary to develop common terminology for describing Scale, Motif and Color with 

interview participants in order to accurately review trends, which is why the visual keys for 

each category were created.  Regardless, some of the interview participants still had a 

difficult time grasping this precise terminology.  In that case, they were asked to describe and 

use their own terminology.  For example, some OEMs referred to a current Motif category of 

Organic-Geometric, which did not exist in this study’s Motif categories.  

Also, once interviews with industry professionals were conducted, the feedback was 

analyzed for consistency with each other and the automotive textile literature.  Participant 

experience varied from three to sixty-one years.  A limitation was that very few participants 

had been in the industry in the 1960s and 1970s.  The participants with the least experience 

primarily commented on current and future trends.  Also related to participant limitations, 

most interviewees were designers (few were from engineering and purchasing).  Results may 

have been skewed in favor of designers because of this. 

Although not a “limitation”, a final important notation is recognizing this study reviewed the 

US market only.  Based on the literature review and industry feedback, it is understood that 

European and Asian automakers and fabric suppliers were often making decisions very 

different from those in the US market.  The effect of these markets on US design was 

revealed as a contributing factor for design trends. 

Future Research  

The research presented in this study provides an overview of trends and contributing factors 

in automotive upholstery design as well as a model for understanding the relationship of key 

decision-makers in order to forecast future trends.  Further research could be performed in 

several areas related to this project. 

This research focused on the fabric design categories of Scale, Motif and Color.  The 

Literature Review and industry interviews revealed that Hand, Texture, Dimensionality and 
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Luster have also played a very important role in automotive upholstery design.  It would be 

valuable to consider analyzing fabrics with the procedures described in this research for the 

aforementioned characteristics.  In addition, it would be valuable to track trends in the other 

categories included in TABLE 3.1 in the Methodology chapter.  These include Materials, 

Construction Process, Performance and Safety Specifications, and Design Technologies.  

While this research lightly touches on the evolution of each of these categories, they are not 

included in the analysis.  

Another way to expand this study would be to track trends in Accent and Secondary Colors.  

This study focused only on Primary Color by reviewing vinyl and leather swatches, which 

are usually only one color and are assumed to match the polychip of the OEMs master 

standard.  Textile fabrics, however, can be much more complex and accent colors within the 

fabric structure can also reveal pivotal information about trends in automotive upholstery 

design.   

This study is focused on the US automotive market, but it is predicted that using this same 

process to review foreign markets would also provide valuable information.  It is understood 

that the Asian and European markets, for example, can vary quite a bit from the US market 

and also have influence on the US market.  Several industry professionals agreed that 

automotive textiles in the European market were often leading trends in the US industry.  If 

trends were tracked for Europe, it would be very interesting to see the relationship to US 

trends and if this is in fact true.  It is possible that this relationship could reveal another 

device for forecasting US automotive upholstery design trends. 

This study supported analyzed trends with interviews of industry professionals.  Another area 

for future research would be to interview consumers of varying demographics. Design and 

Marketing at OEMs and suppliers do conduct this kind of research in order to understand 

their target demographics’ needs and desires better, but it would be interesting to compare 

this information with professional feedback in order to reveal consistencies (or 

inconsistencies) on their ability to accurately capture and convey consumer desires.   
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During the course of the research project, historical trends and future trend forecasts for 

automotive upholstery design characteristics were revealed in conjunction with the factors 

that contributed to these trends.  From this exploration, a need was recognized for balance 

among the decision-making branches of automotive upholstery development: Design, 

Engineering and Purchasing.  It is hopeful that recognizing this relationship and this need 

will help these branches find harmony in order to create interiors that meet cost demands 

without compromise to technical performance and aesthetic innovation.  Perhaps learning 

from the past, when the US automotive industry represented patriotism, culture, innovation 

and style, will help the US automotive industry regain composure in the future and the 

American automobile will again portray these characteristics and capture the hearts of 

American consumers.    
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APPENDIX 1.1: U.S. Vehicle Sales, 1931-2008 
 

 
Ward's Automotive Group, (2009). U.S. Vehicle Sales, 1931-2008. Retrieved from database. 
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APPENDIX 2.1: Certification Data Sheet 

*Proprietary Information- must remain unsourced. 

DAIMLERCHRYSLER CERTIFICATION DATA SHEET 
MS-JF1000 PERFORMANCE FOR BODYCLOTH 

 
 
FABRIC ID #    1882           FABRIC DESCRIPTION:  40gg warp knit.  
 
STYLE  NAME:                  COLOR NAME / #:  Medium Taupe  WL5 .  
 
SUPPLIER:  Milliken & Company  DATE:      April 25, 2002          . 
 
                                                                                    _ 

REQUIRED TEST TEST METHOD  RESULTS REQUIREMENTS DISPOSITION 
                                                                                    _ 
 
a. YARN COUNT  ASTM D1910-81  W/W: 25 F/C: 36  REPORT                . 
 
b. MASS   SAE J860   10.4 OZ/YD2  REPORT                . 
 
c. BOW AND BIAS  463KB-14-01    .9%        Max 1.5% total  
         .5%            Max. .75% center Satisfactory . 
 
d. BREAKING STRENGTH ASTM D5034  W/W:510 F/C: 1151 489N MIN  Satisfactory . 
 (NORMAL) 
           knit only 356N MIN 
 
e. BREAKING STRENGTH ASTM D5034  W/W:    F/C:     578N MIN  Not required . 
 (HEAVY DUTY) 
 
f. SEAM STRENGTH  463KB-13-01  W/W:540 F/C:510  289N MIN*  Satisfactory . 
 
g. PILLING RESISTANCE 463KB-37-01  -  - NO PILLING*  Satisfactory . 
  
h. TABER WEAR  ASTM D3884  -  - SLIGHT*  Satisfactory . 
  NORMAL    x    . 
  HEAVY          . 
 
i. SHRINKAGE  SAE J883  W/W:1.5 F/C:1.5  MAXIMUM 5.0%  Satisfactory . 
 
j. % STRETCH  SAE J855  W/W: 22 F/C: 16  REPORT                . 
  
 % SET   SAE J855  W/W:  4 F/C:  4  REPORT                . 
k. TEAR STRENGTH: 
 (SAVE SPECIMENS FOR FADE REVIEW) 
 TRAPEZOID (ALL) ASTM D1117  W/W:251 F/C:220  W/F-36N  Satisfactory . 
         
 AFTER 225.6 KJ/M2 SAE J1885  W/W:199 F/C:205  W/F-36N  Satisfactory . 
 XENON 
 
l. PILE DISTORTION 463KB-36-01  -  - STD. IS  Satisfactory . 
          MATISSE * 
m. LINTING  463KB-38-01  W/W: .01 F/C:.01  0.0014 OZ  Satisfactory . 

(0.04G)MAX * 
 
n. MILDEW RESISTANCE AM-61   -  - NO PINK   Not required. 
          STAINING 
 
o. FOG RESISTANCE 463DB 12-01  Rating: 72.5.      70 Min, No  Satisfactory . 
               Crystals/Drops 
 
p. FLAMMABILITY  FMVSS-302  W/W:S/E F/C:S/E 4.0 IN/MIN  Satisfactory . 

ORIGINAL         (101.6MM/MIN)MAX 
                                          
FLAMMABILITY  FMVSS-302  W/W:S/E F/C:S/E  4.0 IN/MIN  Satisfactory . 
AFTER STEAM         (101.6MM/MIN)MAX 

 
q. FLORIDA FADE  SAE 2230  -  - MIN 4.0 AATCC  Not required. 
 (NEW FIBER DEVELOPMENT ONLY) 
*=SPECIMEN REQUIRED 
 THE ABOVE DATA APPLIES ONLY TO THE DESIGN OFFICE APPROVED SAMPLE IDENTIFIED ABOVE AND IS 
 ACCURATE WITHIN THE LIMITATIONS OF THE TEST PROCEDURES. 

LABORATORY MANAGER                             .DATE              . 
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APPENDIX 2.2: Shade Match Request 

Unifi, Inc. (2009).  Shade Match Request.  Reidsville, NC:  Unifi, Inc. 

Unifi 
QUALITY THROUGH PRIDE 

 
 
 

SHADE MATCH REQUEST 
 

CUSTOMER    

     

      DATE   

     

      

 

CUSTOMER NUMBER   

     

     ADDRESS  

     

 

 

TO BE APPROVED BY   

     

      

     

 

 

 

CRITICALNESS  Exact Match   Non-Critical  

 

END USE  Car Face*     Car Backing       Upholstery Face      Narrow Tape/Trim 

 

   Apparel        Swimwear        Hosiery   Other 

     

 

 

*If Automotive:  Velour     Flat Woven      Velour Knit     Flat Knit      Backing       Other 

 

*Yarn Type:  Solid   Combination: 

     

 

 

*Automaker:  Chrysler  Ford      GM      Honda      Toyota     Other: 

     

 

 

MATCH  Sleeve  Skein  Pom  

 

NON-AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTFASTNESS       30 hrs     40 hrs     60 hrs     100 hrs    1000 hrs   

 

*AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTFASTNESS       225 kj     488kj    600kj      752kj      Solar 

     

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS & FASTNESS PROPERTIES 

     

 

 

PRIMARY LIGHT:    Macbeth Daylight      Natural Daylight     Macbeth Fluorescent     Other: 

     

 

 

FLARE    Macbeth Daylight    Natural Daylight    Flourescent    Horizon   Other: 

     

 

 

FIBER TYPE   Polyester   Rayon   Nylon   Cotton   Acrylic   Other (Specify): 

     

 

 

SORBTEK :    Yes        No SEND:   Sleeve     Skein     Pom     Skinner     Hacoba      Full Tube 

                           

Vender Type:  

     

   Spun   Filament    TPI: 

     

 

 

CUSTOMER COLOR ________________________________    Yarn Description                       9hi       8hi      7hi 13 6hi       5hi 

         

             Yarn Lot # 

               

      Air           No Air          

                      

                

 Direct Ship

     

                   Wound    

     

 

 

________________________________          _________________________________________________  

   Reference:      r    Unifi #   Unifi Name 

                                                                                                                    

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:  

 

                                                                                                            

        

                 

                                                                                                                

Submit # ___________________________________                         

                Dye Cycle        DS Cycle Time   

ILF # _______________________________________       Wound Cycle Time   
 

UNIFI INC.       ATTN: COLOR DEVELOPMENT      2920 VANCE STREET EXT.    P. O. BOX 1437       REIDSVILLE, NC 27323  

                           (336) 348-6515 * FAX (336) 634-0306                                                                                                                                                                                                Revised 9/04 
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APPENDIX 2.3: Exterior Color Popularity 
(Percentage) 

 
PPG Industries (2009).  Fifteen Years of Color Popularity: North America. PPG Industries 

:: north america :: 
Color Popularity 15 Year History 

Blue Green Natural Red Silver 

Grey 

White Black Others 

1994 12 21 10 17 8 19 7 

1995 14 21 7 17 5 21 8 

1996 15 20 6 17 7 20 7 

1997 11 23 8 18 8 19 9 

1998 8 22 9 17 11 17 12 4 

1999 8 15 12 16 12 16 13 8 

2000 9 13 14 16 14 17 13 4 

2001 11 10 14 15 19 16 11 4 

2002 13 8 13 14 22 16 10 4 

2003 11 7 11 14 24 16 13 4 

2004 12 5 11 14 27 14 13 4 

2005 12 5 14 13 26 16 11 3 

2006 12 7 12 13 24 16 13 3 

2007 12 5 10 13 22 16 15 6 

2008 12 4 9 13 20 18 17 7 



 
APPENDIX 2.4: Detroit Body Products Detroit Book Sample Page, 1960 

 

Detroit Body Products, Inc. (1960).  Detroit Book: Original Automotive Trim.  Wixom, MI 
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APPENDIX 2.5: Detroit Body Products Detroit Book Sample Page, 1961 

Detroit Body Products, Inc. (1961).  Detroit Book: Original Automotive Trim.  Wixom, MI 
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APPENDIX 2.6: De Leo Original Automotive Fabrics Sample Page, 2006 

 

De Leo Textiles, Division of Edward B. De Leo Co., Inc (2006).  Original Automotive Fabrics.  Fairfield, NJ. 
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APPENDIX 3.1: Top Selling Cars in the US, 1980-2008 
 

 
Edmund’s Automotive, (2009).  Top 10 Best-Selling Vehicles, 1997, 1998, 2000-2008.  
Retreived from Edumunds.com.   
Ward’s Automotive Group, (2009).  Ward’s US Best Selling Light Vehicles, 1980-1996, 
1999.  Wards’s AutoInfoBank, Penton Media Inc. 

APPENDIX: 3.1

Top 5 Selling Cars in the US

Top-Selling Top-Selling Top-Selling Top-Selling

2008 Ford F-Series 2000 Ford F-Series 1992 Ford F-Series 1984 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup

Toyota Camry Ford Explorer Ford Taurus Chevrolet Cavalier

Honda Civic Toyota Camry Honda Accord Ford Escort

Honda Accord Honda Accord Ford Explorer Ford LTD

2007 Ford F-Series 1999 Ford F-Series 1991 Ford F-Series 1983 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup

Toyota Camry Toyota Camry Honda Accord Oldsmobile Supreme

Honda Accord Dodge Ram Pickup Ford Taurus Ford Escort

Toyota Corolla Ford Explorer Toyota Camry Ford LTD

2006 Ford F-Series 1998 Ford F-Series 1990 Ford F-Series 1982 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet C/K Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup

Toyota Camry Ford Explorer Honda Accord Ford Escort

Dodge Ram Toyota Camry Ford Taurus Oldsmobile Supreme

Honda Accord Dodge Ram Pickup Chevrolet Cavalier Chevrolet Chevette

2005 Ford F-Series 1997 Ford F-Series 1989 Ford F-Series 1981 Oldsmobile Supreme

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet C/K Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup Ford F-Series

Toyota Camry Toyota Camry Honda Accord Chevrolet CK Pickup

Dodge Ram Honda Accord Ford Taurus Chevrolet Chevette

Honda Accord Ford Explorer Ford Escort Chevrolet Citation

2004 Ford F-Series 1996 Ford F-Series 1988 Ford F-Series 1980 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup Oldsmobile Supreme

Dodge Ram Ford Explorer Ford Escort Chevrolet CK Pickup

Toyota Camry Ford Taurus Chevrolet Corsica Beretta Chevrolet Citation

Honda Accord Dodge Ram Pickup Ford Taurus Chevrolet Chevette

2003 Ford F-Series 1995 Ford F-Series 1987 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Ford Escort

Dodge Ram Ford Explorer Chevrolet CK Pickup

Toyota Camry Ford Taurus Ford Taurus

Honda Accord Honda Accord Honda Accord

2002 Ford F-Series 1994 Ford F- Series 1986 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet Celebrity

Toyota Camry Ford Taurus Chevrolet CK Pickup

Ford Explorer, Sport & Sport TracHonda Accord Ford Escort

Honda Accord Ford Ranger Chevrolet Cavalier

2001 Ford F-Series 1993 Ford F-Series 1985 Ford F-Series

Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet CK Pickup Chevrolet CK Pickup

Ford Explorer Ford Taurus Chevrolet Cavalier

Honda Accord Ford Ranger Ford Escort

Toyota Camry Honda Accord Chevrolet Celebrity

Source: 1980-1996, 1999: Ward's AutoInfoBank, US Top Light Vehicle Sales

© Copyright 2009, Ward's Automotive Group, a division of Penton Media Inc. 

Source: 1997, 1998, 2000-2008: Edmunds.com, Top 10 Lists

http://www.edmunds.com/reviews/list/top10/index.html
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (1/9) 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire 

North Carolina State University  

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING TREND CYCLES IN AUTOMOTIVE UPHOLSTERY COLOR AND MOTIF, 

1960-2006 

 

Principal Investigator: Jenna M. Eason      Faculty Sponsor: Nancy B. Powell 
 

Review and Sign Consent Form.  Give participant a copy. 

 

Personal Information 

1. Name: 

2. Title: 

3. Years in Position: 

4. Years with Company: 

5. Previous Company(ies) and Title(s): 

 

6. Total Years in Industry? 

 

Company Information 

1. Company Name: 

2. Company Location: 

3. Company Age: 

4.   OEM Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Other? 

5.  What type of products does your company design? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  Where are other branches of your company located and what do they do? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. What are the responsibilities of your department? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  What are your personal responsibilities?  
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (2/9) 
 

 
 
 

 

Trends: Motif Scale 

1.  Review the Motif Scale trend cycle diagram. 

 

2. Do you agree with these results?  Elaborate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Please explain further trends that you have seen in Scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What observations have you made about Scale from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  What predictions can you make for Scale beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (3/9) 

 

 
 

 

Trends: Motif 

1.  Review the Motif trend cycle diagram. 

 

2. Do you agree with these results?  Elaborate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Please explain further trends that you have seen in Motif. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What observations have you made about Motif from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  What predictions can you make for Motif beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (4/9) 

 

 

 

Trends: Primary Color 

1.  Review the Primary Color trend cycle diagrams. 

 

2. Do you agree with these results?  Elaborate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Please explain further trends that you have seen in Primary Color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What observations have you made about Primary Color from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  What predictions can you make for Primary Color beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (5/9) 
 

 

 

Trends: Secondary and Accent Colors 

1. Please explain trends that you have seen in Accent and Secondary Colors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What observations have you made about Accent and Secondary Colors from 1960-2006? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What observations have you made about Accent and Secondary Colors from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  What predictions can you make for Accent and Secondary Colors beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (6/9) 

 

 

Factors: Motif and Motif Scale 

1.  Please review the Motif and Scale trend diagrams and explain what factors you have observed that may have  

influenced these trends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Please explain additional factors that you have observed, which are not reflected in the trend cycle diagrams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What factors have played a role in Motif and Scale from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  What factors do you predict will play a role in Motif and Scale beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (7/9) 
 

 

 

Factors: Color 

1.  Please review the Color trend diagrams and explain what factors you have observed that may have  influenced 

these trends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Please explain additional factors that you have observed, which are not reflected in the trend cycle diagrams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What factors have played a role in Color from 2006-2012? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  What factors do you predict will play a role in Color beyond 2012? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (8/9) 
 

 
 

Supply Chain 

1. If possible, describe your Supply Chain structure. 

 a. What is your role in the supply chain? OEM, Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3? 

 b. Who are your suppliers? 

 

 

 

 c. Where are your suppliers located? 

 

 

 

 

 d. Who are your customers? 

 

 

 

 e. Where are your customers located? 

 

 

 

 

2. Who are the decision makers? 

 a. Who decides color? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 b. Who selects fabrics? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 c. Who has final approval on the adoption of a fabric? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How do the decision makers along the supply chain contribute to automotive upholstery trend cycles? 
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APPENDIX 3.2: Interview Questionnaire (9/9) 
 

 

Additional Information 

1. Based on these factors and trend cycles, what predictions can be made for future automotive upholstery? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Are there any changes you would like to see made to the motif and color factor models that you feel will add 

value for designers, suppliers, and OEMs?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  As a designer/technical engineer/expert in purchasing, what changes would you like to see in motif and color? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  In an ideal situation:  Describe your ideal body cloth fabric without limitations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engineering and Purchasing 

5. What are the limitations? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your time and for sharing your experience and expertise! 
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APPENDIX 3.3: IRB Exemption Request (1/3) 
 

 

Page 1 of 1 
NC State Institutional Review Board 

 

   APPENDIX 3.3: IRB EXEMPTION REQUEST 

 

North Carolina State University 

Institutional Review Board for the Use of Human Subjects in Research 

REQUEST FOR EXEMPTION (Administrative Review) 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

1. Date Submitted:  June 23, 2009  RESUBMITTED: July 12 

2. Title of Project: Factors Affecting Trend Cycles in Automotive Upholstery Color and Motif, 1960-2006 

3. Principal Investigator:  

 

Jenna Eason

    

 

4. Department: 

 

TATM, College of Textiles

    

 

5. Campus Box Number: 

 

2401 Research Drive  Box 8301

    

 

6. Email: jmeason@ncsu.edu 

7. Phone Number: 

 

919.721.4021

    

 

8. Fax Number: 919.515.3733 

9. Faculty Sponsor Name and Email Address if Student Submission: 

  

Nancy Powell, Nancy_Powell@ncsu.edu

   

 

10. Source of Funding? (required information): 

 

None

    

 

11. Is this research receiving federal funding?:  

 

No

    

 

12. If  Externally funded, include sponsor name and university account number: 

     

  

13. RANK:  

         Faculty  

  Student: Undergraduate; X  Masters; or   PhD 

  Other (specify):  

     

 

 

As the principal investigator, my signature testifies that I have read and understood the University Policy and Procedures for the Use of 

Human Subjects in Research. I assure the Committee that all procedures performed under this project will be conducted exactly as outlined 

in the Proposal Narrative and that any modification to this protocol will be submitted to the Committee in the form of an amendment for its 

approval prior to implementation. 

 

Principal Investigator: 

 

Jenna M. Eason  Jenna M. Eason     * July 1, 2009  

(typed/printed name) (signature) (date) 

 

As the faculty sponsor, my signature testifies that I have reviewed this application thoroughly and will oversee the research in its entirety.  I 

hereby acknowledge my role as the principal investigator of record. 

 

Faculty Sponsor: 

 

Nancy B. Powell  Nancy B. Powell     * July 1, 2009  

(typed/printed name) (signature) (date) 

*Electronic submissions to the IRB are considered signed via an electronic signature 

 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND DELIVER TO: 

joe_rabiega@ncsu.edu or Institutional Review Board, Box 7514, NCSU Campus (Administrative Services III, Room 245) 

*********************************************************************************************************** 
For SPARCS  office use only 

Regulatory Compliance Office Disposition 

 
 Exemption Granted         Not Exempt, Submit a full protocol     

 

 

Exempt Under:     b.1   b.2   b.3   b.4   b.6   

 

 

 

____________________________     _________ 

IRB Office Representative    Date 

                                                                         

IRB# 
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APPENDIX 3.3: IRB Exemption Request (2/3) 

 
Page 2 of 2 

NC State Institutional Review Board 

Project Description:  (Describe your project by providing a brief summary and answering the requests 

for information below).   

 
1. Project Summary.  Please make sure to include the purpose and rationale for your study as well as all study 

activities:  

The purpose of this study is to determine trend cycles in automotive upholstery design over the past 47 

years and understand the factors that contributed to these cycles.  This was done by analyzing the 

available swatches of US automotive fabrics found in the De Leo and Detroit Automotive Trim books 

from 1960-2006.  The fabrics were analyzed for motif, motif scale, primary color, and secondary color in 

order to identify trend cycles.  A model was created relating the trend cycles with observed influential 

factors.  Following the analysis stage, industry interviews (such as this) are being conducted in order to 

validate the contributing factors and model and unveil factors that were not discovered in the previous 

stages.  Predictions will then be made regarding future trends in automotive upholstery.                                                      

                                                      

2. Description of participant population, including age range, inclusion/exclusion criteria, and any vulnerable 

populations that will be targeted for enrollment. 

Professional designers, engineers, suppliers, and marketing personnel at automotive and textile companies 

primarily in the U.S.  Ages 22 or older.  Approximately 75 potential participants will be contacted to 

request participation in this research. 

 
3. Description of how potential participants will be approached about the research, and how informed consent 

will be obtained.  Alternatively, provide an explanation of why informed consent will not be obtained.  

Contact of subjects will be via e-mail, phone, or USPS mail.  Contact letter is attached 

(EASON_InterviewRequest).  Informed consent will be obtained with form attached (EASON_Consent) 

in person, prior to beginning the interview.  For interviews hosted by phone, consent forms will be 

emailed to participants prior to interview for review.   Phone interview submissions are considered signed 

via an electronic signature or verbal consent by asking the participant to recite the statement below prior 

to the interview. 

 

“I have read and understand the above information (informed consent form that the investigator has 

emailed to me prior to our phone interview).  I have received a copy of this form.  I agree to participate in 

this study with the understanding that I may choose to withdraw at any time.” 

 
4. Description of how identifying information will be recorded and associated with data (e.g. code numbers 

used that are linked via a master list to subjects’ names).  Alternatively, provide details on how study data 

will be collected and stored anonymously (“anonymously” means that there is no link whatsoever between 

participant identities and data).   

Interviews will be performed primarily in person, although some may be conducted via phone due to 

scheduling or location difficulties.  All interviews will be digitally recorded and the investigator will take 

written notes.  Personal and company information (name, title, company, location) will be asked for at the 

beginning of the interview, but this information will be coded so that the participant and company are de-

identified.  This information will be used only by the investigator for research purposes.  Information may 

be quoted and cited according the APA guidelines and will be coded.  For example: “participant A from 

company B said…” The participants will be made aware of the coding system. 

 

Data will be stored securely on the researcher’s hard drive (password protected).  Any identifying 

information will be removed when reporting the data (such as participant name and company).  No 

reference will be made in oral or written reports which could link the participant to the study.  Any 

records linking company and personal information to interview responses will be permanently deleted 

from the researcher’s hard drive following the submission of her ETD in December. 
 

5. Description of all study procedures, including topics that will be discussed in interviews and/or survey 

instruments.  

Participants will be asked to answer a series of discussion questions about their professional observations 

of design and color trends and the factors that contributed to these trends in automotive upholstery.  The 
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APPENDIX 3.3: IRB Exemption Request (3/3) 

 
Page 3 of 3 

NC State Institutional Review Board 

length of the interview session will vary based on their open-ended responses and discussion with the 

principal investigator.  It is predicted that the session will take 90 minutes to 3 hours.  Interviews will be 

digitally audio-recorded in addition to written notes.  Approximately 20-40 face-to-face interviews are 

expected. 

 

If participant is unable to schedule face-to-face interview, these will then be conducted via phone.  The 

researcher will email the consent form, interview questions, and visual material to the participant prior to 

the phone interview.  All questions will be answered over the phone.  The interviewer will ask the 

participant to not return written interview questions via email for confidentiality.  Approximately 10-20 

phone interviews are expected. 
 

6. Will minors (participants under the age of 18) be recruited for this study:  No 

7. Is this study funded? No If yes, please provide the grant proposal or any other supporting documents. 

8. Is this study receiving federal funding? No 

9. Do you have a significant financial interest or other conflict of interest in the sponsor of this project? No 

10.  Does your current conflicts of interest management plan include this relationship and is it being properly 

followed? No 

11. HUMAN SUBJECT ETHICS TRAINING 

*Please consider taking the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI), a free, comprehensive ethics 

training program for researchers conducting research with human subjects. Just click on the underlined link.  

 

12.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:  

a) If a questionnaire, survey or interview instrument is to be used, attach a copy to this proposal. 

b) Attach a copy of the informed consent form to this proposal. 

c) Please provide any additional material (i.e., recruitment) that may aid the IRB in making its decision.  

 

Appendix A: Contact Letter 

Appendix B: Informed Consent Form 

Appendix C1-C4: Interview Questions 

Appendix D: Thank You Letter 
*If a survey instrument or other documents such as a consent form that will be used in the study are available, 

attach them to this request. If informed consent is not necessary, an information or fact sheet should be considered 

in order to provide subjects with information about the study. The informed consent form template on the IRB 

website could be modified into an information or fact sheet.  

 

The Following are categories the IRB office uses to determine if your project qualifies for 

exemption (a review of the categories below may provide guidance about what sort of 

information is necessary for the IRB office to verify that your research is exempt): 
 

Exemption Category:  (Choose only one of the following that specifically matches the 

characteristics of your study that make this project exempt) 

 
 1. Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings, involving normal 

educational practices, such as (i) research on regular and special education instructional strategies, or (ii) 

research on the effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional techniques, curricula, or classroom 

management methods.  

 

X  2. Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey 

procedures, interview procedures or observation of public behavior, unless: (i) information obtained is 

recorded in such a manner that human subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to 

the subjects; and (ii) any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research could reasonably 

place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability, or be damaging to the subjects' financial standing, 

employability, or reputation.  

 *Please Note- this exemption for research involving survey or interview procedures or observations 

of public behavior does not apply to research conducted with minors, except for research that 
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APPENDIX 3.4: Participant Contact Letter 
 

 

       

 

July 1, 2009 
 

First Last Name 
 

Dear xxNAMExx: 

 

My name is Jenna Eason and I am a graduate student at North Carolina State University, in the 

College of Textiles.  I am conducting research under Professor Nancy Powell, who you may 

know from her experience in the automotive textile industry. Professor Powell hopes that you 

may be able to provide me with valuable information to support my master’s research.    

 

For my thesis research, I am analyzing the fabrics in the De Leo and Detroit Body Products 

automotive trim books available in our textiles library. Our collection begins in 1955, and my 

goal is to determine trends in textile design (color and pattern).  After discovering these 

trends, I hope to uncover the most significant factors that played a role in the trend cycles that 

are observed.  To verify my results, and gain insight from personal experiences, I will follow 

the analysis with interviews of industry professionals in North and South Carolina, Michigan, 

and California over the summer.  I will also initiate phone and email interviews for other 

locations. 

 

This study is intended to benefit automotive textile designers and Original Equipment 

Manufacturers.  Understanding what factors have influenced past trends in automotive 

upholstery will increase the success rate for future automotive fabric development, and in turn, 

increase the success rate of the vehicle and industry.  We feel that your experience will be key 

to providing value for my study and the future of this industry.   

 

If you are available on the dates I am in your area and agree to participate in this study, you 

will be asked to answer a series of questions about your professional observations of design 

and color trends and the factors that contributed to these trends.  The length of the interview 

session will vary based on your responses and discussion with the principal investigator.  I 

predict that the session will take 60 to 90 minutes.  I would appreciate any time that you can 

give me.  Below are my planned travel dates: 

 

Michigan (primarily the Detroit area):  August 10-14 

California (primarily the LA area): August 20 & 21, August 24-28 

Eastern North Carolina: September 3 & 4 

Western North Carolina & South Carolina (primarily the Greenville area): September 9-11 

 

Please email me (jmeason@ncsu.edu) or call (919.721.4021) with your availability or with 

questions. I believe that your professional experience will add validity to my research. 

 

Thank You, 

 

Jenna Eason 

Graduate Research Assistant 

North Carolina State University is a land- 
Grant university and a constituent institution 
of The University of North Carolina 

Department of Textile and Apparel 
Technology and Management 

www.tx.ncsu.edu/departments/tatm/index.html 
 

College of Textiles 
2401 Research Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27695-8301 
 

919.515.3442 (telephone) 
919.515.3733 (fax) 
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APPENDIX 3.5: Informed Consent Form (1/2) 
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APPENDIX 3.5: Informed Consent Form (2/2) 
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APPENDIX 3.6: Thank You Letter 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

October 1, 2009 
 

First Last Name 

Company Name  
 

 

 

Dear xxNAMExx: 

 

 

 

Thank you for participating in the interview phase of my research for NC State University’s 

College of Textiles.  Your professional contribution was vital to the success of the research 

project, Factors Affecting Trend Cycles in Automotive Upholstery Color and Motif, 1960-

2006.  We sincerely appreciate you taking time out of your busy week to allow for this 

interview.  Thank you for your time and willingness to speak openly based on your 

experience.  As my thesis draws to a close, I will be sure to send you an electronic pdf copy of 

this research.  Please let me know if we can provide your company any additional information 

or resources about this study. 

 

 

 

Please feel free to email me (jmeason@ncsu.edu) or call (919.721.4021) at any time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You, 

 

 

Jenna Eason 

Graduate Research Assistant 

Master’s Degree Candidate 

North Carolina State University is a land- 
Grant university and a constituent institution 
of The University of North Carolina 

Department of Textile and Apparel 
Technology and Management 

www.tx.ncsu.edu/departments/tatm/index.html 
 

College of Textiles 
2401 Research Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27695-8301 
 

919.515.3442 (telephone) 
919.515.3733 (fax) 
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APPENDIX 4.1: Total Number of Fabrics, 1960-2006 

 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 4.1: Total Number of Fabrics

Year Total Number of Fabrics

1960 378

61 376

62 380

63 395

64 369

65 409

66 404

67 394

68 346

69 366

1970 372

71 398

72 369

73 337

74 423

75 422

76 390

77 379

78 374

79 411

1980 430

81 459

82 427

83 407

84 432

85 488

86 550

87 615

88 775

89 709

1990 746

91 755

92 762

93 804

94 895

95 785

96 691

97 732

98 763

99 724

2000 650

01 583

02 691

03 639

04 626

05 619

06 549
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APPENDIX 4.2: Scale Data Collection Table 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.2: Scale Data

Year Motif Scale (cm)

None/Solid Small (<1.5)Medium (1.5-5) Large (>5) Multi-Colored Total

1960 5 17 41 13 2 78

1961 4 12 52 18 0 86

1962 3 16 37 12 0 68

1963 8 23 46 10 0 87

1964 4 23 46 10 0 83

1965 8 28 34 16 0 86

1966 11 19 33 27 0 90

1967 13 29 28 20 0 90

1968 11 19 24 32 0 86

1969 13 21 14 40 0 88

1970 14 21 22 33 0 90

1971 13 32 6 43 1 95

1972 12 28 13 33 1 87

1973 12 30 10 32 0 84

1974 16 23 13 38 0 90

1975 13 29 14 42 1 99

1976 15 23 8 38 2 86

1977 19 20 4 26 0 69

1978 22 24 10 15 1 72

1979 24 35 6 10 2 77

1980 2 3 0 1 1 7

1981 5 5 0 1 0 11

1982 5 9 1 1 2 18

1983 7 8 1 1 0 17

1984 6 7 0 2 0 15

1985 7 9 3 0 0 19

1986 10 8 0 2 0 20

1987 8 6 0 0 2 16

1988 8 9 1 1 2 21

1989 10 10 0 0 2 22

1990 14 12 0 0 1 27

1991 12 11 1 0 2 26

1992 9 10 1 0 4 24

1993 7 12 2 0 4 25

1994 10 10 1 0 2 23

1995 12 9 1 0 0 22

1996 7 9 0 0 1 17

1997 13 9 0 1 2 25

1998 10 9 3 1 3 26

1999 11 9 4 1 4 29

2000 12 7 4 1 3 27

2001 22 5 5 3 3 38

2002 18 10 4 2 3 37

2003 17 15 1 2 2 37

2004 14 14 0 2 2 32

2005 13 13 0 2 1 29

2006 10 13 0 3 1 27
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APPENDIX 4.3: Scale Percentage Table 
 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 4.3: Scale Percentage

Year Motif Scale (cm)

None/Solid Small (<1.5)Medium (1.5-5) Large (>5) Multi-Colored Total

1960 0.06 0.22 0.53 0.17 0.03 1.00

1961 0.05 0.14 0.60 0.21 0.00 1.00

1962 0.04 0.24 0.54 0.18 0.00 1.00

1963 0.09 0.26 0.53 0.11 0.00 1.00

1964 0.05 0.28 0.55 0.12 0.00 1.00

1965 0.09 0.33 0.40 0.19 0.00 1.00

1966 0.12 0.21 0.37 0.30 0.00 1.00

1967 0.14 0.32 0.31 0.22 0.00 1.00

1968 0.13 0.22 0.28 0.37 0.00 1.00

1969 0.15 0.24 0.16 0.45 0.00 1.00

1970 0.16 0.23 0.24 0.37 0.00 1.00

1971 0.14 0.34 0.06 0.45 0.01 1.00

1972 0.14 0.32 0.15 0.38 0.01 1.00

1973 0.14 0.36 0.12 0.38 0.00 1.00

1974 0.18 0.26 0.14 0.42 0.00 1.00

1975 0.13 0.29 0.14 0.42 0.01 1.00

1976 0.17 0.27 0.09 0.44 0.02 1.00

1977 0.28 0.29 0.06 0.38 0.00 1.00

1978 0.31 0.33 0.14 0.21 0.01 1.00

1979 0.31 0.45 0.08 0.13 0.03 1.00

1980 0.29 0.43 0.00 0.14 0.14 1.00

1981 0.45 0.45 0.00 0.09 0.00 1.00

1982 0.28 0.50 0.06 0.06 0.11 1.00

1983 0.41 0.47 0.06 0.06 0.00 1.00

1984 0.40 0.47 0.00 0.13 0.00 1.00

1985 0.37 0.47 0.16 0.00 0.00 1.00

1986 0.50 0.40 0.00 0.10 0.00 1.00

1987 0.50 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.13 1.00

1988 0.38 0.43 0.05 0.05 0.10 1.00

1989 0.45 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.09 1.00

1990 0.52 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.00

1991 0.46 0.42 0.04 0.00 0.08 1.00

1992 0.38 0.42 0.04 0.00 0.17 1.00

1993 0.28 0.48 0.08 0.00 0.16 1.00

1994 0.43 0.43 0.04 0.00 0.09 1.00

1995 0.55 0.41 0.05 0.00 0.00 1.00

1996 0.41 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.06 1.00

1997 0.52 0.36 0.00 0.04 0.08 1.00

1998 0.38 0.35 0.12 0.04 0.12 1.00

1999 0.38 0.31 0.14 0.03 0.14 1.00

2000 0.44 0.26 0.15 0.04 0.11 1.00

2001 0.58 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.08 1.00

2002 0.49 0.27 0.11 0.05 0.08 1.00

2003 0.46 0.41 0.03 0.05 0.05 1.00

2004 0.44 0.44 0.00 0.06 0.06 1.00

2005 0.45 0.45 0.00 0.07 0.03 1.00

2006 0.37 0.48 0.00 0.11 0.04 1.00
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APPENDIX 4.4: Scale Industry Feedback 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.4: Interview Feedback

SCALE

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012

Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale
Bigger designs had less itemsType of seat was duplicating home sofa- larger scaleMulti-Color Peak Large EU- Flat wovens, bold, big, bright patterns and colors- in SMALLER CARSPlains and Basics
Multi-Color should be 20-30Make 100s of samplesComplexity has changedPlain ^ Calls for attentionSubtle, Small, No Wow
Small OEMs would come in and SELECTVarious Color Choice and Trim LevelsSmall's peak was when toyota was designing small and technicalJapanese are Tactile, but plain (suedes, low nap)Same as Today, No Major Styling Switches
Medium Large Solid is surprisingly high since 70s- Bolster?Printing in early '90sMany consumers don't notice^ Small (X12)
Bigger Multi-color should be 20-30Mid 80s was Very large scale (lower than anticipated)Late 90s decline is surprising for smallHonda Pilot camptured details in places of contact^ Large (X15)
All OEMs had their own trends that don't always coincideNone was low and slowHuge Vehicles Late 90s Medium and none tradeLarge is Intersting None Plateau (x5)
Medium is high Larger Velvet/Pile Medium ^ then noneMulti-Color is going away^ Multi (x3)
More solid and vinylVelvet/Pile Chrysler space dayes late 80s into early 90sGM large w/color Small's rise after dip is surprisingVERY Large (x9)
Or more small Color could come in and outFord always conservative and mediumLarge rised at same time as small?Small is Constant
Agree w/general trend Space dye was new development Nissan affected smallMedium's Potential
Small is more dominant Small Resurgence of large?Large wll Plateau at 10%
Trends not simple to describe Pile until mid 90s None's prominance?Push to Standardize Bolster and Change Insert
Larger Add pattern and Color w/space dyed yarns and heathers^Large All over the place
Don't agree Large from EU Toyota is small and tonal
Books base on brands and vehicles Previously velours/ warp knits were kingPiles are old but still being used
doesn't reach all categories Fabrics were plainer, flat wovens were still aroundMedium stays the same

Leather has little significant difference in ScaleMedium w/small ^
Few differences in small run, special trimMC is 0
FINE to Medium Med and Large will flip
1.5 is VERY large for leatherPredominantly small
Most 3-4mm Consistent Direction
Special basketweave might be 1x.5cmRpeat is large but motif is small
Big Texture but not Elephant skin or vinyl bathmatMany Asian are small making large
OEMs offers small on one trim level, large on anotherDomestics are more simplified scale, detail
Small Size is deceiving
Safe Scale hidden w/color and material size
Bolsters became large % of seatMedium is too low
Plain, Solid Same trends
Market Started to ChangeScale had decreased
Surprise by small dipp2005 starting huge
Medium doesn't fall so steeplyBlow up of image

Environmental Look
Medium still exists
Multidirectional in Chevy Volt
36" x 18"
Non-repeating
Asymmetrical
Multidirectional/organic
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APPENDIX 4.5: Motif Data Collection Table 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.5: Motif Data

Year Motif 

SP SB ST SK S P 2B 2T M S VL HL G G H D T T O O Total

1960 0 3 0 0 3 10 0 2 0 12 10 21 19 50 0 0 6 6 7 7 136

1961 0 3 0 0 3 8 3 0 0 11 15 24 19 58 0 0 3 3 11 11 147

1962 1 1 1 0 3 10 4 0 0 14 9 15 12 36 0 1 3 4 11 11 110

1963 0 5 3 0 8 10 0 0 0 10 15 20 18 53 0 1 3 4 12 12 146

1964 0 0 2 0 2 5 0 0 0 5 17 17 19 53 0 1 4 5 18 18 125

1965 1 0 4 0 5 5 1 0 0 6 13 14 18 45 4 2 7 13 17 17 125

1966 0 1 5 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 13 13 21 47 2 3 8 13 24 24 119

1967 4 2 2 0 8 1 0 0 0 1 13 8 8 29 7 5 14 26 26 26 102

1968 10 0 1 0 11 3 0 1 0 4 4 11 18 33 2 4 6 12 26 26 108

1969 10 0 2 0 12 3 0 0 0 3 7 9 14 30 2 1 4 7 36 36 97

1970 11 1 2 0 14 5 2 0 0 7 5 7 16 28 2 3 4 9 32 32 107

1971 12 1 3 0 16 5 2 3 0 10 11 6 12 29 4 2 2 8 32 32 118

1972 9 4 1 0 14 6 6 0 0 12 9 9 9 27 2 0 5 7 27 27 113

1973 7 2 1 0 10 5 2 3 0 10 10 4 16 30 1 1 6 8 26 26 108

1974 13 3 1 0 17 8 0 2 0 10 12 5 18 35 2 0 2 4 24 24 128

1975 14 3 1 0 18 8 0 2 0 10 18 4 23 45 0 0 5 5 21 21 151

1976 13 0 1 0 14 11 1 1 0 13 17 5 17 39 0 0 2 2 18 18 134

1977 17 3 2 0 22 14 0 1 0 15 12 5 5 22 0 1 1 2 8 8 120

1978 14 1 5 0 20 11 2 1 0 14 12 4 10 26 3 2 1 6 6 6 126

1979 23 0 2 0 25 7 3 0 0 10 16 7 12 35 4 1 0 5 2 2 145

1980 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 14

1981 5 0 0 0 5 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 20

1982 5 1 0 0 6 1 2 2 0 5 4 2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 34

1983 7 1 0 0 8 1 3 0 0 4 4 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 34

1984 5 1 0 0 6 1 3 0 0 4 3 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 30

1985 6 0 1 0 7 1 0 0 0 1 5 1 1 7 1 3 0 4 0 0 34

1986 9 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 6 2 2 0 4 0 0 36

1987 6 0 1 0 7 1 0 1 0 2 5 0 1 6 2 0 0 2 0 0 32

1988 7 0 0 0 7 1 1 2 0 4 6 0 1 7 2 1 0 3 0 0 39

1989 8 1 2 0 11 1 2 2 0 5 4 0 0 4 1 0 1 2 0 0 42

1990 13 2 1 0 16 1 1 1 0 3 6 0 1 7 0 0 2 2 0 0 54

1991 12 1 1 0 14 1 1 1 0 3 5 3 1 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 53

1992 10 0 1 0 11 0 1 2 0 3 5 3 1 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 47

1993 8 1 0 0 9 1 2 4 0 7 4 3 1 8 0 0 1 1 0 0 49

1994 9 0 1 0 10 0 1 3 0 4 1 1 1 3 0 0 2 2 1 1 36

1995 10 0 2 0 12 0 0 3 0 3 1 1 1 3 0 0 3 3 1 1 39

1996 6 0 1 0 7 0 0 4 0 4 2 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 30

1997 10 0 1 0 11 0 0 2 0 2 3 1 2 6 0 0 5 5 1 1 43

1998 9 0 1 0 10 1 0 4 0 5 3 1 5 9 0 0 2 2 0 0 50

1999 9 0 1 0 10 1 0 5 0 6 2 0 5 7 1 0 5 6 0 0 52

2000 7 0 1 0 8 1 0 5 0 6 1 0 6 7 2 0 4 6 0 0 48

2001 15 0 4 0 19 1 0 3 0 4 0 0 6 6 1 0 9 10 0 0 68

2002 12 1 3 0 16 1 0 3 0 4 1 0 6 7 3 1 6 10 0 0 64

2003 10 1 4 0 15 1 2 0 0 3 1 2 6 9 2 3 3 8 2 2 62

2004 7 3 2 0 12 1 1 0 1 3 1 2 6 9 2 3 2 7 1 1 55

2005 9 3 1 0 13 1 1 0 1 3 2 2 4 8 1 3 0 4 1 1 52

2006 5 3 2 0 10 1 2 0 0 3 3 1 5 9 1 3 1 5 0 0 49
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APPENDIX 4.6: Motif Percentage Table 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.6: Motif Percentage

Year Motif 

SP SB ST SK S P 2B 2T M S VL HL G G H T D T O O Total

1960 0 0 0 0 4 13 0 3 0 15 13 27 24 64 0 0 8 8 9 9 1.00

1961 0 3 0 0 3 9 3 0 0 13 17 28 22 67 0 0 3 3 13 13 1.00

1962 1 1 1 0 4 15 6 0 0 21 13 22 18 53 0 1 4 6 16 16 1.00

1963 0 6 3 0 9 11 0 0 0 11 17 23 21 61 0 1 3 5 14 14 1.00

1964 0 0 2 0 2 6 0 0 0 6 20 20 23 64 0 1 5 6 22 22 1.00

1965 1 0 5 0 6 6 1 0 0 7 15 16 21 52 5 2 8 15 20 20 1.00

1966 0 1 6 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 23 52 2 3 9 14 27 27 1.00

1967 4 2 2 0 9 1 0 0 0 1 14 9 9 32 8 6 16 29 29 29 1.00

1968 12 0 1 0 13 3 0 1 0 5 5 13 21 38 2 5 7 14 30 30 1.00

1969 11 0 2 0 14 3 0 0 0 3 8 10 16 34 2 1 5 8 41 41 1.00

1970 12 1 2 0 16 6 2 0 0 8 6 8 18 31 2 3 4 10 36 36 1.00

1971 13 1 3 0 17 5 2 3 0 11 12 6 13 31 4 2 2 8 34 34 1.00

1972 10 5 1 0 16 7 7 0 0 14 12 5 19 36 1 1 7 10 31 31 1.00

1973 8 2 1 0 12 6 2 4 0 12 12 5 19 36 1 1 7 10 31 31 1.00

1974 14 3 1 0 19 9 0 2 0 11 13 6 20 39 2 0 2 4 27 27 1.00

1975 14 3 1 0 18 8 0 2 0 10 18 4 23 45 0 1 2 3 21 21 1.00

1976 15 0 1 0 16 13 1 1 0 15 20 6 20 45 0 0 2 2 21 21 1.00

1977 25 4 3 0 32 20 0 1 0 22 17 7 7 32 0 1 1 3 8 8 1.00

1978 19 1 7 0 28 15 3 1 0 19 17 6 14 36 4 1 1 8 8 8 1.00

1979 30 0 3 0 32 9 4 0 0 43 14 14 0 29 5 1 0 6 3 3 1.00

1980 14 14 0 0 29 14 29 0 0 43 14 14 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00

1981 45 0 0 0 45 9 9 0 0 18 9 9 0 18 0 0 18 18 0 0 1.00

1982 29 6 0 0 35 6 12 12 0 29 24 12 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00

1983 41 6 0 0 47 6 18 0 0 24 24 6 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00

1984 33 7 0 0 40 7 20 0 0 27 20 7 7 33 5 16 0 21 0 0 1.00

1985 32 0 5 0 37 5 0 0 0 5 26 5 5 37 5 16 0 21 0 0 1.00

1986 45 0 0 0 45 0 5 0 0 5 15 5 10 30 10 10 0 20 0 0 1.00

1987 35 0 6 0 41 6 0 6 0 12 29 0 6 35 12 0 0 12 0 0 1.00

1988 33 0 0 0 33 5 5 10 0 19 29 0 5 33 5 0 5 9 0 0 1.00

1989 36 5 9 0 50 5 9 9 0 23 18 0 0 18 5 0 5 9 0 0 1.00

1990 46 7 4 0 57 4 4 4 0 11 21 0 4 25 0 0 7 7 0 0 1.00

1991 44 4 4 0 52 4 4 4 0 11 19 11 4 33 0 0 4 4 0 0 1.00

1992 42 0 4 0 46 0 4 8 0 13 21 13 4 38 0 0 4 4 0 0 1.00

1993 32 4 0 0 36 4 8 16 0 28 16 12 4 32 0 0 4 4 0 0 1.00

1994 45 0 4 0 50 0 5 15 0 20 5 5 5 15 0 0 10 10 5 5 1.00

1995 45 0 9 0 55 0 0 14 0 14 5 5 5 14 0 0 14 14 5 5 1.00

1996 35 0 6 0 41 0 0 24 0 24 12 6 6 24 0 0 0 0 12 12 1.00

1997 40 0 4 0 44 0 0 8 0 8 12 4 8 24 0 0 20 20 4 4 1.00

1998 35 0 4 0 38 4 0 15 0 19 12 4 19 35 0 0 8 8 0 0 1.00

1999 31 0 3 0 34 3 0 17 0 21 7 0 17 24 3 0 17 21 0 0 1.00

2000 26 0 4 0 30 4 0 19 0 22 4 0 22 26 7 0 15 22 0 0 1.00

2001 38 0 0 0 49 3 0 8 0 10 0 0 15 15 3 0 23 26 0 0 1.00

2002 32 3 8 0 43 3 0 8 0 11 3 0 16 19 8 3 16 27 0 0 1.00

2003 27 3 11 0 41 3 5 0 0 8 3 5 16 24 5 8 8 22 5 5 1.00

2004 22 9 6 0 38 3 3 0 0 6 3 6 19 28 6 9 6 22 3 3 1.00

2005 31 10 3 0 45 3 3 0 0 7 7 7 14 28 3 10 0 14 3 3 1.00

2006 19 11 7 0 37 4 7 0 0 11 11 4 19 33 4 11 4 19 0 0 1.00
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APPENDIX 4.7: Motif Industry Feedback 
 

 
 

APPENDIX: 4.7: Interview Feedback

MOTIF

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012
Motif Motif Motif Motif Motif Motif
Napped popular in 1950sSolids ^ Soft and Fuzzy GM attempted organiĉ Solids (x4) Solids ^ or = (x7)
Geometrics Designer Series Lincoln Mark- Acrylic Fake FurSeemless kniting- GM̂ Structure (x4) ^ Organic
Organic or GeometricElaborate Large Low Didn't catch on ^ Organic (x9) Geo/Organic
Textiles had more design and complexity to compete w/vinylTiny Insert Early 80s- Styling Using Fabric and ShapeElaborate Geo always popular̂ Geo
Small Geo in NY fashion museum70s as organic? Large flats Solid pile big in 90s Agree w/Organic DropLaying/Mix
More Materials, ViscosPlaid very different from 2000s^ Structure Started to move away from nap/pileGeo/Org Category^ Texture Differently (x6)

Geo line should flatten in 70sMotif exactly the same from every viewStrucutre and Geo have an up and down relationship, but never go awayTex/Solid/Geo v Texture (x3)
v Organic No to organic for 20 yearsSolid must include bolsterSolids w/Added technology are adding a new design elementSafe/Simplified
^Structure Moquette change to Flat WovensMesh and 3D in ConceptsCleaner/tighter
Structure may have been ^ than Solid 90s drop in Small is not rightSpacers in trucks/SUVs^ Hi-Tech
Organis is floral and leaves Solid is too high Where do layers belong?  Combinations?Plaids, Florals V
Flat Wovens were popular Geo should be flatterStructure decrease is surpriseMesh, Basket ^

Texture is a different definition but agree w/trendStucture and texture should trend in same directionStructure still high
Flat Structre low in 2006Different was of Orimentation
Mechanical Texture and Structure are 1 themeStructure and Organic should Increase
Should be spike in Solid in 90sOrg, Struct, Text ^ Achieving Geo, text, Structure as Secondary Process
3/4 fabrics/seat Regimented patterns are decreasingInserts are still safe
Structure agree Still structured at very small scaleDesign has had little evolution

Texture is too low- same as solid?Dull, Linear are highest volume : Geo, Org
Texture and solid are hand in handSimple Color Effects w/Texture
Peak of structure and textureMore Experimental Inserts
showing structure was importantStructure/Geo/Text share a similar life
Give multi-level effect w/specialty yarns (vinyl-coated)Honeycomb/Mesh/Space knit was in car shows but now looks dated
Texture w/high/low Structure + Softness
Motif makes leather less appealing^G/S hybrid
Basic structures don't change but have new approachMore dubiey/spacer
Back to flat Wovens More structure than flat motifs
2005 Texture was Big -->2009Structure same
2005 organic requested by JapaneseUsing Solids Differently
2000sAway from pile veloursLittle V in Geo
ScaleFine guage with small, clean textuersHighest sold is solid bolster
Twills and baskets Nothing too structured
Layering motifs to create hybrid effectSome  Geo and Structure push by design

New and Fresh
flat "plasticy look"
^ flat knits
away from velvet
Pattern repeats and sew lines
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (1/7) 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Year Red Red-Purple
22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55

1960 2 1 6 2 1 7 2 2 1 24 2 1

1961 6 4 4 5 7 4 1 31 3 2

1962 6 9 10 4 1 3 7 40 2 3 6 7

1963 10 14 14 9 1 3 3 1 55 3 5 5

1964 5 9 7 1 1 11 4 1 39 2 2 5

1965 2 8 14 10 1 6 41 1 1

1966 7 8 13 7 2 1 5 43

1967 3 9 9 4 8 4 37 2 1

1968 9 19 1 1 30 1

1969 5 16 3 1 25 1

1970 4 7 23 1 6 41

1971 2 10 2 4 1 19

1972 11 1 1 13

1973 11 1 12

1974 1 17 2 4 24

1975 28 2 1 31

1976 38 6 44

1977 2 1 28 5 1 2 39

1978 4 40 3 3 50 1

1979 14 51 1 66 2

1980 1 38 7 1 2 49 2 1

1981 1 20 27 3 51 1

1982 11 20 21 1 5 1 59 1

1983 7 25 17 4 53

1984 23 10 2 35

1985 7 22 12 41

1986 5 27 4 1 1 38

1987 2 18 17 37 2

1988 12 29 41

1989 4 31 14 49

1990 16 25 8 3 52 2 2

1991 8 35 10 2 55

1992 50 13 1 64

1993 27 29 1 57

1994 17 15 3 35

1995 8 7 11 4 30

1996 15 8 7 30

1997 3 8 7 3 21

1998 3 1 10 14

1999 2 5 4 11

2000 3 1 3 7

2001 0

2002 3 1 2 6

2003 1 3 4

2004 1 3 2 6

2005 6 2 1 9

2006 6 4 10
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (2/7) 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Purple
510 515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total

2 1 6 1 1

1 1 7 0

1 1 20 0

3 3 19 1 1

3 1 13 1 1

1 3 0

1 1 2 2

1 4 2 2

1 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 2 0

2 0

3 0

1 0

1 0

0 1 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 0

0 0

0 0

4 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 3 4 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (3/7) 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Purple-Blue Blue
22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55 510

2 8 7 7 4 4 10 42 3 3 4

6 6 1 3 13 3 9 17 58 4 7 1

2 4 8 18 2 3 5 42 6 14

4 8 4 2 27 6 3 8 3 65 4 6 6 13 10

2 2 3 7 15 3 3 5 1 41 1 3 1 2 12 7

4 7 5 18 2 1 3 40 2 6 1 26 3

5 7 1 15 1 3 13 45 5 5 2 2 9 1

6 10 14 2 6 3 41 1 1 2 1 8 3

15 1 2 10 14 2 9 3 56 1 1 2

1 13 4 9 11 4 11 7 60

19 4 4 24 2 2 55 4

22 12 10 6 4 54 5

2 20 3 3 7 1 3 3 42

27 3 13 16 4 63

1 27 18 3 2 51

2 36 1 1 2 42

43 1 2 3 3 52 1

25 12 37

28 2 1 21 3 55

6 17 4 3 29 4 2 1 66 2 2

1 22 1 23 1 48 1

12 16 18 46 3 5

6 26 3 13 7 55 2 5

11 32 16 59 1 1

7 26 1 34 1 2

18 16 2 36 8 1 2 3

14 18 4 36 2

24 1 2 2 29 15

21 15 3 39 1

15 5 7 27 16

5 17 1 4 2 29 21 3 1

8 10 1 2 6 27 32

12 2 1 8 23 43

22 6 1 15 44 36

18 12 1 8 39 21 1

14 19 1 2 36 12 1 1

6 19 4 4 33 12 1

11 12 1 4 28 15

8 7 1 6 22 15 3

14 9 1 4 28 16 3

5 1 6 10 3

2 2 16 3

3 3 11 2 1

0 11 1

0 13 1 1

1 1 14 1

1 1 2 13 2
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (4/7) 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Blue-Green

515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total

3 8 21 2 3 3 4 3 3 18

1 4 17 2 2 6 1 8 5 24

1 4 25 2 1 1 3 4 1 12

1 3 43 4 5 1 2 3 1 16

2 4 32 1 1 1 3 3 9

2 6 46 1 1 1 3

1 6 31 3 1 1 4 2 2 13

5 21 1 1 1 2 2 7

4 1 1 2

0 4 4

2 1 1 8 4 1 5

1 2 2 10 2 1 3

0 1 1 2

0 0

0 0

1 1 0

1 2 2

1 1 2 1 6 2 9

1 1 5 8 2 1 16

1 2 7 8 12 20

2 3 1 1 2 4

8 2 4 6

1 8 4 4

2 3 3

3 1 1

14 2 1 3

2 1 1

15 2 2

1 0

16 5 5

25 3 3

32 4 4

43 5 5

36 1 1

22 8 8

14 15 15

13 12 12

15 2 2

18 3 3

19 0

13 3 3

19 2 2 4

14 2 1 3

12 3 3

15 3 3

15 4 4

15 3 3
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (5/7) 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Green Yellow-Green

22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55 510

3 2 3 11 4 23

2 3 3 8 1 2

1 2 5 2 10 20 2 2 9 7

1 8 1 6 16

6 8 14

1 2 5 1 9 1 2

2 1 2 1 1 7 2 2

2 4 1 7 5

3 2 2 7 2 2

2 2 4 8 1 3 9

3 1 13 17 10 3 4

4 2 2 4 2 14 22 7

3 8 5 4 2 22 12 16 3

13 13 1 2 29 4 10 8 3

7 7 11 3 28 7 8 4

8 11 1 20 1 20

6 10 1 17 1 3 12

6 5 11 1 1

3 3 12 1 19 1

2 4 6 7

10 10 6

7 7

1 1

0

0

1 1 2

0 3

0 3

0

0

0 1

0

0

0

0

0 1 2

0 1 11

0 1 8

0 1 7

0 5

0

0 1

0 1

0

0

0

0 2
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (6/7) 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Yellow

515 82 85 810 815 Total 22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total

0 1 2 6 3 12

3 2 7 2 11

10 30 2 5 3 13 23

0 3 11 1 15

0 3 9 1 13

2 5 3 2 7 1 16 29

4 11 2 10 23

2 7 6 10 1 17

1 5 3 1 23 3 30

4 2 19 1 4 13 5 4 27

10 6 33 9 12 15 1 37

5 3 37 3 3 3 25 6 1 41

1 2 2 36 7 2 10 1 1 21

8 3 36 8 9 5 9 31

1 7 27 7 17 15 39

1 22 7 17 12 36

11 27 9 5 19 33

1 1 4 1 8 9

3 4 2 1 13 16

7 4 5 21 3 33

6 2 5 13 20

0 2 7 14 2 25

0 8 2 7 1 18

0 6 17 12 35

0 11 7 2 10 1 31

0 3 12 1 4 1 21

3 2 22 5 1 30

3 3 14 8 5 30

0 4 9 6 19

0 7 7 2 16

1 5 13 7 5 2 32

0 8 17 7 4 36

0 11 20 7 3 41

0 7 34 7 48

0 8 30 7 3 48

3 9 28 6 6 49

12 7 33 19 59

9 8 26 17 51

8 1 23 10 34

5 3 33 17 53

0 5 27 18 50

1 11 41 1 13 1 67

1 18 34 18 70

0 17 42 16 75

0 18 49 10 77

0 13 60 9 82

2 3 76 11 90
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APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data Collection Table (7/7) 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.8: Color Data

Yellow-Red Grayscale
22 25 210 215 52 55 510 515 82 85 810 815 Total N0 N2 N5 N8 W Total Total

2 5 10 8 7 1 33 9 6 8 8 14 45 225

3 12 4 21 40 13 3 6 14 1 37 236

1 3 3 1 2 10 14 3 9 2 28 250

1 29 7 18 55 14 4 7 14 15 54 339

1 1 9 3 10 24 13 3 6 7 13 42 228

3 1 16 1 8 29 17 1 4 6 7 35 240

1 2 4 3 19 29 13 5 2 1 9 30 228

1 6 1 12 1 21 26 1 6 13 46 210

3 10 5 3 21 33 2 13 10 17 75 231

8 3 11 37 1 4 19 24 85 240

2 8 13 7 3 33 43 3 3 1 28 78 307

13 17 4 1 35 48 1 4 1 31 85 298

6 10 21 3 1 41 35 2 5 22 64 241

7 28 4 5 1 45 38 4 4 6 28 80 296

1 11 1 15 2 4 1 35 34 4 5 8 21 72 276

1 36 3 40 30 3 8 6 23 70 262

2 2 1 15 3 6 29 29 4 3 5 30 71 276

5 13 4 4 9 2 37 23 1 1 6 21 52 200

3 1 24 5 8 10 6 3 60 21 3 2 15 19 60 283

10 8 15 5 2 40 33 2 5 22 17 79 326

6 1 38 2 2 49 31 3 17 8 59 251

1 7 8 22 1 11 7 57 32 3 22 6 63 264

6 4 17 14 1 18 5 65 43 4 8 9 64 275

7 11 13 1 3 7 42 39 5 13 9 66 261

2 18 10 6 36 41 3 9 2 55 195

4 21 9 4 1 39 37 10 6 4 57 213

4 1 7 9 5 1 27 36 17 7 2 62 199

8 2 13 6 4 33 3 34 19 1 57 208

8 18 11 3 40 31 21 6 2 60 200

6 22 18 5 51 2 28 42 3 75 239

6 2 14 5 2 1 30 3 45 11 8 67 243

4 25 4 1 34 5 54 33 5 97 285

2 37 4 1 44 7 73 55 3 138 358

46 5 3 54 83 58 4 145 385

1 8 44 4 1 58 1 80 62 4 147 357

3 17 42 3 2 67 1 76 68 4 149 363

3 20 46 4 73 1 81 79 4 165 397

5 46 51 4 53 58 115 292

9 6 37 52 7 62 48 117 268

12 46 2 1 61 6 66 60 132 309

9 43 1 53 46 51 6 103 235

6 42 6 2 56 70 66 5 141 294

6 26 2 2 36 64 50 3 117 250

4 2 25 1 32 3 68 58 129 255

30 30 2 78 73 153 284

2 17 19 73 68 141 271

2 1 15 3 1 22 68 63 131 275
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APPENDIX 4.9: Hue Percentage Table 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.9: Hue Percentage

Chroma

Year R RP P PB B BG G YG Y YR N Total

1960 0.11 0.03 0.00 0.19 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.00 0.05 0.15 0.20 1.00

1961 0.13 0.03 0.00 0.25 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.17 0.16 1.00

1962 0.16 0.08 0.00 0.17 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.04 0.11 1.00

1963 0.16 0.06 0.00 0.19 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.16 0.16 1.00

1964 0.17 0.06 0.00 0.18 0.14 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.18 1.00

1965 0.17 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.19 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.12 0.12 0.15 1.00

1966 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.20 0.14 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.13 0.13 1.00

1967 0.18 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.22 1.00

1968 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.09 0.32 1.00

1969 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.05 0.35 1.00

1970 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.25 1.00

1971 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.29 1.00

1972 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.27 1.00

1973 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.15 0.27 1.00

1974 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.26 1.00

1975 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.15 0.27 1.00

1976 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.26 1.00

1977 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.19 0.26 1.00

1978 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.21 0.21 1.00

1979 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.20 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.12 0.24 1.00

1980 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.24 1.00

1981 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.22 0.24 1.00

1982 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.24 0.23 1.00

1983 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.16 0.25 1.00

1984 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.18 0.28 1.00

1985 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.18 0.27 1.00

1986 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.15 0.14 0.31 1.00

1987 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.16 0.27 1.00

1988 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 1.00

1989 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.21 0.31 1.00

1990 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.28 1.00

1991 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.34 1.00

1992 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.39 1.00

1993 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.14 0.38 1.00

1994 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.16 0.41 1.00

1995 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.18 0.41 1.00

1996 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.15 0.18 0.42 1.00

1997 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.39 1.00

1998 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.19 0.44 1.00

1999 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.17 0.20 0.43 1.00

2000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.23 0.44 1.00

2001 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.19 0.48 1.00

2002 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.14 0.47 1.00

2003 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.13 0.51 1.00

2004 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.11 0.54 1.00

2005 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.07 0.52 1.00

2006 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.37 0.08 0.48 1.00
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APPENDIX 4.10: Value Percentage Table 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.10: Value Percentage

Value Black White

Year 0 2 5 8 W Total

1960 0.04 0.22 0.33 0.35 0.06 1.00

1961 0.06 0.20 0.34 0.40 0.00 1.00

1962 0.06 0.25 0.43 0.26 0.01 1.00

1963 0.04 0.25 0.43 0.23 0.04 1.00

1964 0.06 0.19 0.44 0.25 0.06 1.00

1965 0.07 0.28 0.43 0.20 0.03 1.00

1966 0.06 0.32 0.31 0.27 0.04 1.00

1967 0.12 0.25 0.32 0.25 0.06 1.00

1968 0.14 0.24 0.28 0.26 0.07 1.00

1969 0.15 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.10 1.00

1970 0.14 0.27 0.32 0.18 0.09 1.00

1971 0.16 0.31 0.25 0.17 0.10 1.00

1972 0.15 0.41 0.21 0.14 0.09 1.00

1973 0.13 0.27 0.33 0.18 0.09 1.00

1974 0.12 0.31 0.28 0.22 0.08 1.00

1975 0.11 0.31 0.33 0.16 0.09 1.00

1976 0.11 0.36 0.25 0.18 0.11 1.00

1977 0.12 0.38 0.23 0.18 0.11 1.00

1978 0.07 0.33 0.30 0.23 0.07 1.00

1979 0.10 0.34 0.27 0.24 0.05 1.00

1980 0.00 0.45 0.37 0.15 0.03 1.00

1981 0.00 0.46 0.30 0.21 0.02 1.00

1982 0.00 0.52 0.27 0.17 0.03 1.00

1983 0.00 0.57 0.26 0.13 0.03 1.00

1984 0.00 0.63 0.23 0.13 0.01 1.00

1985 0.00 0.62 0.29 0.08 0.02 1.00

1986 0.00 0.57 0.33 0.10 0.01 1.00

1987 0.01 0.63 0.30 0.06 0.00 1.00

1988 0.00 0.61 0.31 0.08 0.01 1.00

1989 0.01 0.55 0.40 0.04 0.00 1.00

1990 0.01 0.65 0.26 0.08 0.00 1.00

1991 0.02 0.61 0.32 0.06 0.00 1.00

1992 0.02 0.59 0.35 0.04 0.00 1.00

1993 0.00 0.55 0.39 0.06 0.00 1.00

1994 0.00 0.53 0.42 0.04 0.00 1.00

1995 0.00 0.53 0.43 0.04 0.00 1.00

1996 0.00 0.47 0.45 0.08 0.00 1.00

1997 0.01 0.43 0.49 0.07 0.00 1.00

1998 0.03 0.48 0.43 0.06 0.00 1.00

1999 0.02 0.43 0.48 0.07 0.00 1.00

2000 0.00 0.36 0.61 0.11 0.00 1.00

2001 0.00 0.38 0.57 0.09 0.00 1.00

2002 0.00 0.44 0.54 0.09 0.00 1.00

2003 0.01 0.42 0.56 0.07 0.00 1.00

2004 0.01 0.40 0.59 0.04 0.00 1.00

2005 0.00 0.42 0.58 0.03 0.00 1.00

2006 0.00 0.35 0.64 0.04 0.00 1.00
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APPENDIX 4.11: Chroma Percentage Table 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.11: Chroma Percentage

Chroma

Year N 2 5 10 15 Total

1960 0.20 0.31 0.36 0.11 0.02 1.00

1961 0.16 0.36 0.39 0.08 0.02 1.00

1962 0.11 0.40 0.40 0.08 0.02 1.00

1963 0.16 0.39 0.30 0.12 0.03 1.00

1964 0.18 0.35 0.34 0.11 0.01 1.00

1965 0.15 0.34 0.34 0.13 0.04 1.00

1966 0.13 0.37 0.36 0.11 0.03 1.00

1967 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.11 0.02 1.00

1968 0.32 0.21 0.28 0.19 0.00 1.00

1969 0.35 0.12 0.35 0.16 0.02 1.00

1970 0.25 0.09 0.40 0.21 0.03 1.00

1971 0.29 0.14 0.40 0.13 0.04 1.00

1972 0.27 0.21 0.40 0.10 0.02 1.00

1973 0.27 0.09 0.47 0.16 0.00 1.00

1974 0.26 0.14 0.48 0.09 0.03 1.00

1975 0.27 0.09 0.50 0.13 0.01 1.00

1976 0.26 0.09 0.46 0.17 0.02 1.00

1977 0.26 0.05 0.48 0.18 0.04 1.00

1978 0.21 0.05 0.50 0.20 0.04 1.00

1979 0.24 0.05 0.46 0.23 0.02 1.00

1980 0.24 0.18 0.54 0.04 0.00 1.00

1981 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.12 0.00 1.00

1982 0.23 0.33 0.33 0.11 0.01 1.00

1983 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.08 0.00 1.00

1984 0.28 0.33 0.33 0.05 0.00 1.00

1985 0.27 0.39 0.28 0.06 0.00 1.00

1986 0.31 0.33 0.33 0.03 0.00 1.00

1987 0.27 0.45 0.19 0.08 0.00 1.00

1988 0.30 0.40 0.31 0.00 0.00 1.00

1989 0.31 0.37 0.26 0.06 0.00 1.00

1990 0.28 0.40 0.27 0.04 0.01 1.00

1991 0.34 0.41 0.20 0.04 0.01 1.00

1992 0.39 0.40 0.18 0.04 0.00 1.00

1993 0.38 0.42 0.12 0.08 0.00 1.00

1994 0.41 0.40 0.14 0.04 0.01 1.00

1995 0.41 0.40 0.15 0.03 0.01 1.00

1996 0.42 0.41 0.14 0.02 0.02 1.00

1997 0.39 0.49 0.09 0.02 0.01 1.00

1998 0.44 0.46 0.06 0.04 0.00 1.00

1999 0.43 0.50 0.06 0.01 0.00 1.00

2000 0.44 0.52 0.01 0.02 0.09 1.00

2001 0.48 0.48 0.02 0.00 0.05 1.00

2002 0.47 0.48 0.02 0.02 0.08 1.00

2003 0.51 0.47 0.01 0.00 0.07 1.00

2004 0.54 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.00

2005 0.52 0.45 0.00 0.02 0.04 1.00

2006 0.48 0.48 0.01 0.03 0.04 1.00
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APPENDIX 4.12: Color Industry Feedback 
 

 

APPENDIX 4.12: Interview Feedback

COLOR

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012

Color Color Color Color Color Color
Many Samples shown in blueBlue 5+ Colors Grays Black, Greys and Tans
Many Colorways Blue was common Reduced Color ComplexityAccent Colors More Black (x10) True Black
Brighter "Dip" Look Caddy used to be in 9 interior colorsNo Brown Decreased ColorwaysOnly 2-3 Options
Beige and Gray are harder to match and worse for fade Failure Regal colors Late 90s early 2000s- accents were bigTans are very Grey More Color
^Chroma, ^ Dyes, ^MatamerismMore Exciting Briar/Rose Brown- failed 3 timesRed dropped in 90s Grey, Black, Tan ^Tan, Biege, Ivory
Brighter More Chroma No Brown 1997 Grey took off until 2005More Tan/Beige Darker/Redder Tans
Metallics Green/Blue high Surprise that color varity extended through 80sIvory 20% Orange 15-25% Lighter
More Expressive All over color Red's swing is interestingBeige 25% Yellow 20-30% Darker
Lots of Color Red very popular until mid 70sMore Red Taupe 10% for short timeGray too much/StabalizedNew/Different/Fresh

Flakey Slivers Ivory 15% 1990 Beige was 70% at ToyotaMuted/DesaturatedLittle/No Change
Brighter Beige 20% Greys were 30% Less 2 (Black) More Character/Branding
Dipped Interiors Red crashed here not 90sLots of Taupe w/ red and purpleLight was tried but couldn'tAlways sporty Red
Metallics Blues lasted longer than redChroma 2 died in 90sPractical More Blue/Turq
Brighter grays w/accent Everything in color is 2 or 5Accents diesd into tonalNot Bright
Reds and Blues are Dipped1983 peak of reds Hasn't changed since 80sGoing towards hint of color on exterior (not true grey)Subtle Color
Color with no accentsPiece dye solids Green, Red, Blue, Grays, BeigeWhy such a big jump between Chroma 5 and 10?No Green, Red, Purple
Early colors were MetamericRed, burgandy 10 different piece dye colorsVery slightly tinted color in grey- not even noticableInserts
Saturated early Red, Denim->Navy Beige along with gray have dominated5 is good Pops of Super Chroma
Early- Exterior and Total Interior ColorsGray + Beige +Blue + BurgandyReliance developed all fabrics in blackCrisp, durable silvers Practical

No Green, Brown Black, gray Biege 2003 peak of silver Purple Hues being developed
Dark Chocolate, Medium Gray, beigeChroma 2 and 5 should be evenBurgandy
Always Safe V5 should always be higherMauve maybe?
Gray, Beige V8 is trickling up in 200 Ivories and gays are lighter since 1995Extremes bt color and gray
Some blue, browns Unusual Colors are SmallClassic colors that will live long
Light to medium Too Many Light- very small segmentChroma ^ since 2005
Add Orange + YellowDeeper colors across the boardColor for mass market
Less Saturated Value drop in 2000? - Should be higherPearl (almost white)
Less Chromatic Multi-color w/purple to match exteriorFashion colors and one-off reappear
More color, still soft lookMed. Value is work horseAdd color w/o space dyes
Less chromatic, darker and less controversialChroma correct and continuesLight will never be in
grays w/accent Value trend is exactly correctred, Blue, Orage
Taupe Lighter in Luxury CarsUsing Character Colors
Red, Blue, Green solution dyed Green is whited/light
Red was first to go Seating only, not OP Bright shiny side of yarn
Green was Grayed 2000sEarly 2000 brighter yarn dyeVelvets are solid
Gray was dark charcole to light blackScale2005- no heather Comingle- "solid"
Mid-Value Gray Plain, solid, clean Tiny market for high chroma

High Tech look Insert color and saturation can ^
US needs warm Slight variations of hue, value and chroma within same color family
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APPENDIX 4.13: Secondary and Accent Color Industry Feedback 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4.13: Interview Feedback

Secondary and Accent Color

Past Current Future

Accent/Secondary Accent/Secondary Accent/Secondary
Accents started chromatic they always grayed-off (toned down)More w/Leather and Vinyl For Auto Shows but not Bought
No Purple Aqua in Mid =50s Tone-on-Tone/Tonal This will get the ball rolling
Aqua was great seller on Chevy BelAir Coordinated w/Exterior Accents on the rise for 2015
Ford Crown Victoria had tri-color More High Contrast/Bright Pops Silver/Metallic Accents
Red always for sport More Earth Tones Bright and Shiny
Some blue and yellow for sport Sport colors: Red, Blue, Orange, YellowAccents in Knit or Weave
Yellow in 80s/90s for sport Now: Greens, Purples, Teals, Metallics Accents in Stitch
In Past-no accents were monochromatic Black Accent Accents would like to be secondary process, but not capable
Past- monochromati "dip" look Grays and Neutrals w/Color Accent Future: More metallics, birght yarns, pearls, specialty yarns
Past: Redder blues White Accents (Stitching) Neon?
Past: always had a true purple 2-Tone Seat ^ w/Catchy color
Past: Red for sport or specialized trim On IP or places other than fabric Unique
Late 80/90- fuller spectrum of accent colorsColor in Welt of Bead, Stitching Stitching w/White
Mid 90s/2000s- more tonal Beige or Grey w/Dark Red Accents Finishes can create something need
Space dye had color accents Accents in Knit or Weave Aluminum, Woodgrain, Carbonfiber
 but no more woven velours (remove 5-6 years ago)Accents would like to be secondary process, but not capableFuture: Blues and Purple
Tone-on-tone Now Conservative w/Spalshes of Color Bold and High Chroma
Big in late 90s early 2000s Painted accents on interior Design Desire for pop and chromatic accents
Past: No accent (minimal/monotone) Very Small Future: Lime Green
Always small segment Now: color from lighting systems Future: varies drastically by OEM
90s Saturated accents (bright blue, red, yellow)More strategic, subtle and clever Future:More Color, not just accents
Blue always safe- 80s Much smaller % of accents in domestic and new-domesticWhite, hopefully
Green in 90s Big 3 have stronger chroma Piping in show cars
Past: "Pop" Color Asian are tastefully sophisticated Color will be craved
Shiny, Multi-tonal Organic flow Future: Will exist but muted 
2000s- oeverall tonal Yarn texture is bright and vibrant More strategic, subtle and clever
Past: watered down Now: Flat saturated to pearlescence Future: ^% of Accents
90s accents were very bold Clean, crisp color Clean, crisp color
 warmer, almost "sweet candy colors" More mingled w/technologies Future ^
Late 90s early 2000s- O, Y, Green- Citrus More chromatic but less accent, Shiny, Multi-tonal
very chromatic Japanese take strong hues and blend to muted interpretationFuture: Multi-color tonal
Predicted but never caugth on Only bright in limited production- low volume, rare, match exteriorFuture: Metallic and Iridescent
Colorful insert- feature fabric" Color and Texture Contrast More in Future
w/plain bolster Happy, Brighter, Cheerful, Larger Illumination in concepts
^Early days when seats were cut and sew Overall color code
Early- Red Colorful insert- feature fabric"
Eventually color moved only to exteriror Dimension w/secondary color
Package dye available in rainbow of colors Take interior to personal level

Accents are belts, scarfs, neckties
Placement is key
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APPENDIX 4.14: Industry Feedback Factors, Materials and Technology  
 

 

APPENDIX 4.14: Factors

Materials and Technology

Materials and Technology
1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012
Bench vs. Bucket seatSeat was duplicating home sofa- large patterns1978-84 bring samples in blue bceause commonly acceptedLarge Cost More Basics can be knit, flat woven, velour or pileCreate pattern in secondary process
Color complexity used to be intenseOrganic was on JacquardRegistering patterns to fit seats is complexEasier to tie into exterior colorsNew technologies in cut and sew and new fabrication techniques effect trendsRecycled Look
Vinyl/Leather's prominanceLarger Motif w/JacquardComplexity has changed since 80s (color w/trim levels)Focus on Technology over Design Ex: AirbagsPrint was big because easy to change color and pattern- faded easilyMulti-color looks sustainable, processiong
70-80% was fabric LH/RH Jacquard Pile (US T1 would not deal with LH/RH)Now not used because testingBucket had difficult contours- knit was betterSupplier technology of waterjet to create patternCoor from lighting system0 more neutral fabrics
60s and 70s- viscos rayonR&L had to go down the production line at the same time and had to be perfect match, lots of scrapSpace Dye Genera sweatshirt w/color change technology (Jeep beach vehicle?P)PVC-coated yarns Technology restrictions base on global environment- different machinery
Matte Lassiers and Solids prior to mid 1970sNASA- new developments filtered into automotiveTricot Mid to late 90s- circular knit machinesFlocked Yarns - both were very expensive but interesting appearanceSimplie Inside
Early colors were metamericFirst time research beganPolyester CKM- cleaning, sheering, soft-touch w/flat clean surface and any patternColor w/Space Dye Offset w/outside "flaire"
Color has depended strongly on what technology was availableBench seats were easier and more fabricsMid 80s- change from piece dyed to yarn dyeSpace Dye too expensivePushed technology too far w/"Whistler" (2 ground, 3 space accents, difficult to color master)Additions in places other than interior
Saturation dependedon what fiber was available"Dipped" look Big years for Poly and DNBJoan dyed their own, but slow turn aroundGrey and dark charcole were good because they don't conflict w/IPSmaller vehiclea have larger motif
Early days all seats were cut and sew1970- Macfield Dyehouseback coating -> foam w/knitMolded seats- couldn't use anything too strucutredNew fibers, lighter colorsProcess that looks like 1 thing but is completely different
Flat Woven (dobby) Just learning how to dye polyesterLate 1987-1990- piece dy fabric in 10 different colorsThen seats added curvature - became insertsMaterial driven accents- paper yarn, clear pp, fiber opticsTechnical Focus with new processes
Flat + Pile Jack Marlow designed dye machines and developed processHorizontals are hard because of bo-bias, suppliers would lose $Mix into same cloth Organic is more prominent because it hides trimming issues and bo biasHand is important
Create pattern from weaveSilvers peeled and flakedSpace dye was big DNB moved to mid-linesSecondary Processes and CombinationsEcology- change treatment and chemical chioces
Ford knitted their own vinylDecade of Technology and Electronics (2004)Woven Velvet Heat set with polyester?Always creating "new and fresh"Extreme large scale patterning can help alleviate seat rimming issues: alignment, bowing, strong horizontal and vertical striping
Out of the box thinking by pushing the limitations regarding pattern scale sizeBuilding from BasicsIntroduction of Jacquard TechnologyIn late 1990s changed moquettes to flat wovenSomething they've never seen before- cyclesAchieving Geo, text, and struct as secondary (emboss, print)
Design patterns that resolve alignment issues during cut and sew (extremely large repeats)50% Fabric Hand is always a big part of conversationPrinting in the early 90s was the "SKU savior"More plasticy- "high tech"Repreve- recycled fiber
Designing the entire seat out of one piece of fabric considering bolster, insert, back, asnd seat sectionsMany technologies for what people want are not yet developedAlways pigment, tecture, treatment, finishesDo more with knits ^Flat Knits, move away from velvetHow can large ^ w/o package dye?
Depends of equipment at each company and what they can produce in the most cost effective wayReplacement cost of fabrics is BIG and very few consumers will pay"dipped" interiors- totally same colorMicrofiber's entrance?Package dye is available in a rainbow of colorsUntil last few years, loos couldn't handle HUGE scale
Spun? Welded/Bonded is a game changerMatamerism issue With ^ technology, dye stuffs, yarnCapable of getting bright colors, but did not because of costLooms capable of 30 warp coors, infinite fill- but VERY $$
Not Texturing "Modern" interior- basic structures w/secondary processesLate 80s- bucket seats, center consoleBeige and Gray are harder to match and worse for fadeWoven velours couldn't hit new price pointAdvances in pigment capability
Bench Seat and Larger Area- no insert, was easyBonded Fabrics, welding, rubberizedInterior is configured differently for function- more featuresMetamierism Super large jacuard heads with unlimited design possibilityOrganic hides sew lines
Used to have 40 yards of fabric in a car???Simpler base, with large secondary process design (1997 Honda Del Sol, fiat 500, Fiat Punto)YES Essentials for lighter interiorsEU microsuedes in luxury- not big volume
manufacturing equipmentNomex would be great- developed by NASA, fire-proof, 5X $$1983- plain, undyed polyester and nylon was piece dyded- cheapestMore jacquard, more space dye and package dye accents
Early days vinyls would compete with textilesNon-directional pattern is easier for T1 Yarn technology - natural ->solution -> pacakge
Textiles had equipment limitations- geoCurrent Eco fabreics are hard, rough, poor hand and cannot pass testingPerpendiculars and stripes are hard to do
But because of this, textiles had more designand complexityEmbossing Polyester
Geo is always big because that's what we can doDimensionality w/foam backing Ease of producibility towards filament
1949- Madison Throwing (texturixing)Better technology is allowing for lighter fabricsForces you into warp knit
1935- Nylon (Dupont)- first thermoplastic- first yarn that needed texture as a filamentNot many limitations on pattern Less fiber, less weight -> Less design
False twist texturing in mid-50sLaser Etch is slow and common Print technology
1960- now- how do you provide texture faster and better- heat setBig 3 required that suppliers have multiple techniques to remain a supplier
1950s polyester in use in apparel and home Seat Design is a limitation- formed buckets have seams and ridges
Mid 1960s- polyester evolved- texturizing process retooled and sped so quickly had to retool every 7 yearsLarge doesn't work in small
Nylon had to be plied to make up for extreme torque- impart stretchScale is deceiving- repeat is huge even if scale is small
Polyester never had as uch torque, could be set, could be single 1/150 denierAs you move towards smaller scale, hide w/color and material size
Bench Seat- front and back, more foam, more fabric, more plushAdd intereste with layers- Japan is innovative in pattern and color

Small is affected by fleet and rental cars- top sellers
Solid fabrics on C surfaces
Space dye was so huge that it was over dne and people were tired of it.
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Standards and Specifications

Standards and Specifications

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012
Less Safety Auto industry has the toughest and most stringent government standardsAcrylic would fade on back of seat (200*F)Takes 6 months for production standards to be approvedPush for lighter With longer life of car, durability over design
Less Durability Pile hides dirt Lighter fabrics less with lightfastness specsTechnology is taking over (airbags)Better soil repellancy
Less Flammability Retest every new fabric, when any technology transforms the nature of a fabricDarker shows less stains Easy Care
Changes could be made faster Testing Ingress -Egress with vehicle height w/advent of minivanCustomers don't want to restore, they want to maintain
Less standards Design for worse case scenarioWear on one side of drivers' seat Lighter colors are more appealing to OEMs but cleanability issues
Leather w/fade used to be distinguishedfast food environmentDictate materials on bolsters (vinyl, laminated fabrics)Sustainability and its inherit limitations
Piece w/natural poly and nylon -> solution black -> brighter yarn dye -> 2005 piece but mutedConsumer has no mercy for wear and flawLight reflectance value on IP- more important with ^ of glass on windshieldLight value will never be in- staining, cleanability
Fabric specifications change over time Everything affected by cleanability- graysPrinting and embossing do not change fabric natureEco is difficult to meet durability
Lightfastness --> Engineering requirements dictate scale, color and patternGray rose because of soil issues
Increase specs,cost more, more testing, less interesting designLab can eliminate anythingEngineers won't pass textures and floats

Multi-color anre large cost moreComingle and heathe
Seat belt colors Developing micordeniers- felt good but won't hold up
Cost of improved technology and performanceBlack is increasing, but still has crocking issues
Longevity of the car- had to like the color for 10 yearsDeeper colors have more cost and more technical issues
Red has poor lightfastnessWhite is wanted but very hard cleanability
Light shows dirt Velcro Test, ^ Taber, ^Abrasion
Limitations with color durabilitySolid has warrenty issues 

Total specs w/cost of vehicles
Safeyt, airbags, seatbelts??
Must $3000? Here, decontent elsewhere
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Economy and Sales

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012
If Economy is good, ^ Color and PatternOil Embargo- more solid "dipped" interiors (reds and blues)1984- $5-6/yard V # ot items Economy in cars has VExtended Products- not replaced
Mid 60s on- Decrease color complexity, Decrease inventoryMarket Dive How can this be when they want better fabrics and with worth of a dollar over time?Cost of ObselescenceLiability vs. IndividualityStick with Current materials that have done well
$3-6/yard When economy is down, brighter colors$1.60 for raw nylon yet they expected a fully produced fabric for $5Less Complexity Bad economy -> BasicPush to standardize bolster and change insert
Look at Recession LinesGas Rationing More complexity ment more $Diversity goes beyond economics- inventory of interiorHealthy economy Volume leads design
Plain, Small and Monotone w/economic downtornsMore complex designs were nixed by purchasingReally good time Economics has taken over because of shrinking market sales2000 was decline of package dye for piece dye- 1 SKUNeutral is efficient and economical
Results skewed because of trucks Each part of the vehicle was broken down into how much $ can be spentPurchasing makes the decisionPossible to weave with solution dye then piece dyeCost hit marketplace- decontented base material, simplified design
Overall color code Cost and ProfitablilityColor is the least expensive way to get attentionAs Japanese ^ market share, don't mind spending as much $ on textured fabrics- listen to cost justification- but will agree with what's betterReturning to Ford Simplicity
More variations of vehicles Color is boring but cheap- add interest with scaleOver-capacity of industry has driven supply chain away from creative design at mills to economic decisions by purchasingPrice reduction and sharing product linesOffset w/outside "flaire"
Always cost, equipment- organic is capital $^ Sales have polarized colorEconomy led to grays Additions in places 
Printing looks cheap Muted colors because of costAuto companies continue to cut price so that suppliers aren't making ANY profitCompletely economy driven
Cost is overriding theme in AL automotiveOEM would continually drop price target3 choices: warm, cool, dark (tan, grey, black)Recession = more colors
Gray is safe Expensive in 80s OEMs try to get the largest number of people to buy a single car- create many "vanilla" fabricsEconomy is only influence on color
Parts Complexity- manage #of colors and materialsRisk- bad stands out more than goodNo body falls in love, nobody rejects them eitherEveryone wants more package- but too $
Black cost more and is harder to dye Velours/Warp Knits were king- used a lot of yarn, so use 1 SKU to dye fabricRed went first because pigments cost moreColor complexity reduction
Red is most expensive to dye Multi-coor V w/V or package dye- bc of costBolsters became large % of seat Efficiency and complexity in plants are driving cost down

Gray all because of cost of having 1 universal color, then biege (30%), 10% odd"Feature" fabric cost more and was used lessArrival of global manufacturing (China, India)
Solids/none ^ bc simple for OEMs to use 1 fabric in many linesPurchasing wants more conservative to sell more vehiclesEconomy cuts R&D first
Supplier gave a kickback for large quantitiesPlains are big because cheap ^small on entry level because of cost
Compartmentalization of interiorTexture became important to add interest w/o adding costSolid returns because cheap
Variety of motifs, but small, none, or grayStatistics Decrease textured solids because of cost
small and solids all about cost and V parts complexityCompetition Cost is huge power player
Brand consolidation Companies are bigger, risks are bigger w/grandois statements in color and pattern
Eliminate low-volume nameplatesCleaner
V Volume, V # Name plates, V Marketing costsLonger life expectancyCost, demand and specs have led to anti-fashion

Less offensive color and motifMaintain integrity of fabric and V cost by….
Leasing Cars (EU) …all colors exactly the same
Color = $ and Complexity…V inventory
Cost of Manufacturing…JIT
Cost of Being Special1994- GM started price wars and wanted suppliers knock offs
Inventory vs. Ford TheoryBack to piece dye for cost
Solids and geometrics are price-driven and will never go awayAutomotive is the cheapest fabric there is
Solids are cheapest with 1 type, 1 color of yarnPurchasing took over at all OEMs - even influenced engineers
No additional processes with solidPoor lightfastness requires more UV absorber = more $
Small always popular because of costGM has mnay interior colors, Toyota has few
Cost pressures of dye stuffs- all wanted black but cost too muchOEMs found convenient ways to squeeze margins
Small dobbies are cheapestMore supplier limitations
Value issue in early 90sDomestics were bringing power back in house bc of purchasing
Same fabrics in different trim levels1999-2006- TMC went through 3 cost reduction phases
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Supply Chain and Product Development Process

Supply Chain and Product Development

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012
6-7 major suppliers 70s/80s- 5 different suppliersIntro of T` Look at fabric 4 years before vehicle productionHyundai/Kia President will "point and choose"Fabric supplier capabilities open doors
Originally there were no TI, only suppliers and OEMsWouldn't show management supplier's nameAs T1 progressed, they wanted to deal with T23 years for samples Design center is a commodityUS company is more open to color experts
Seats were built at OEM Now T2 had to please OEM and Ta2 years in color developmentT1 proposes to OEM product planningForeign parent company is building global cars
"Events happen so fast and the auto industry is so slow"T1 introduced laminated fabrics1 year for everything organized and standard approvalIntroduction of international supplier^use more of own conservative opinion
Motif and scale don't have time to react and refletDupont was the only one selling 44gg, 56gg fiber for veloursDesign team works withing Engineering and purchasing constraints (very narrow)"Approved Suppliers"Time is a premium and will disagree w/design
Not as many global team filters Only 1 mill was willing to try small runs with multiple colorsWith molded seats, some geometric and structure was pushed by design, but Ti couldn't handle (some could)EU, NA, Asia, Australia- all the same carDoesn't allow time for change at satellite facility in US and becomes a detriment to the vehicle
Not shipped globally JIT Deliver after 70s V EconomyOrganics have always been proposed by never went over with managementAll companies looking at same data and want the same customerForeign parent company will do 90-95% of testing in home country
Localized design and taste Purchasing began to tell which suppliers OEM would deal withDesign is aware of trendsLess Diverstiy Very hierarchical and dictorial relationship
Different business structure- less people gave input for final decisionWhen T1 began using seating money on technology, cost of fabric couldn't't budgeMmarketing and Sales and Engineering went w/what they like from a personal perspectiveDon't show what you don't like or it may be selectedPresident has final say
Relied less on data and research This led to decreased # color codes, less lossPeople think good quality means soft onllyA lot of times suppliers will skip design and go straith to PPC, Eng, Marketing for approcal US Marketing and Product Planning can say No
Managers, engineers, sales and marketing do not consider trend cycles when deciding on fabric successHierarchy within OEMS watered down all designOEMs played suppliers for best, cheapest fabricPreseving original design intention??Smaller companies can handle color complexity\
As long as the customer is "satisfied" Design team works within purchasing and engineering paramenters w/marketing influenceDecision makers are a detriment to how quickly it changesSupply chain waters it downGlobal Production- larger batches for larger markets lead to simple colors
OEMs had their own trim 1 general statement from marketing can kill a productThey are the reason the industry can't change any quickerSmaller with be clearer, flexible and more true to designSmaller markets are more specialized and more expressive colors
Develop color off of poly chip of vinyl All designers are filtered once going through decision chainJapanese customers wanted a new type of handOEM now outsources everything but assemblyChina is becoming an influence on aesthetic
Even if not mastered, work with plastic partLarge is not safe and too boldSubdued- not shock value so customers aren't offendedTakes so long to get a product to market that trend change by time they reach the consumerNew players in the industry
A) Polychip of Vinyl C&A also worked with contract and home- see apparel trendsIntroduction of Foreign Automakers- small cars are growth marketCustomers are becoming more global- safer
B) Leather is unique Began to outsource trimBid Process- disturbs creativity Consolidation of the industry
C) Develop leather first then vinyl and nonwovens to matchJIT Designers fight with purchasing, globallyEverything is a carry over- nothing new and spalshy
Fabrics follow Always too many hands trying to make the decisionJapanese influence for very simple or very complicatedToday's NA style is a melting pot

Japanese companies promoted quality but built off-shoreEx: Small texture geometric- but actually organic pattern broken up with colorHispanic "salsa" culture influence
NA companies downsized to compete and lost imageJapanese influences are decreasing as they manufacturer for NA marketSupplier designs didn't work everywhere and had to be very design specific
T1 reduced # f parts- less to manageBattle with Home Country and Satellite DesignersFord had reverse presentations @ suppliers to learn about a brand- and don't take to other OEM
Increasing power of dealers dumbed-down designGlobal sourcing is not truly satisfied yet and leads to interesting design choices

Fear of lot unusuals
Could dictate odere colors and only put safe on lot
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Consumer and Global Influence

Consumer and Global Influence

1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2006-2012

Design Drove Women's entrance in market- most educated in soft trimPlains and Basics were big because they were subtle and small and had "no wow"Brighter interiors makes exteriors less flexible"Practical" colors
Understand DemogrphicsCleanability with kidsLate 80s- velour was 70-90%- invasion of EU designGeometrics are safe when pattern is neededFuel Economy, size, mass- pressure on fabricsEasier to experiment w/leather bc small batch
Profile for each car Mid 70s consumer education- wanted what was on couch in carStyling using fabric and shape, but velour hides shapeTexture is safe when a surface interest is neededtighetr, flatter spapesConsumers want fabrics that last
ALWAYS looking for fresh and newEarly EU market limited colors (2-3)Fabric needs a pattern that hides dirtMarketing to Baby Boomers -->Need and interior design statement but need room for growthMoving towards more character and making a more unique statement
Public became increasingly educated about design (HGTV)EU luxury were gray or tan- no leftovers, why need 1% seller?Try to be non-confrontational, no character, for a long timeThe industry and the population is maturingMost luxury is leather- pushed luxury piles otColor is being experimented with
They started to relate with fabrcisReliant K StationwagenEntrance of Imports?Dull life, dull colors DNB became standard for all economy linesNow yellow usedin showroom as "impact" color
Shift from cloth to leather- bc of leather couches in homePeach fuzz, casketliner fabricSuper Conservative Designer Series (Pucci, Bill Blast, Cartier…)Push to a smaller color palletOrganics inspire motif (natural)
^ technology/media drivenBeatles, Elvis- velvetHand becomes key for consumer percieved qualityNot very costly to produce, but made lots of moneyClinton played sax on tonight show, game changer in the attitued of the US- lifted heavinessInspiration from all design industries
Red linked with fast cars and trucks- eventually moved only to exteriorconsumer became more exposed and educated taste -> understatedRed was strong in large carsEddie Bauer, Harley, King Ranch1996?- Camaro anniversary- back to heritage w/houndstooth that stood out 50 years ago and nowJPD Power/Consumer Reports
Featured vehicles in ads used yellows, etc.SoCal is catalysit for new design trends: youth and upscale buyersGM pushed for design (love it/hate it), but volume is keyEnvironmental, political, behavioral and outside factors influence color and design in generalSavvy Consumers
Yellow doesn't sell big- Early it cost extra, then looked like bus or taxiCulture and landscapeWar ends- happy, bright, cheerful, larger colorsThe psyche of color is very importantForeign OEMs misinterpret american wants
Expressive consumer clothes led to expressive carsLeaders are International (new players, new market)Regan and Clinton picked up colorsHAPPY = brighter, bolder, expressiveAmericans are not comfortable with niche
Cars were Novel with themes and pleasure- can do anythingScale relates to size of vehicles which were huge in the 80sBrief Dailmer association was cool because shared masters and open to designSAD = quieter, simple, softer surroundingsSMART- targeted buyers then decontented
More $, More chances for color (60s and 70s)Wanted seats and fabric to look exactly the same from every angleTop of the line cars have the most satisfaction because those ppl get a new car each yearColor is emotional Ecological is moving slowly into production
Cars were more fashionable US Market is conservative- Beige is KingInterior and Exterior color combosTrade periodicals, internet research, benchmarking, customer demographics, seminars and industry eventsUS needs warm (beige) as light value for sumbelt states
People are always tired of the same thing and want changeMore gray because more variations and sold at higher volumeFashion was corporate, sleek and grayInspiration from absolutely anywhere- architechtureLighter in luxury
Change feels good (pst-9/11) Fashion- bold color, swim suit graphics, geometric, spalsh, bitConsumer can only buy what's producedLight for pattern and transparencyHome furnishings- always
Color adds optimism Men's suiting and ties"People want vanilla"- 50% are going to hateSmaller interiors can't handle much colorParent company understands it needs US design info, but doesn't want to admit it
More Modern- contemporary movement People wanted to keep their cars longer and didn't want to get tired or pattern, or outdatedNecessity You're stuck with it- neutrals ruledIt is natural for people to want new and different
Expressive/artistic approach ^ Sophistication, understatedCar is supposed to appeal to more peopleCMG, NICON, Trade Shows, EU trade showsVolitile time, hard to say
International Influence Began Smaller is best, understated will reflect- preserving resourcesCars are now sold as a a commodityOffice/Home influence (more than fashion)Customer demand for color
Fashion Trends- home and clothing car last longer- outdatedMotif is cyclical- been there, done thatFashion images used on storyboards were more for color and demographics^ Environmental concerns (lighter value)
Marketplace situation Japanese touch before lookColors needed to meet longevityScale and Pattern Change w/trim levellight is luxury 
More Personal 50% gray will have to be peak because you always need to provide some choiceUS want immediate satisfaction and buy at a dealershipGray became practical and stayedToo many options
Expressive colors Don't need to make a statement in side the vehicleMinimalism, subdued- carried through fashion at home, still some tiny color but beige was vogueMust work with exteriorProgression
Your car reflects your home- looked like living roomGray looks good with everything- save cost, simplifyConservative was wealthCan't do everything at onceDesire to have positively new
Drug Culture- recreation, music, culture freedomHumans can differentiate more shades of gray than any other colorMirrored contract fabric- NIOCONNow, More $ means to buy smarterMore wellness
Internal Upheavel- influx on Design 1 year Ford had mastered 198 fabrics, every designer wanted their ownOrganic was requested by Japanese with green movementEveryone is looking for mass appeal and what expresses brand the bestLighter from luxury vehicles
More color everywhere (home) ^"clean" interiors Small textures always appeal to everybodyEach brand has its own look- pigeon-holed into look or feelEach brand has signature color- why tint?
Men loved red- changed the game- what year?Public is increasingly design savvy (Target's marketing), DIY, HGTVTrends from EU Eliminate "no" factorsBrown and Biege- sustainability perception
Current Fasion, architecture, furniture, technology trendsMore conscious of design, personalization, characterM/F buyer Excitement is gone Black is most stustainable in reality- recycling plastics
Red always for sport When did female designers and buyers become predominant?Design can be exciting but in the end, plain rulesEven more global market
Yellow for sport but not in 80s/90s US is safe and conservativeCars are less emotional and more utilityMusic, Digital Age Manufacturing for Multiple Regions
Bigger and Brighter- more apparel influence Everyone is trying to design the 1 world carCrazy- many influences (home, fashion, music)Red- Sporty, masculine
Pop art- bold, primary colors Design Ruled Similar to 60s- but not as literal and interpreted differentlyBlue- Universal
music, art, fashion- twiggy 1997- millenium fever- silver is futuristicHi-tech plasticy- outdoor furniture, incorporated in velvetsOrange- accents
1950s values were that function then color 1992- environmental movement- push organicsSmall and clean with texture and pattern is safe way to add interestTurquoise will return stronger (or off-blues)
Color Council has always played role SUVs (late 1980s)- needed tough and rugged interiorsAfter velvets played out, flats became new and freshDesign desire and influence for pop and chromatic accents from international markets
Fashion Gen X EU (ex: Spain)- has no fear of colorsFashion- Apparel and Home

APPENDIX 4.18: Interview Feedback Factors

Consumer and Global Influence

Men's Ties Environmental SUVs became sophisticated, urban- still durabletexture is becoming importatn
Emothional component of purchasing a vehicle (19 years) 1997 plunged in anticipation og Millineum and addition of silver paint technologynew generation of young buyersCustomers are not used to change so it must be gradual
Fashion Always Eco ended as luxury peaked with ^EconomyTechnology influenceFashion colors and 1-offs are returning
Home Furnishings and Other Industries Always "technical" patterns and structures- meshes and spacersDepends on Trim level- wilder in lower level fo younger who want more color
Graphics of electronics Gen Y Luxury is more subdued
Always try to sell organics but only a fad Technology -driven
"just by observing something, you change it" Architecture, Animals, Industrial Design
Consumers by generation- fresh and new to new people Sustainable materials and designs
How much value is placed on seat trim? High tech look became sleep and sophisticated, not velvet
Value trends definiately folow interior design trends Green movement- organic
Ligher in luxury car- bc of warranty Smaller vehicles, larger scale
Consumer preference More black because everyone wants to be sporty and luxury
Home furnishings, sports, architecture…always More choice for color from young
Books based on brands and vehicles- doesn't reach all categories (ex: luxury- More large, more multi-color)high contrast will freshen a vehicle- SUV, sproty
At certain times people didn't take scale or strucutre to different parts of the seat (A-insert, bolster…)tonal for luxury
In past, vehicle brands were interchangeable- customer confusiong Lighter is fresh, sophisticated, cleaner
Now: Everyone is trying to figure out what they're going to be when they grow up Color for mass market
Now: The US companies are infants- restructuring OR- bc of conservation, small cars are fun, happy, vibrant pattern

economy, politics
Colors react to what is going on in other industries Asia is conservative and understated
Smaller vehicles, more color Returning to this today and moving away from conspicious consmuption
Contemporary Interior Design Request for Customization
Handcraftsmanship and restoration was appreciated Vehilce Size
Fashion 3-5 years behind EU
^ rate of ownership Remove weight in fabric, yet to consumer big and heavy is durable
Middle class boomed- acquiring better goods Herman Miller concept
People look forCar, Price, Content, Electronics, Elements, Then Exterior Color, Tne maybe Interior ColorThrow back to "old school" ex: pixilated images

Japanese interpretation of bright colors = muted
EU more influential (large scale)
Designers always want chroma- OEMs always say no
Using character color as an attention grabber even though small seller
Marameko- huge scale
Brand colors- use of color is more specific and extension of specific brand
Detail inside bc that's where you spend your time
Ford truck attention to detail w/accent color, instrument panel- brand based on materials and color
New designs have realized that scale can flow

More updated, liquidy/fluid of the 60s return

New breed of designers recognize the importance of color

Pick up on Consumer queues

People expect electronics- requred in luxury
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FUTURE TRENDS

2012- Beyond
Scale Motif Color
Small and Solids Increase surface interest w/structures and solidsSmaller Range
Cycle of Vertical Stripes Warp Knit and Printed (Toyota) Grey w/Tonal Color
More differentiation between models Geometric More Black
Dollar consideration but step up use of colorSubtle Still Safe 2 Colors
Design is going to be more important because we're headed towards samenessVery Complex All Over Simple # of Colors
Must reverse this trend of sameness Textural More Models w/Less Trim Codes
When industry stabalizes, more power and influence from designOr Clean Lighter
Small Solid w/Large Motifs Still Safe 2 Colors
Larger Low Contrast Inserts Low Risk w/Splash of Color
BIG ^ Struct & Construction Fewer Bolsters for different vehicles
More Medium Felt, Bulk/Specialty Yarns WoW Factor
Big Reflective Now on Outside, will be brought inside
More Innovative w/Scale Dimensions Color needs to be on interior, where you spend your time
Used in Unexpected Ways ^ Percieved Value More Color for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Honda
^ Scale Range, Levels (large + small) Geometrics are ^ Importance More attention to detail
Scale may not be identifiable ^ Geo No Change in seat, insert or bolster- maybe accent
Pattern unique to seat, or custom More Consumer Choice Grays are primary
More Expressive ^ Mesh and 3D Return to Balance of 60s
Small, solid and large will com back ^ Choices Let the People Pick
Multi-color bc of sustainability aesthetic ^Trim Levels Aftermarket Options
Sophisticated, small micorfiber w/small detailsCertain company's signature is more organic (Hyundai)Red will come back
Scale similar for small and none with potential for largeNeutral and Generalized vs. IndividualizedNo Change
Layers of large Sustainability look becomes motif Brick Red- Malibu leather success
Large and Medium will grow Individuality and Customizing? Brown and Biege influence
Plain to balance w/large Print wherever the people want it to appearBlack is easiest to recycle
Emboss/Etching Sustainability look makes limited patterns and textures availableSustainability will effect color
^Small New "Organic" motif? Consumers will want more color
^ Large More Mesh Mono-color interiors
Medium stays the same More Non-directional More Beige and Grey w/blips of other colors
Mix layers of scale Multi-color jacquard or all dobby? Blues won't be strong again
^Large, on Rugged Secondary process for large- no yarn dyeTans and Browns will be stronger
^Small, on entry Add interest Ligher values will ^
Seda- some large Dull and Boring Total environment and essence
EXTRAordinarliy large Then backlash w/color Uncertain
Asymmetry Geo and Solid will drop Increase colors
Large w/layers Solid and Texture are still high bc cheap Grey will reinvent itself
Majority Small to Medium Organic increase until 2020? Ivory, Beige and Gray cross
EU Large in small cars is coming When is organic too much? Silver and gray V
No drastic change 3rd Element- Dimension Continue at Mid-value
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^ Scale Lines, Texture Gray has been V since 1002
Seats are different bc so large Organic is done More splashes of color
Large scale, small motif New Textures New Dimensions Color Coming Back?
Safe Mix Geo V 3 Top Colors
Some extremely large and bold ^Structure Interchangeable Interiors
Small in fleet and rental- top seller Less symmetrical plaids More Exterior colors in interiors
More Large Organic florals decrease More subtle, muted, hint, accent
HUGE Scale Organic fluids ^ (air, ggas, fluids) Smokey blues, smokey purple, grayed amyethyst
Lots of Gray and Tans Concept seat scales so big and asymmetrical that motif does not showColor w/Accent
Cycle for flat wovens or velvet ^ Org ^Lighter
Small ^Org/Geo white/almost white/dye free
HUGE sclae Structure- construction produces pattern- combine w/Geo/OrgRecycled tan color?
doesn't line up All Motifs combine Chroma is always muted
bleeds onto other areas of seats Combo textures for "fresh look" Chroma is grayed- always
Smaller motifs are kept in small scale for bolster^ flat wovens Big, w/more color
Rugged will be large lighterweight w/different yarns More Defined
Entry will be smal Complecity More Chromatic
Sedan will be some large What does Eco look like? More Expressive

Want Opp from Eco Look? Black still strong
Isolated large graphics Black in combination
airbrush/graffiti effects Light gray
geometrics becoming more organic w/ikat effect and optical motifsshocking chroma is possible
Very simple or very complicated Infusion of color and light
small texture, geometric but actually organic w/break up of colorSame color family w/ varying V, C, H
^ Geo, Struct, Text Smaller cars are lighter color (if possible)
^ Solid Entry-level with youth buyers- bolder
^Geo Small cars- more happy colors
V Fancy Light blue, pale turquoise are now futuristic
Textures ^Flat wovens with bold, big and bright
More complex patterns Smaller cars can be bolder inside
printing, weaving, combo Contrast Level
finishing Bolder and Bigger w/low contrast
New Yarns
Texture/Structure
Larger with increasing patterning to compliment complex patterning of insert
Insert patterning requirements were highly complex
Layerd combinations
starting with base knit or weave, then organic patterning on large scaee
Bolsters may just include structural and technical base with one layer of surface design
Technical organic
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APPENDIX 4.20: Factors

FUTURE

Materials and TechnologyStandards and SpecificationsEconomy and SalesSupply Chain/GlobalizationConsumer and Global Influence
2012-Beyond 2012-Beyond 2012-Beyond 2012-Beyond 2012-Beyond
Pleats, biscuits (molds)Cleanability When industry stabalizes, more power to designChina will bring more brand choicesSomeone will have do do something different for Design to be firstYounger are seeing past trends for first time
Honda Del Sol is foreshadowing for innovative placement on a seat3-year recycle vehicles will change wear and coloring requirementsStronger economy will bring stronger colorWhat happens now that the chinesea are buying everybody?Eurpean Influence Looking for nostalgia- being translated in a different way
Suspension seating- more mesh, more non-directionalMandate requiring a certain amount of sustainable materials in vehiclesProfitability Everything more global?Design will become more important because we're headed towards samenessFabrics/Furnitre have crushed velvet look
Scale may change DRASTICALLY w/changes in technologyWhat can you do for less money?Decisions being made at T1 or T2 with people who are not qualifiedPeople need color Clean, classic appeal with dated fabrics
What will come from new yarns and new technologies?Jacquard Public needs to see and recognize color for it to become popularNew Fabric in digital age
More thermo capabilities Dobby (hope not) Younger Consumer demand - opposite of parentsSmaller cars- econmy, gas, sustainability
Better yarns that before have been too $$Time for innovation w/collapse of auto industryMore Saavy Smaller Cars- our age is not family, we want style and technology
Design will be inspired by materials and technologyNow increasing More customizable Interiors represent personality and quality
Yarn technology will give new life to fabricsOut of recession is bigger and brighter Tiny market for high chromaWhat does Eco look like?
Smarter textiles, $ in technology, not aestheticsSimple # of colors, cost driven Shocking could be offered as a statement but must be liveable on the insideMaybe people want the opposite of the "eco" look
Color has shifted to electronics and accentsMore models with less trim codes Extreme Textiles Contract may borrow from automotive
Return to craftsmanship look fewer bolsters (finite) in different vehiclesDull because decisions now are based on current economyGenY wants to be differentiated
Patterns return in weave because its cheaperFord used Repreve even though 50% more expensiveFurther there will be a back lash to add color because we need a turn aboutNich cars
With brand distinction, higher end has more expensive processes for patternDifferent not because of economy What do early adopters wantNature inspired
New Yarns Fewer vehicles, fewer models When is it too much (organic)Value Conscious decision based on personality
Multiple processing techniques beyond yarn and construction in 1 fabricCompanies have to do something to differentiate in a low cost way and can do so with colorIndustry must shift ans ahake up the way that interior environments are designedCustomize, plain version + options
Raw materials (PET based) Every brand should have developing imageYouth like design, but can't afford
Eco products- already more involvement but price is still high Back to basics with newnessElectronics sell for all age ranges
Light Up w/engineering (fish) Basic values because of economy1 young "fun" vehicle
Lighterweight w/different yarns Needs vs. Wants Inserts are low risk
Recycled Yarns No more keeping up with the Jones'This will be a minority of vehicles for a younger market
Lighter is becoming available but cost more Important to individual- more substanceGreen Movement
Increase complexity Neutral vs. IndividualizedRaw Materials will drive change
Yarn and Yarn combos for visual effects Sustainability and customization will drive motifA-surface will disappear
How does it take color? Limited textures and patterns available in bio fabricsPersonal and interchangeable
clean, pure products Friendlier electronic interface coordinated w/interior designPurposeful Metamerism and color change
sustainable and small carbon footprint More Universal MP3 Skins
Dye-free OR Split into regional differenciesDesign gets you in the door but cost, performance and specifications rule
Geo, Solid and Text ^ B Surface Depends on OEM, internal leadership, age/generation of the designer and the managerGraphics- t0shirts to luggage, graffiti and airbrush
Foam Embossed- heat glazed Environmental resurgenceAlways influence from EU and LA
Where we go will be determined by technology Globalization Want to be different but not with bold color- can't afford risk
Materials and advances in technology will determine Teams with different cultural backgroundsModern consumer- open, lighter, simple, natural
Redesign of seat- new things in "A" insert Exterior will inspire and play wth interiorSeat wil lhave to do more than just cover the seat (Electrodes in clothes)
Seat features will show design better in future Customization Trend, "tuner market", aftermarketGM disintegration of brands

MAGIC, SEMA - its own industryDemographic display and use of coor
Entry market will do great with colorGlobal influence- more exposure to cultural colors (internet)
Individuatlity, car as a statement, custom colors (bright and chromatic)S. America
Carrying Exterior to Interior (in plastics and IP)Maybe automotive will again be the trend setter when the dust settles
Retrospec- 60s phase is passingMore attention to detail


